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Abstract
Osteoporosis is a prevalent disease characterized by trabecular bone loss and increased
bone fracture risk at proximal skeletal sites leading to reduced individual quality-oflife for patients and major socioeconomic costs in health care. There is a strong clinical
significance for osteoporosis screening, however, current methods are invasive and limited
in diagnostic precision and fracture risk prediction. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
is a non-invasive methodology able to measure many quantitative parameters, which
directly correlate with fundamental tissue properties and are candidates for Magnetic
Resonance (MR) biomarkers in several diseases.
The purpose of this work is to develop an MRI-based methodology feasible in clinical
settings that can quantitatively measure trabecular bone density to enable the study of
new MR biomarker candidates for accurate and non-invasive osteoporosis screening.
A multi-step parameter estimation scheme was developed, which uses Quantitative
Susceptibility Mapping (QSM) to detect changes in bone content exploiting the diamagnetic susceptibility of bone tissue. The normally MRI-invisible bone at the standard
echo times in the employed time-interleaved monopolar multi-gradient echo sequence is
indirectly measured through susceptibility-induced phase changes in surrounding tissues.
Potentially confounding phase changes due to the chemical shifts in fatty tissues, present
in and around major osteoporosis sites, is accounted for by preceded Water–Fat Imaging
(WFI) techniques. Susceptibility-induced phase changes are thereby separated from fatshift-induced phase changes before phase information is inverted to spatial susceptibility
distributions.
The present cumulative doctoral thesis compiles three journal publications that together develop the complete MRI-based methodology to perform quantitative multiparameter mapping in the human body combining WFI and QSM.
The first journal publication develops a method to initialize the field map parameter in
water–fat separation algorithms by demodulation of several magnetic field contributions
from multi-echo data. The demodulation of the inhomogeneities of the main magnetic
field, the shim field, an object-based field and a residual linear field before water–fat
separation was shown to significantly reduce water–fat swaps, which also ensures accurate
field mapping needed for QSM in the body.
The second journal publication established a framework for generalized parameter
estimation and corresponding noise-performance analysis in multi-echo MR signal models
of multiple chemical species. The generalized formulation of the signal model Jacobian
via novel input matrices is able to describe the whole class of signal models described
by a weighted sum of complex exponentials with phases linear in the echo time. The
method was validated by numerical simulations and against known signal models from
WFI literature. The framework allows parameter estimation besides WFI and was the
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basis for QSM field mapping outside the brain.
The third journal publication applied the simultaneous estimation of fat fraction, R2∗
and susceptibility in trabecularized yellow bone marrow of the calcaneus to measure
trabecular bone density in healthy volunteers and osteoporosis patients. In regions of
different trabecular bone density, mean susceptibility values, reconstructed with three different assumptions on the spatial distribution, were compared to R2∗ values, Computed
Tomography (CT) attenuation, and Bone-Volume-to-Total-Volume (BV/TV) ratios estimated from high-resolution MRI. QSM showed good sensitivity on BV/TV visually and
in quantitative Region-of-Interest (ROI) analysis, which was also verified in numerical
simulations of simplified trabecular bone models. The article demonstrates the clinical
feasibility of trabecular bone QSM for osteoporosis screening.
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1 Introduction
A major interest in MRI is the development of quantitative imaging techniques. Quantitative Magnetic Resonance Imaging (qMRI) tries to obtain exact voxel values in MRI
source or post-processed images independent of hardware or experimental situations and
only sensitive to physiological tissue properties. qMRI measurements can therefore enable patient specific diagnosis and treatment monitoring towards personalized medicine
and open novel possibilities for longitudinal investigations of pathologies.
In the past decade, many qMRI methodologies were developed exploiting all types of
fundamental contrast mechanisms to derive clinically valuable biomarkers. Techniques
using thermalization of tissue magnetization or spin diffusion as contrast mechanisms,
such as MR-relaxometry or Diffusion-Weighted Imaging, are primarily based on measuring changes in the MR signal magnitude. Methods using tissue electromagnetism or
spin motion to produce MR contrasts, like MR Spectroscopy or Flow Imaging, additionally incorporate the phase information of the MR signal to gain information about the
underlying tissue.
Among the tissue properties that are encoded in both the magnitude and the phase of
the MR signal is the magnetic susceptibility. Tissues with different magnetic susceptibility locally distort the magnetic field in an MRI scanner resulting in phase changes in the
signal. In the past, these susceptibility effects have been studied based on susceptibilityinduced intravoxel dephasing that leads to a signal magnitude R2∗ -decay in the commonly
used gradient-echo imaging. However, R2∗ -mapping does not necessarily depict the inherent tissue susceptibility at a certain location as the susceptibility-induced field distortions
are the sum of contributions from all surrounding magnetic susceptibility sources. To
uncover the true local susceptibility, the phase of the signal has to be incorporated.
QSM is an emergent MR technique using the MR phase information from gradientecho data to directly reconstruct spatial susceptibility distribution [1]. QSM was initially
developed and is primarily used for neurological research applications in the brain and
consists of three conceptual steps [2]: i) estimation of the magnetic field inside the
scanner, ii) removal of field contributions not originating from susceptibility sources
inside a defined ROI, and iii) solving a field-to-susceptibility inverse problem.
When applying QSM outside the brain, especially the first field mapping step needs
to be adapted to the presence of multiple MR resonances compared to brain QSM,
where the assumption of single water proton resonances is sufficient. In the body where
fat is abundant in many tissues, chemical shifts in the resonance frequencies of the fat
molecule lead to nonlinear MR phase evolutions. Leaving them unaccounted for, such
nonlinear MR phase contributions from chemical shifts would confoundingly propagate
into the later QSM steps. The field mapping step in body QSM therefore uses water–
fat separation techniques to differentiate phase contributions due to chemical shifts from
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susceptibility-induced field contributions enabling an accurate treatment of the MR phase
evolution.
For unconfounded field maps, QSM theoretically results in three-dimensional tomographic maps that yield the average magnetic susceptibility per voxel independent of
field-strength and voxel volume [2]. QSM can thereby measure and differentiate voxels
primarily containing diamagnetic tissues from voxels with primarily para- and ferromagnetic content. The susceptibility of human bone tissue is diamagnetic and has a lower
than the susceptibility of water and therefore most soft-tissues [3]. In standard gradientecho MRI with longer echo times, thicker cortical bone structures do not directly emit
detectable MR signal as the apparent transverse relaxation rate of bone is very large,
R2∗ ∼ 2500 s−1 [4], and the generated magnetization in cortical bone decays to quickly.
However, voxels containing fine networks of trabecular bone show MR signal due to the
surrounding bone marrow. In theory, the voxel-averaged scalar magnetic susceptibility
of the trabecularized bone marrow scales linearly with the ratio of BV/TV according to
Wiedeman’s additivity law, which states that a mixture of different susceptibility constitutes exerts a bulk magnetic susceptibility, which is the sum of each proportionate
susceptibility component in the mixture [5]. Voxels of trabecularized bone marrow emit
detectable MR signals, which hold phase information about the averaged susceptibility
inside the voxel. Body QSM of trabecularized bone marrow is therefore a candidate
to indirectly measure normally MR-invisible trabecular bone structures through their
indirect bulk susceptibility effect on the surrounding bone marrow. Hence, accurate trabecular bone QSM could enable the non-invasive assessment of trabecular bone density
and thereby the detection of trabecular bone loss, which is one of the most important
pathological changes in osteoporosis.

1.1 Significance And Purpose
Osteoporosis is defined as the condition of low bone mineral mass and density leading
to a weakening of bones, which is the most common cause of broken bone among the
elderly population. Especially the loss of trabecular bone in osteoporosis patients leads
to large increase in fracture risk primarily occurring in the spine and the hip. Fractures
in trabecular bone due to osteoporotic bone loss greatly reduce individual quality-of-life,
correlate with mortality and pose a great economic burden on health care systems. In
the US, one in three post-menopausal women is estimated to experience bone fractures
due to decreased bone densities [6]. In the EU the estimated prevalence of osteoporosis in
men and women is around 35 % [7]. There is medicamentous treatment for osteoporosis,
if the disease is diagnosed early [8]. However, due to the lacking precision of current
Bone Mineral Density (BMD) measurements, early diagnosis of osteoporosis remains
challenging [9].
Bone imaging in radiology is clinically highly significant for the detection of trabecular
bone thinning and loss and to predict fracture risk in patients with osteoporosis [10].
Current gold-standard methods for osteoporosis imaging are however invasive as they
are based on the application of ionizing radiation. Non-invasive high-resolution MR
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trabecular bone imaging is challenging due to the necessary long scan times prone to
motion artefacts. With the loss of diamagnetic bone mineral density in osteoporosis,
the bulk magnetic susceptibility in trabecular bone regions decreases. The accompanied
change in the geometry of the trabecular network also affects the MR signal decay [11].
Furthermore, it has been shown that trabecular bone loss is correlated with the increase
of bone marrow fat content in the cavities of the trabecular bone network [12]. These
three types of pathological tissue changes—decrease of susceptibility, change of transverse
relaxation rates and increase of bone marrow fat fraction—are technically measurable by
non-invasive MRI without the need for high-resolution scanning.
Therefore the purpose of this work is to test the central hypothesis, whether
the development of a trabecular bone MRI methodology based on multiparameter mapping is possible, clinically feasible and sensitive enough to
measure changes in trabecular bone density for osteoporosis screening.

1.2 Thesis Structure
The present cumulative thesis is structured in the three following parts.
The first part summarizes background theory about MR physics, MRI reconstruction,
and parameter estimation theory.
The second part lists the comprised journal publications in separate sections together
with publication information and the main author’s research contribution.
The third part contextualizes the work with respect to previous studies in literature,
discusses results and indicates further research perspectives.
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In the following sections we introduce the basic concepts of the methodologies employed
and developed for this thesis. The focus lies on the introduction of notation for the later
chapters; in depth derivations can be found in most standard MRI textbooks and the
cited references. The chapter tries to cover the full spectrum of physical, mathematical,
and algorithmic concepts to explain the methods from this thesis’ comprising journal
publications.
First, we briefly summarize the basic steps in general MRI experiments from the generation of MR signals, over their spatial localization to the main concept in MRI reconstruction.
Second, we show how tissue properties are encoded into MR images in standard multiecho MRI acquisitions.
Third, the employed MR parameter estimation techniques in WFI and QSM are explained.

2.1 Basics of Magnetic Resonance Imaging
This chapter describes the basic principles of magnetic resonance imaging, from the
generation of MR signals in a spin ensemble over the method of signal localization by
spatial encoding to the reconstruction of images.

2.1.1 MR Signal Generation
To generate an MR signal in MRI, the quantum mechanical spin of protons—mostly as
hydrogen nuclei in water molecules in the human body—is exploited.
In the classical picture of a rotating proton with angular momentum J , its electromagnetic charge distribution creates a magnetic dipole moment µ = γJ , whose
p magnitude is
determined by the proton’s spin quantum number I = 1/2 via |J | = ~ I(I + 1), where
γ is the proton’s gyromagnetic ratio and ~ is the reduced Planck constant. In a volume
element of human tissue, there is an abundance ofP
protons, whose associated dipole moments accumulate to a magnetization vector M = N
i=1 µi . In the absence of an external
magnetic field the net magnetization averages out as the dipole moments are generally
randomly oriented and cancel each other to |M | = 0. In an MRI experiment, a strong
static external magnetic field H0 = H0 ẑ is applied to the object inside the MRI scanner,
leading to Zeeman splitting of the protons’ energy levels E± = µH 0 = mI ~γH0 in the
contained spin ensemble, where mI = −I, −I + 1, . . . , I = ±1/2 is the magnetic quantum number of the proton. According to the Boltzmann distribution the lower energy
level is occupied by a few more (∼ exp((E+ − E− )/kB T )) protons with µz = −~γH0 /2,
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which collectively contribute to an observable net magnetization Mk > 0 collinear to the
main magnetic field H 0 . In the plane perpendicular to H 0 , the spins precess due to the
exerted torque τ = µ × H 0 with the Lamor frequency ω0 = −γH0 equally canceling
any transverse net magnetization component M⊥ = 0. At thermal equilibrium the magnetization is therefore M 0 ∼ H0 ẑ. This bulk magnetization in MRI can in general be
treated classically as the number of protons that contribute is large (N > 1023 ).
The dynamics of the net magnetization vector M in an external magnetic field H is
governed by the classical Bloch equation,
∂M (t)
= γM (t) × H(t) − R2 Mx (t)x̂ − R2 My (t)ŷ + R1 (M0 − Mz (t))ẑ,
∂t

(2.1)

where dissipative effects in the spin ensemble towards the equilibrium magnetization M0 ẑ
are phenomenologically modeled by the two constants R1 and R2 . On top of the static
magnetic field, a sinusoidally time-varying magnetic field |H 1 | = 2H1 cos(Ωt + φ) with
H1 << H0 is applied orthogonal to H 0 . When considering a reference frame rotating
around H 0 with the same angular frequency Ω as H 1 (t), the effective field in this frame
of reference becomes time-independent
H e = [H1 cos φ, H1 sin φ, H0 − Ω/γ]| ,
with arbitrary phase φ in the transverse plane with respect to x̂. The Bloch equation for
the magnetization M 0 in the rotating frame of reference can then be written as
∂M 0 (t)
= −ΓM 0 (t) + R1 M 0 ,
∂t
where the matrix notation of the cross product in
time-independent matrix

R2
ω3

Γ = −ω3 R2
ω2 −ω1

(2.2)

(2.1) was used for the definition of the

−ω2
ω1  ,
R1

(2.3)

with ωi , i = 1, 2, 3 being the components of the effective Lamor precession ω e = −γH e
of the magnetization M due to the (time-independent) torque M × γH e . As can be
seen from (2.2) by setting dM / dt = 0, the magnetization approaches a steady state
M 0ss = R3 Γ−1 M 0 . Dropping the prime and redefining M as the magnetization in the
rotating frame, the formal solution to the Bloch equation (2.2) is given by

M (t) = e−Γt M (0) + 1 − e−Γt M ss
= e−Γt [M (0) − M ss ] + M ss .

Unlike often stated in MRI textbooks, the Bloch equation does have a general solution
obtained by proper evaluation of the propagator exp(−Γt). Here, we briefly sketch
the general evaluation of the matrix exponential exp(−Γt), a complete treatment can
be found in Reference [13]. As will be shown, the general solution can be reduced to
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finding the roots of a third order polynomial with components depending on the physical
parameters R1 , R2 , ωe . Without giving the general solution, we immediately apply some
simplifying assumptions on the applied field H 1 (t) that are often fulfilled in most MRI
scenarios and are valid for all standard experiments performed for this thesis.
To calculate the matrix exponential exp(−Γt), one can employ its inverse Laplace
transform. Similar to the well known Laplace transform L of the term (s − a)−1 being
exp(at) for constant a, the propagator can be written as
h
i
e−Γt = L−1 (s1 + Γ)−1 ,

with the identity matrix 1. The inverse Laplace transform f (t) for a function F (s) can
be calculated by the complex Bromwich integral
Z κ+iT
1
f (t) = L−1 [F (s)](t) =
lim
F (s)est ds,
(2.5)
2πi T →∞ κ−iT
where the real constant κ is chosen greater than the real part of any singularities of
F (s) and the contour is closed to the left of κ such that it encloses all singularities. The
complex integral can then be solved with Cauchy’s residue theorem
I
X
g(s) ds = 2πi
Res (g, cn ) ,
(2.6)
γ

cn

where the residue of a complex function f (z) at its poles cn of order n can be calculated
by
Res(g, cn ) =

dn−1
1
lim
((s − cn )n g(s)) .
(n − 1)! s→cn dsn−1

(2.7)

For F (s) = (s1 + Γ)−1 = A−1 in (2.5), the inverse A−1 can be computed by Cramer’s
rule, A−1 = adj A/ det A, as the quotient of the adjugate adj A and the determinant
det A of the matrix A = s1 + Γ. The function g(s) in (2.6) and (2.7) is
g(s) = F (s)est = (s1 + Γ)−1 est =

adj(s1 + Γ) st
e ,
det(s1 + Γ)

and the evaluated matrix exponential exp(−Γt), the propagator for the general Bloch
equation (2.2), can finally be written as


X
X
adj(s1 + Γ) st
−Γt
(2.8)
e
=
Res(g(s), cn ) =
Res
e , cn ,
p(s)
c
c
n

n

where cn are the roots of g(s) and p(s) = det(s1 + Γ) is the characteristic polynomial
of the matrix −Γ. p(s) is of order 3 and has in general three, possibly degenerate roots,
one real and two complex, that can be computed e.g. by Vieta’s formula. What is left
for the general solution of the Bloch equation is to find the poles of g(s) and compute its
residue at these points using (2.7). The sum of those residue holds the propagator (2.8).
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A full expansion of the propagator in terms of all initial physical parameters R1 , R2 , H 1
is given in [13]. As such a rigorous mathematical treatment needs to characterize the poles
of g(s) by distinguishing different cases of possible degenerated roots of the polynomial
p(s), the generality quickly leads to possibly complicated and nonintuitive relations of
the results to the initial physical parameters.
Here, we show, based on the general solution of the Bloch equation ((2.8) and (2.2)),
the solution in a practical MRI experiment by choosing a specific form of the applied
field H 1 allowing for some simplifying assumptions. In MRI this second magnetic field
is called a pulse and is typically of the form


t − τp /2
H e → H 1 (t) Π
,
τp
where Π(t) is the boxcar function that is 1 in the interval [−1/2, 1/2] and 0 otherwise.
The pulse is only active during a short duration, which is typically much smaller that
the inverse physical parameter relaxation parameter, τ << 1/R1 , 1/R2 such that the
assumption R1 , R2 → 0 is valid. On this time scale the Bloch equation simplifies to


0
ω3 −ω2
0
ω1  .
M (t) = e−Γt M (0), with Γ = −ω3
(2.9)
ω2 −ω1
0
The (characteristic) polynomial in (2.8) is

p(s) = det(s1 − Γ) = s(s − iωe )(s + iωe ),
which has the three distinct non-degenerate roots s0 = 0, s± = ±iωe . The adjugate of
(s1 + Γ) can also be easily computed and conveniently written as
X
adj(s1 − Γ)ij = s2 δij − s
ijk ωk + ωi ωj ,
k

where ijk denotes the Levi-Civita symbols, which is 1 for cyclic, −1 for anticyclic permutations of the indices and 0 otherwise, which also corresponds to
adj(s1 − Γ) = s2 1 − sΓ + ωe 1 + Γ2 ,

(2.10)

verifiable by simple matrix multiplication. As the adjugate is not further factorizable,
the roots of the p(s), {s0 , s± }, are also the three simple poles of the function
g(s) =

adj(s1 + Γ) st
e .
p(s)

Therefore, the propagator can readily be evaluated by the sum
e−Γt =

X adj(si 1 + Γ)
Q
esi t ,
(s
−
s
)
i
j6=i j
i
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which derives the final result by inserting the adjugate (2.10), and the poles si = s0 , s±
into (2.11):
ωe 1 + Γ2
ωe2
−ωe2 1 − iωe Γ + ωe 1 + Γ2 iωe t
+
e
−2ωe2
ω 2 1 + iωe Γ − ωe 1 + Γ2 iωe t
+ e
e
2ωe2



1
ωe 1 + Γ2 − Re −ωe2 1 − iωe Γ + ωe 1 + Γ2 eiωe t
=
ωe
 2
Γ
Γ
sin(ωe t) +
=1 −
(1 − cos(ωe t))
ωe
ωe

e−Γt =

The final result,
e

−Γt

Γ
=1−
sin ωe t +
ωe



Γ
ωe

2

(1 − cos ωe t),

(2.12)

describes a rotation of the magnetization vector around the axis ω e , and can be written
in the familiar form of a general rotation matrix
e−Γt = R(α, φ, θ) = Rz (−φ)Ry (−θ)Rz (−ωe t)Ry (θ)Rz (φ),
p
p
upon definitionp
of the angles as α = −ωe t, cos φ = ω1 / ω12 + ω22 , sin φ = ω2 / ω12 + ω22 , cos θ =
ω3 /ωe , sin θ = ω12 + ω22 /ωe , with the standard rotation matrices (2.13),






cφ sφ 0
cφ 0 −sφ
1
0
0
0  Rz 0 (φ) = −sφ cφ 0
Ry0 (φ) =  0 1
Rx0 (φ) = 0 cφ sφ 
0
0 1
sφ 0 cφ
0 −sφ cφ
sφ ≡ sin φ,

cφ ≡ cos φ,

for the rotations around the axes x̂0 , ŷ0 , ẑ0 of the rotating frame of reference. By identifying the initial matrix Γ from (2.3) as the cross product matrix composed of the generators
of rotation of the SO(3) group, the result for the propagator of the MR pulse (2.12) can
directly be verified to be the correct description of the rotating magnetization vector.
The solution to the Bloch equation (2.9) (in the rotating frame of reference) is therefore
M (t) = R(α(t), φ, θ)M (0),

t ∈ [0, τp ].

(2.13)

The solution for the Bloch equation of an applied pulse (2.13) has the advantage that
it describes not only resonant but also off-resonant pulse excitation, depending on the
choice of the applied pulse H e and therefore ω e . In a typical MRI experiment, after the
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pulse duration τp , τp < t, the magnetization vector is again left in a static magnetic field,
which then obeys the Bloch equation
∂M (t)
= −ΓM (t) + R1 M 0 , τp < t
∂t


R2 −ω3 0
0 .
Γ =  ω3 R2
0
0
R1

(2.14a)
(2.14b)

The general method of solving the Bloch equation presented above is again applicable for
(2.14) but leads to a cubic characteristic polynomial that is not easily factorizable as in
the case of the pulse excitation with neglected exponential relaxation before. Therefore,
we proceed by simplifying the propagator exp(−Γt) via decomposing Γ into the two
commuting matrices

 

R2
0 −ω3
 , DZ − ZD = 0,
 + ω3
R2
0
Γ=D+Z=
R1
0
omitting all further zero matrix entries. Note that the zero commutator allows to factorize
exp(−Γt) = exp(−Dt) exp(−Zt). While the matrix exponential of the diagonal matrix
D is trivially evaluated to

 −R t
e 2
 = E(t),
e−R2 t
e−Dt = 
−R
t
1
e
this time, we immediately identify Z = −ω3 Lz as the generator of rotation around ẑ,
which directly yields
e−Zt = eω3 tLz = Rz (ω3 t).
The solution to the Bloch equation (2.14) is therefore
M (t) = Rz (ϑ(t))[E(t)M (τp ) + (1 − E(t)) M ss ]
= Rz (ϑ(t))[E(t)R(α(τp ), φ, θ)M (0) + (1 − E(t)) M ss ],

(2.15)

where we defined ϑ(t) = ω3 t and used the fact that E(t) and Rz commute.
According to (2.16), the steady-state is given by
M ss = R1 Γ−1 M 0 = R1 (D + Z)−1 M0 ẑ = M0 ẑ,
which is invariant under Rz and therefore

M (t) = Rz (ϑ(t))[E(t)R(α(τp ), φ, θ)M (0)] + 1 − e−R1 t M0 ẑ.
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For an instantaneous on-resonant pulse (short τp , Ω = −γH0 = ω0 ) in the transverse
xy-plane (θ = 0), one can easily deduce the textbook result for the magnetization vector
in the laboratory frame:
Mxy (t) = Mx (t) + iMy (t)
= Mxy (τp )eiω0 t e−R2 t

Mz (t) = 1 − e−R1 t M0 + e−R1 t Mz (τp ),

where the magnetization immediately after the pulse H 1 with flip angle α = γH1 τp is
M (τp ) = Rα,φ M (0) = Rz (φ)Rx (α)Rz (−φ)M 0 .
The solution to the Bloch equation (2.15) describes the basic sequence in a typical MRI
experiment, where the bulk magnetization created by the main magnetic field H 0 is
first excited by a pulse H 1 , which tilts the magnetization away from the z-axis. The
transverse magnetization component Mxy then precesses around the main magnetic field
accompanied by a relaxation towards the steady state.
Due to first principles in electrodynamics, the precessing transverse magnetization
emits a radio frequency signal, circularly polarized about the z-axis. This signal S(t) is
proportional to the transverse magnetization and detectable via electromagnetic induction into receiver coils inside the MRI scanner. The MR signal can be made dependent
on many physical tissue parameters, e.g. by choosing the pulse duration τp or the exact
timings of the acquisition windows of the receiver coil and therefore holds a rich amount
of information which can finally be used to produce a wealth of different image contrasts.
Generally, the magnetization vector is not homogeneous throughout the imaged object
in the scanner due to different physical electromagnetic tissue properties and as the
number of spins contributing to the bulk magnetization is large, Mxy (t) is therefore
better described by the integral
Z
S(t) ∼ Mxy (t) =
m(r, t) dr ,
(2.17)
V

of the time-dependent magnetization density m(r, t) over the volume V inside the scanner. As MRI attempts to visualize the spatial distribution of the magnetization density,
after the signal generation by the excitation pulse, the spatial information needs to be
directly encoded in the MR signal in order to localize the magnetization contributions
from each rasterized locations inside the scanner.

2.1.2 MR Signal Localization and Acquisition
To be able to reconstruct an MR image from the generated MR signal, spatial information
needs to be encoded into S(t) ∼ Mxy (t) to localize tissue contrast information to pixel
or voxel values. The fundamental idea of modern MRI is to superimpose additional
magnetic gradient fields, which vary linearly in space, on top of the main magnetic field
H 0.
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By applying these gradient fields G(t)r over a time range −τ /2 ≤ t ≤ τ /2 after the
pulse (t < τp ), the local precession frequency of the transverse magnetization Mxy also
varies linearly in space. The gradient fields create a location-dependent linear phase
dispersion over time, which is detected by a receiver coil via the previously mentioned
electromagnetic induction. The receiver coil system measures the time domain signal
and demodulates the spatially constant precession term exp(−iω0 t) to

Z t
 
Z
0
−iω0 t
S (t) = S(t)e
∼
m(r, t) exp −iγ
G(t) dt r dr .
(2.18)
V

0

By defining the variable
k(t) = −γ–

Z

t+τ /2

G(t) dt ,

(2.19)

t−τ /2

and assuming the acquisition window, the time duration [−τ /2, τ /2], to be also small
compared to the inverse relaxation rates, τ << 1/R1 , 1/R2 , it is evident that the signal
(2.18) resembles the three-dimensional Fourier transform of the magnetization density.
This relation is stated in the important "Imaging Equation"
Z
0
S (k) ∼
m(r, t)e−2πikr dr = F{m(r, t)}.
(2.20)
V

S 0 (t)

The signal
can therefore be viewed as acquired by the MRI scanner in the Fourier or
k-space domain along the trajectory k = k(t). The localization information is effectively
encoded by the frequency k, which is known through the applied gradient fields with their
so-called waveforms G(t) = [Gx (t), Gy (t), Gz (t)]T by the definition (2.19). The applied
waveforms always lead to a phase dispersion of the magnetic spins, which contribute to the
magnetization vector in each voxel. This phase dispersion leads to a specific precession
frequency k per voxel at r = [x, y, z]| and therefore connects acquired samples in kspace with corresponding spatial locations in image-space. This signal encoding by the
applied waveforms is the important intermediate step to later reconstruct the generated
MR signal to images.
In general, MRI gives a large freedom in designing the gradient waveforms, which
define the MRI acquisition scheme and the trajectory on which the MR signal is sampled
in k-space. The most basic MR experiment is the so-called Free Indcution Decay (FID),
where the MR signal after a solitary excitation pulse is sampled with a constant gradient
waveform, the so-called read-out gradient. Figure 2.1 shows the FID signal created by
this simple MR acquisition scheme in a so-called pulse diagram, visualizing the timing
of Radio Frequency (RF) or gradient magnetic fields from left to right.
The signal evolution of the transverse magnetization density per voxel in the FID
experiment is given by
s(r, t) = m(r, t) exp(−2πiGtr),

(2.21)

which is not symmetric over the acquisition window, and does not follow an even function
in the time domain. Therefore, its Fourier transform—the "spectrum" of the magnetization density m(r, t)—has a real absorption mode and an imaginary dispersion mode [14].
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α
Acquire

RF/AQ

Figure 2.1: Schematic pulse diagram of a basic FID MR experiment.
Due to the finite dispersion mode, the acquired signal (2.20) for an FID is undesirably
phase-shifted and requires a phase-correction to recover a purely real absorption line for
a later image reconstruction of the magnetization density signal (2.21). To overcome the
requirement of a phase-correction step for each trajectory in k-space in an MRI experiment, one chooses an acquisition scheme in which the signal per voxel (2.21) is ideally
an odd function over the time duration of the acquisition scheme, such that its Fourier
transform has directly only a pure absorption line and a phase-correction as for the FID
is not needed.
There are two prominent MR acquisition schemes that form a symmetric "echo" signal
over the read-out gradient duration, called the Spin Echo (SE) sequence and the Gradient
Echo (GRE) sequence.
In a SE sequence (Figure 2.2), the FID signal after the single excitation pulse is not
directly sampled by the read-out gradient, but a second 180◦ inversion pulse is played out
at the time t = TE/2. The inversion pulse reverses the dispersion due to microscopic field
inhomogeities, which are always present in practical experimental conditions. Therefore,
the reversible signal decay of the FID refocuses after the inversion pulse to the initial
signal up to the factor exp(−R2 TE), which manifest the formation of the "spin echo"
at t = TE, after which the signal decays again [15]. Sampling the signal symmetrically
around the so-called echo-time TE leads to the desired symmetry of the signal dynamic
over the acquisition window, where the signal follows and even function in time.

180◦

α

Acquire

RF/AQ

TE/2

TE/2

Figure 2.2: Schematic pulse diagram of a basic SE sequence.
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In a GRE sequence (Figure 2.3), in addition to the dispersion due to microscopic field
inhomogeities, the MR signal created by the excitation pulse is deliberately dephased by
a dephasing gradient of different polarity and half the duration of the read-out gradient.
A so-called "gradient echo" is then formed after the first half of the acquisition window,
which defines the echo time TE in a GRE sequence [16]. In contrast to the spin echo,
the gradient echo is ideally refocused up to s(r, t) exp(−R2∗ TE), where R2∗ is a effective
transverse relaxation constant different from R2 as only the dispersion part from the
dephasing gradient is rephased and not the reversible decay from the microscopic field
inhomogeities, which are present in any practical MR experiment. The apparent R2∗ relaxation is further discussed in Section 2.2.1.

α
Acquire

RF/AQ

TE
Gx
Figure 2.3: Schematic pulse diagram of a basic GRE sequence.
In both types of echo formations, SE and GRE, the read-out gradient symmetrically
sampling the echo is only able to encode signal along an one-dimensional line in k-space.
The above pulse sequence diagrams are therefore understood as building blocks of the
full pulse sequence played out during the entire MR experiments. To traverse the full
k-space the entire sequence in the diagrams from excitation pulse to the latest gradient
plus eventual waiting times—defining the so-called TR—needs to be repeated with a
varied gradient waveform to sample along a different one-dimensional k-space trajectory
until enough k-space volume is sampled to later be able to reconstruct a full image.
In addition to the type of echo preparation and the number of subsequent echoes
acquired, the full MR acquisition scheme is also defined by the geometry of the sampling
trajectories. Trajectories distinguish between Cartesian or non-Cartesian k-space lines
in two or three dimensional space. For gradient waveforms defining only two dimensional
trajectories in k-space, the third dimension needs to be encoded by an initial sliceselective excitation in each TR, which can be achieved by a constant gradient in the slice
dimension played out during the excitation pulse. For both, 3D and 2D, trajectories,
a Cartesian read-out is most common in standard clinical MRI practice. In Cartesian
sequences, the gradient waveforms define a Cartesian grid on which the created signal
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is sampled. In non-Cartesian read-outs, the trajectories describe k-space lines off the
Cartesian grid, which enables more time-efficient MR signal acquisitions, but require
more complex subsequent image reconstruction techniques. In the next section we show
the basic ideas of Cartesian MR image reconstruction.

2.1.3 Magnetic Resonance Image Reconstruction
The aim of MR image reconstruction is to spatially resolve the acquired MR signal s(r, t)
(2.21) and thereby visualize the transverse magnetization component m(r, t) 2.17 in a
stack of two dimensional images.
As previously mentioned already, the main idea in modern MRI reconstruction is to
identify the localized, spatially encoded, MR signal S 0 (k) (2.20) as the forward Fourier
transform of the magnetization density m(r, t).
This association allows to describe effects on the signal due to the experimental setup,
such as hardware realizations and possible perturbations, in terms of mathematical properties of the Fourier transforms and thereby explain possible resulting image properties.
We focus on the simple case of Cartesian MR acquisition schemes, which were exclusively used for this work, but the k-space concepts also apply to non-Cartesian MR
acquisitions in which the sampled k-space trajectories are necessarily resampled to the
rectilinear Cartesian grid in an extra post-processing step either via so-called gridding
[17] or Nonlinear Fast Fourier Transformation (NUFFT) [18].
Formally inverting the Imaging Equation (2.20) to recover the spatially resolved magnetization density as
Z
m(r, t) ∼
S 0 (k)e2πikr dk = F -1 {S 0 (k)}
(2.22)
V

shows how the inverse three-dimensional Fourier transform allows the conversion from
the acquired k-space data to localized information in image-space. However, the relation of the Fourier transform (2.22) is not directly applicable, because in the MR data
acquisition and reconstruction, the signal is not analogous and therefore not continuous.
The signal and with it the recovered spatial distribution of the magnetization density
are both subject to discretization. In fact, two different discretization steps happen in
an MRI experiment: the digitalization of the MR signal by an Analog-to-Digital (A2D)
converter connected to the receiver coil(s) during the acquisition and the discretization
in the reconstruction to map the spatial domain onto two-dimensional pixels or threedimensional voxels. We briefly show the mathematical structure of these finite sampling
steps, where it suffices to focus on only the one-dimensional case, as the Fourier transform is fully separable across the different spatial dimensions. Without loss of generality
the three-dimensional case is a straightforward replication of the one-dimensional case in
the remaining dimensions.
The sampling of the MR signal on Cartesian trajectories by the A2D converter effectively introduces two terms into the Imaging Equation (2.20). First, the finite duration
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of the acquisition window introduces a truncation by the windowing or boxcar function
(
1 for kmin ≤ k ≤ kmax ,
Π(k) =
(2.23)
0 otherwise.
Second, during the acquisition window the A2D converter samples the localized MR
signal described by multiplication with the sampling function
u(k) = ∆k

∞
X

δ(k − n∆k).

(2.24)

n=−∞

Inserting the physically motivated functions (2.23) and (2.24), which describe the finite
sampling of the MR signal into the (one-dimensional) Imaging Equation (2.20), writes
Z ∞
0
S 0 (k)e2πikx u(k)Π(k) dk
(2.25)
m (x) =
−∞

where we changed the symbol from m(r, t) to m0 (x) because of the one-dimensionality
and as the finite sampling always violates complete data-consistency to a certain extend.
The real magnetization density is only to be recovered up to a truncation error due to
the finite k-space volume resembled by Π(k). The effect of the finite sampling from the
A2D converter on the reconstruction m0 (x) is described by the product of the two terms
Π(k)u(k) and (2.25) results in
m0 (x) = ∆k

n−1
X

S 0 (p∆k)e2πip∆kx ,

(2.26)

p=−n

where the k-space dimension was discretized as −n∆k ≤ k < n∆k with N = 2n ∈ N
equidistant samples. From (2.26) it is evident that the sampled spin density m0 (x) is
periodic in regular intervals of
L = 1/∆k,

(2.27)

which defines the Field-of-View (FOV) in image-space. The finite sampling of the spatial
dimension x to a discretized image-space is described by multiplication of (2.26) with
P 0 −1
0
0
the same sampling function u(x) = ∆x nq=−n
0 δ(x − q∆x) where −n ∆x ≤ x < n ∆x:
∆x

0 −1
nX

q=−n0

0

m (x)δ(x − q∆x) = ∆x∆k

0 −1
nX

q=−n0

n−1
X

S 0 (p∆k)e2πip∆kx δ(x − q∆x)

(2.28)

p=−n

The resolution ∆x is defined by the number of voxels, N 0 = 2n0 ∈ N, and the FOV as
∆x = L/N 0 .
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Imposing that the number of discrete k-space samples being equal the number of voxels
in image-space, N = N 0 , combines (2.27) and (2.29) to
∆x∆k = 1/N,
whose substitution in (2.28) finally results in the reconstructed (one-dimensional) image
of the spin density distribution
N/2−1

m0 (q∆x) = ∆k

X

S 0 (p∆k)e2πipq/N .

(2.30)

p=−N/2

Equation (2.30) shows how the two discretized quantities—the sampled k-space data,
S 0 (p∆k) and the voxel values for the spin density, m0 (q∆x)—form a Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) pair. The computationally efficient method of Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) can therefore be used to implement the DFT and reconstruct the sampled
k-space data as an image [19].
The derived equations (2.20), (2.26), and (2.30) give the basis for understanding many
image properties in MRI. For example, the effect of undersampling k-space can be seen
from Equation (2.26). If the FOV (2.27) is smaller than the length of the imaging object,
denoted by A, the Nyquist sampling criterion, A ≤ L, is violated, causing the infamous
effect of aliasing. Similarly, effects causing Gibbs ringing or image blurring can be understood from the truncation (2.23) or other additional functions in k-space and their
Fourier transforms. Therein, the concept of MR data acquisition in k-space proofs very
helpful and shows the unavoidable trade-offs in an MRI experiment. Obviously, the more
sampling points are acquired, the better the image that can be reconstructed. However,
as each k-space sample needs to be spatially encoded onto the generated MR signal,
the pulse sequence block describing the read-out might need to be repeated resulting
in a longer scan time. Typically the whole pulse sequence cannot be directly speeded
up as limiting physical constraints, either related to the hardware or medical safety, do
always apply. For example, a too large power transmission by RF coils increases body
temperature and fast switching gradient fields—if the gradient hardware allows them–
can induce peripheral nerve stimulation, both effects to be avoided for obvious safety
demands. Consequently, there is always an inherent trade-off in MRI of scan time versus
image quality.
Increasing the speed of MRI is therefore an important topic of both ongoing and past
MRI research efforts. The importance of fast MRI lead to the development of several novel
MRI acquisition schemes successful in decreasing the MR acquisition time with limited
image quality reduction and therewith increased time efficiency and patient comfort.
Most important are the advances in "Parallel Imaging" and more recently "Compressed
Sensing".
Parallel Imaging takes advantage of multiple coils for receiving the MR signal [20].
The spatial sensitivity of the different surface-coils arranged in one so-called array can
be used to complement the spatial encoding procedure using gradient waveforms. Using the signal strength in the different receiver coils as localization information, only a
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fraction of the time-consuming phase-encoding repetitions need to be performed, which
directly saves scan time. There are two basic types to perform parallel imaging and the
corresponding image reconstruction of multi-coil MR signals. The two types differ on
whether the under-sampled signal is first complemented in k-space, like in the GeneRalized Autocalibrating Partial Parallel Acquisition (GRAPPA) approach [21], or the aliased
Fourier transform in image-space is unfolded using image-space sensitivity information,
like in the SENSitivity Encoding (SENSE) approach [22]. More recent parallel imaging techniques also combine the two principles, like in Eigenvector-based Self-consistent
Parallel Imaging Reconstruction from Arbitrary k-Space (ESPIRIT) [23].
Compressed Sensing also allows to heavily under-sample the MR k-space data to
achieve large scan time savings. Instead of relying on multiple receiver coils, a Compressed Sensing method uses the sparsity property of MR images [24]. Greyscale MR
images are often compressible with a large reduction factor exploiting the fact that in a
certain domain, the information content of the MR images can be represented by only
a few coefficients. Some MR images (e.g. flow images in MR angiography) are already
sparse in the standard pixel domain (image-space) but typical examples of domains where
MR images show a large degree of sparsity are the wavelet or gradient domain. Using recent advances in mathematics and image reconstruction theory [25, 26] use the fact that
pseudo-randomly under-sampled k-space acquisitions lead to noise-like aliasing artefacts
in image-space reconstructions. Those noise-like artefacts can then be removed by nonlinear non-Cartesian reconstruction algorithms using regularization terms that promote
a low number of representing coefficients in the corresponding sparsifying domain to
denoise the image similar to other denoising algorithms in standard image processing.
In this present work, Compressed Sensing was not used but we partly made use of
the SENSE method. Results of reconstruction methods typically focus on the quality
of magnitude images and little is known on how Parallel Imaging methods or Compressed Sensing affects the phase of the reconstructed images and therefore any subsequent quantitative parameter estimations techniques. In our applications however, the
phase information was of major interest. We consequently did not perform any k-space
under-sampling even though all our scans were performed with multi-array receiver coils.
To combine the multi-coil data, we only performed SENSE unfolding, which did not
lead to any scan time reduction but resulted in high quality phase data without any
confounding effects from under-sampling.
This chapter concludes the overview of background theory of MRI physics from MR
signal generation to reconstructed MR images. In the next sections we briefly give an
overview of the encoding of more physically relevant properties onto the MR signal to be
able to later estimate quantitative parameter maps from reconstructed images.

2.2 Encoding of Physical Properties
The treatment to derive the MR signal (2.21) and the subsequently reconstructed image
(2.30) in the previous Section 2.1 followed the time evolution of the net magnetization
of an ensemble of protons. However, in human tissue these protons are always bound in
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molecules and therefore surrounded by an electron cloud defining the protons’ chemical
environment. Electron clouds are subject to polarization by the main magnetic field and
therefore generate their own magnetic field based on the magnetic susceptibility of the
molecule. The polarization of electrons during an MRI experiment gives rise to three
important effects: intravoxel-dephasing, the chemical shift, and phase accumulation over
time due to bulk-susceptibility [3].

2.2.1 Intra-Voxel Dephasing
The magnetization density (2.17) can be expanded in frequency space into isochromats—
ensembles of spins that precess with the same precession frequency. In a homogeneous
static magnetic field in the absence of field inhomogeneities, all spins precess with the
same angular frequency about H 0 . The magnetization density can therefore be written
as
Z ∞
m(ω)e−iω(r)t e−R2 (r)t dω
(2.31a)
m(r, t) =
−∞

m(ω) =

N
X

µxyn (τp ) δ(ω0 − ωn ),

(2.31b)

n=1

where µxy = µx + iµy is the transverse component of a single spin. In this case all
spins are in the same isochromat and precess with the Lamor frequency ω0 . In a real
MRI experiment however, there are always magnetic field inhomogeneities ∆H(r) of
various sources present. Due to the main magnetic field in MRI, H0 ẑ, being much
stronger than any transverse components, one can assume the field inhomogeneities to
only have a noticeable effect along the z-axis such that ∆H(r) ≈ ∆H(r)ẑ. These field
inhomogeneities are typically assumed to follow a Lorentzian distribution and therefore
lead to a distribution of precession frequencies in the spin ensemble, which is also of
Lorentzian shape [27]:
m0 (ω) =

N
X

n=1

µxyn (τp )

(γ∆H(r))2
(γ∆H(r))2 + (ω − ω0 )2

The magnetization distribution m0 (r, t) in the presence of field inhomogeneities thus
writes [28]
0

m (r, t) =

Z

∞

N
X

−∞ n=1

=

N
X

µxyn (τp )

(γ∆H(r))2
e−iω(r)t e−R2 (r)t dω
(γ∆H(r))2 + (ω − ω0 )2

µxyn (τp )e−iω0 t e−R2 t e−γ∆H(r)t ,

(2.32a)

(2.32b)

n=1

where the relaxation terms can be combined by defining the effective transverse relaxation
rate
R2∗ = R2 + γ∆H = R2 + R20 .
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The MR signal evolution in a more realistic situation including microscopic field inhomogeneities therefore effectively decays as
Z
∗
0
(2.33)
m(r, t)e−iω0 t e−R2 t dr ,
S (t) ∼
V

with the decay rate R2∗ describing irreversible signal decay by R2 due to the inherent
thermalization and a reversible dephasing leading to the effective relaxation by R20 . In
a pure GRE sequence the two effects are not separable and subsequent echo signals in
a multi-echo acquisition decay by exp(−R2∗ TE). In comparison, in a SE sequence the
refocusing pulses are able to refocus the dephasing due to the microscopic field inhomogeneities and subsequent spin echoes therefore decay by exp(−R2 TE). In both sequence
types, assuming a different distribution of field inhomogeneities and resulting frequencies
distributions, the relaxation behavior deviates from a simple mono-exponential decay.
The R2∗ value localized to a voxel holds information on the intra-voxel dephasing due
to possible large external magnetic fields or a broad distribution of internal frequencies as
it is created for example by the presence of small magnetic particles like contrast agents,
natural iron depositions or microscopic highly concave structures like blood vessels or
trabecular bone structures. To gain R2∗ -information about such tissues, the signal dynamics (2.33) needs to be sampled over multiple echoes either in multi-echo sequences,
where additional echoes are formed in the same TR, multi-acquisition sequences, where
the whole TR is repeated with a shifted read-out, or a combination of both [29]. The effective decay of the signal magnitude over echo times then encodes voxelwise information
on the value of R2∗ .

2.2.2 Chemical Shift
Besides intra-voxel dephasing, the electron cloud polarization can lead to an additional
effect on the signal dynamics. For observer protons inside a molecule, the field created
by the polarized electron cloud is known as the demagnetization field [30], which is
dependent on the chemical surrounding and the local geometry of the proton’s location
inside the molecule (electron configuration, angle and length of chemical bonds between
nuclei, etc.). According to Lenz’s law [31], the demagnetization field is opposed to the
polarizing field, the main magnetic field H 0 in MRI. Protons in a specific chemical
environment, a so-called chemical species denoted by subscript p, therefore experience a
reduced field strength and precess with a specific Lamor precession frequency defined by
their shielding constant δp :
ωp = −γH0 (1 − σp ) = ω0 (1 + δp )
By convention the chemical shift in MRI (and magnetic resonance spectroscopy) is often
given in units of the deshielding constant δp [32]. Compared to water, most molecules
in human tissue have a higher electron density and therefore a negative deshielding
constant with respect to the assumed center frequency ω0 tuned to the protons in water
molecules. In body MRI the most important molecules, due to their large chemical shifts,
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are lipids present in fatty tissue. These fat molecules hold a number of different chemical
species, each with its own specific chemical shift. The most abundant chemical species
in a fat molecule is the methylene group in fatty acid with its specific chemical shift of
δCH2 = −1.3 ppm. When uncounted for, the presence of main fat peak with its large
chemical shifts explain the infamous chemical-shift artifacts [27] in reconstructed MR
images. In the signal equation (2.33) the presence of a single chemical species denoted p
adds an additional magnetic field term to the precession of an observer proton:
Z
m(r, t) exp(−iω0 (1 + δp )t) dr ,
S(t) ∼
V

The factor ω0 δp leads to a modulation of the periodic precession of the magnetization
around the main magnetic field with frequency ω0 . Therefore, the dynamics of the
signal S(t) over multiple echoes also effectively encodes the presence of species p in the
modulated frequency of the signal phase. In Section 2.3.1, the signal evolution over
echoes is given for the presence of multiple species, where the same concept of multi-echo
imaging is needed to estimate properties of chemical species per voxel.

2.2.3 Susceptibility-Induced Phase Accumulation
Polarized electron clouds not only lead to the creation of the demagnetization field and
consequent chemical shifts inside the molecules, but the same polarization mechanisms
[3] also lead to dipolar magnetic fields outside of a polarized molecule, which affects
observer protons in its surrounding. The unit dipolar field of a single magnetic dipole
mr0 located at position r 0 evaluated at location r is given by
B m (r − r 0 ) =

µ0 (3(mr0 · r̂)r̂ − mr0 ) 2
+ µ0 mr0 δ 3 ( r − r 0 ),
3
4π|r − r 0 |3

(2.34)

where r̂ is the unit vector in the direction of r − r 0 [14]. The magnetic field an observer
proton at location r experiences in an MRI scanner is the sum of the field contributions
from all surrounding dipole fields: To derive the effective susceptibility-induced meanfield equations for an ensemble of dipole moments, technically one needs mathematically
elaborate spatio-temporal averaging and the separation of far and near field contributions followed by a mathematical concept called the Lorentz correction connected to the
theoretically important second term in (2.34) [33]. Without going in the necessary detail
for a rigorous treatment, we just motivate the further derivation of the main equations,
which are important for the explanation of the effects of the susceptibility-induced field
and refer to [28] and [34] for in-depth mathematical descriptions. Heuristically stating
the ad hoc equation for the susceptibility-induced field as

Z X
3(r̂ · mr0 )r̂ − mr0
2
3
0
B(r) = µ0
+ mr0 δ ( r − r ) d3 r 0
(2.35)
0 |3
3
4π|r
−
r
V 0
r ∈V

the
Pensemble of magnetic dipoles can be connected to the bulk magnetization vector as
” r∈V mr = M (r)”. Furthermore, to derive effective mean-field equations, the volume
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V in (2.35) is virtually separated into the volume V 0 in which distant interactions between
dipole momenta and observer spins take place on long ranges and the Lorentz volume in
which near field interaction are taken into account, here incorporated into B near . There
is a freedom to choose the size and geometry of the Lorentz volume, as it is merely a
mathematical construct, however it needs to be chosen in such a way that in the inside
of the volume, the contribution from the distant outside dipoles can be treated as a
mean-field from an continuous outside medium. After such manipulations, not taken out
here, Equation (2.35) can be written as

Z 
3(r̂ · M (r 0 ))r̂ − M (r 0 ) 3 0
B(r) = µ0
d r + B near (r).
4π|r − r 0 |3
V0
In MRI it is typically assumed that the magnetic dipole moments in a small volume
element are randomly distributed, as we already made use of in Section 2.1.1. In this
case, the near field term vanishes and by a proper choice of the Lorentz volume, which is
still macroscopically small enough that its separation from V results in a much smaller
total volume V 0 . Furthermore, the bulk magnetization vector in thermal equilibrium is
given by
M (r) = χ(r)H 0
and, as we have seen in Section 2.1.1, the static main magnetic field H 0 (r) = H0 ẑ.
With the z-component dominating the polarization due to the strong main magnetic
field, the transverse equilibrium magnetization can again be neglected and the created
susceptibility-induced additional field is given by

Z 
3(r̂ · ẑ)r̂ − ẑ)
0
Bz (r) = µ0 H0
ẑ|
χ(r
)
d3 r 0
3
0
4π|r − r |
V

Z 
3 cos2 θ − 1
0
= µ0 H0
χ(r
)
d3 r 0 ,
3
0
V 4π|r − r |
where θ is the azimuthal angle between the z-axis and the xy-plane. By defining the unit
dipole kernel
(
0
for |r| = 0
d(r) = 3 cos2 θ−1
(2.37)
otherwise,
4π|r|3
the susceptibility-induced field can be written as the convolution
Bz (r) = (d ∗ χ)(r),

(2.38)

which is the basic equation for QSM [2]. In MR experiments the (unidirectional) demagnetization field (2.38) created by the bulk-susceptibility of the imaging object is
superimposed on the main magnetic field and the total magnetic field inside an MR
scanner is therefore
H(r) = H 0 + B χ (r),
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where the susceptibility-induced part is described via (2.38) as B χ = Bz ẑ. Thus, the
signal evolution in MRI follows
Z
∗
m(r, t)eiγ(H0 +Bχ )t e−R2 t ,
(2.39)
S(t)
V

where we introduce the notation Bχ = |B χ | = Bz . Equation (2.39) shows how the
susceptibility-induced field contribution Bχ leads to a phase accumulation in the complex
MR signal, where for the static field the phase increase depends linearly on the echo time.
Typically, a clinical MR scanner has a system of dedicated gradient coils to produce
the so-called shim field, which attempts to compensate the susceptibility-induced field
contribution during the MRI sequence. Before the actual MR sequence, a sequence
module is inserted, which measures line shapes in a whole volume MR Spectroscopy
experiment or the spatial phase evolution in a fast low-resolution prescan. Based on
these measurements, current strengths for the shim gradient coils are calculated so that
the superposition of their created spherical harmonic field oppose and ideally cancel the
susceptibility-induced field. The journal publication shows how the shim field can be
introduced into a multi-echo parameter estimation of the magnetic field map.

2.3 MR Parameter Estimation
After the reconstruction of MRI images and their dynamics that encode the tissue parameters of interest, the task of MR parameter estimation techniques is to extract quantitative voxel value estimates of such parameters. This thesis primarily employed parameter
estimation for quantitative WFI and QSM, which are described in the next two sections.

2.3.1 Water–Fat Imaging
As stated in Section 2.2.2, the presence of chemical species is encoded in the MR signal
evolution. In body MRI the most important chemical species are lipids that have a
number of hydrogen atoms bound at different locations inside fatty acid molecules each
with their own specific resonance due their different chemical environment. The different
chemical environments of the protons in the lipid molecule lead to different peaks in the
lipid’s MR spectrum. WFI uses acquisitions of multiple echos at increasing echo times
to estimate the "contributions of the fat peaks" to the MR signal, yielding important
biomarkers like e.g. the proton-density fat fraction and other specific parameters in fatty
tissues like R2∗ . The time evolution of the complex MR signal inside a single voxel,
sn ≡ s(tn ), can be written in general as
sn =

P
X

%p eiφp e(iωp −rp ) tn ,

(2.40)

p=1

where the contribution to the signal from fat peak p = 1, ..., P is characterized by its
magnitude %p , phase after the RF-excitation (at t = 0) φp , resonance frequency ωp and
transverse relaxation rate rp .
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Since the estimation of the whole set of model parameters {%p , φp , ωp , rp }, p = 1, ..., P
in (2.40) would require an impractical amount of echoes sn , it is necessary to reduce
the number of parameters on the right hand side of (2.40). A typical example in WFI
is the reduction of (2.40) to the widely used multi-peak single-R2∗ model by fixing the
chemical-shifts of all p ∈ 2, ..., 10 fat peaks—assuming the first peak p = 1 corresponds to
the water peak—to a priori values normally obtained from MR spectroscopy by setting
ωm = ω1 + δωp , p ∈ 2, ..., P . Furthermore, all peaks, including water are assumed to
decay with the same relaxation time R2∗ , which finally yields
∗

ŝn = (W + cn F ) e(i2πfB −r2 )tn ,
cn =

P
X

ap ei2πδfp tn ,

p=1

with

p
X

(2.41)

ap = 1,

p=1

where we substituted W = ρ1 exp(iφ1 ) and fB = ω1 /2π for the water peak and F αp =
%p exp(iφp ), p ∈ {1, ..., P } for the fat peaks.
The signal model given by equation (2.41) describes the signal in a single observation
at acquired echo time tn . The definition of the following model matrix [35, 36]
 Pp

i2πδfp t1
1
p=1 αp e
h
i
∗
∗


..
A(fB , R2∗ ) = diag e(i2πfB −R2 )t1 , . . . , e(i2πfB −R2 )tn  ...
 , (2.42)
.
Pp
i2πδf
t
p n
1
p=1 αp e
allows to write the signal model in the multi-observation matrix formulation
ŝ = [s1 , . . . , sn ]| = A(fB , R2∗ )[W, F ]| .

(2.43)

The least-squares parameter estimation problem is then stated as
W, F, fB , R2∗ =

2

arg min
0 ,R∗ 0
W 0 ,F 0 ,fB
2

s − ŝ(W 0 , F 0 , fB0 , R2∗ 0 ) 2 .

(2.44)

By means of the Variable Projection (VARPRO) [37] the linear parameters in (2.44) can
be substituted by
[W, F ]| = A+ (fB , R2∗ )ŝ,

(2.45)

where A+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of matrix (2.42), resulting in the optimization
2

fB , R2∗ = arg min (1 − AA+ )ŝ ,

(2.46)

0 ,R∗ 0
fB
2

which only minimizes the nonlinear parameters fB , R2∗ in the signal model (2.41) as
the linear parameters W and F are determined by (2.45). The VARPRO minimization
problem (2.46) specific to the single-R2∗ was generalized to the broader class of weighted
sums of complex exponentials with phase terms linearly varying in the echo time [38]
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and can in general be solved by standard nonlinear fitting but faces three important
challenges:
First, the field map parameter fB is subject to phase wrapping and its value can only
be determined up to modulo 2π. In standard WFI primarily interested in the other model
parameters, a wrapped field map is not important, but in cases where further processing
of the field map is needed—as for QSM described in the next section–the wrapping needs
to be taken into account.
Second, and also connected to the complex exponential with the time-dependent argument scaled by the field map parameter, the least-squares cost function (2.46) is nonconvex in the field map parameter. The nonlinearity of the field map parameter often
leads to the occurrence of multiple local minima of the cost function that can correspond
to unphysical parameter combinations. A convergence of the field map to such local
minima can lead to the infamous water–fat swaps, where the water and the fat signal
in a voxel are assigned the wrong way [39]. Iterative nonlinear optimization schemes
therefore require an initialization of the field map close to the true parameter value to
ensure convergence to the global minimum. Finding a good initialization of the field map
often necessitates the incorporation of additional information to the single-voxel minimization problem (2.46). In Section 3.2, we developed a method to add prior knowledge
from several field map contributions to the problem. Another common approach is to
incorporate neighborhood information of each voxel and set up a global cost function for
all voxels similar to


X
X
2
 (1 − A(fB0 , R2∗ 0 )A+ (fB0 , R2∗ 0 ))s +
U ( fB0 (r) − fB0 (r 0 ) ) ,
fB , R2∗ = arg min
0 ,R∗ 0
fB
2

r

r 0 ∈\(r)

(2.47)

where the least-squares terms for all voxels are summed up and an "interaction term"
U between each voxel (at discrete location r) and its neighborhood voxels at r 0 ∈ N (r)
is added. Such global minimization problems can successfully be solved with graph cut
algorithms [40], first demonstrated for WFI in [41] and further developed and employed
in specific applications in [42, 43, 44]. A refined single-iteration graph cut algorithm for
WFI field map initialization was also developed in [45, 46, 47] yielding optimal swapfree water–fat parameter estimates and simultaneously unwrapped and unsmoothed field
maps for further processing.
The third challenge in solving (2.46) (or the first term in the global estimation (2.47))
is the noise propagation in the optimization, which depends on the echo time selections in
combination with the physical tissue parameters. At certain unfavorable combinations
of echo times and model parameters, the noise in the input data s amplifies in the
parameter estimates, which renders them useless for later diagnostic purposes. It is
therefore important to choose well-suited echo times for the expected tissue parameters
to optimally design the experiment before the data acquisition. The standard method for
such an optimal experimental design in terms of echo time selection and model parameters
is the Cramér-Rao analysis [48, 49], based on the computation of the Fisher Information
Matrix (FIM) [50] for the chosen signal model. The FIM is defined as the expectation
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value (E[. . . ]) of the second derivative of the log-likelihood ln L:


∂ ∂
Ikl = E
ln L ,
∂β l ∂β k
where the likelihood L in the case of additive white Gaussian noise with variance σ 2
follows


1
2
|
ks
−
A%k
L ∼ exp
2 , % = [W, F ]
2σ 2
In general, the FIM is then given by
I=

n
o
1
†
Re
J
J
,
σ2

(2.48)

where J is the Jacobian of the chosen signal model [51]. In the case of the widely used
single-R2∗ signal model (2.41), the Jacobian, which defines the FIM by (2.48), is


∂ŝ
∂ŝ
∂ŝ
∂ŝ ∂ŝ ∂ŝ
J=
,
,
,
,
,
.
∂|W | ∂|F | ∂∠W ∂∠F ∂fB ∂R2∗
The Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB), which gives the theoretically minimal variances
(Var) of the parameter estimates [51], is defined as the
CRLB = diag I−1 = [Var |W |, Var |F |, Var ∠W, Var ∠F, Var fB , Var R2∗ ]| .
Minimizing the CRLB model parameters of interest and/or different echo samplings can
be used for optimal design [52] of the experimentally selected echo times. In the journal
publication [38] from Section 3.3, we also generalized the Cramér-Rao noise performance
analysis to a broad class of signal models by formulation of a model-agnostic Jacobian.
With the Cramér-Rao analysis for the scenario of WFI, where phase unwrapping of
the field map parameter is not of major importance, the above challenges of field map
initialization and echo time selection optimal with respect to the Signal-to-Noise ratio
(SNR) can be adequately addressed. After successful WFI parameter estimation, clinically important radiological biomarkers can then be collected and determined, like e.g.
tissue R2∗ or the Proton Density Fat Fraction (PDFF), which is computed in a magnitude
discrimination method [53] as


1 − |W|W+F| |
for |W | > |F |


PDFF =


 |F |
for |W | ≤ |F |,
|W +F |

which is generally more noise robust against phase errors in the input images than simply
computing the PDFF as |F |/|W | + |F |. WFI and our proposed generalized chemicalspecies separation can be seen and is mathematically equivalent to the field mapping
step in QSM in the body, where the presence of fat needs to be addressed.
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2.3.2 Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping
QSM reconstructs tissue susceptibility from complex GRE data and is formally comprised
of three algorithmic steps to extract spatial information about the underlying magnetic
susceptibility distribution of the imaging objects: i) Magnetic-field mapping, ii) Background Field Removal (BFR), iii) Field-to-Susceptibility Dipole Inversion (DI). In the
following sections we briefly describe the key ideas of each of these algorithmic steps.
Magnetic-Field Mapping
Starting from complex multi-gradient-echo MR images, the first step in QSM is the
estimation of the magnetic field inside the MR scanner during the scan. For a simple onecomponent MR signal model with only on-resonant water protons as the only chemical
species present, the signal phase evolution φ(t) is directly proportional to the field map
fB as
s(t) = M (t) exp(iφ(t)),

φ(t) = 2πfB t.

(2.49)

In tissues containing water–fat mixtures, the magnetic field mapping step needs to account for the presence of different chemical species as those lead to superimposed modulations on the signal evolution. The water–fat separation algorithm described in the
previous Section 2.3.1 can be used to accurately estimate the field map value for each
voxel, which is automatically corrected for the modulations due to different involved
chemical shifts.
However, analogous to the original MR phase being available only via the phasor
exp(iφ(t)) of the complex image signal (2.49), the argument of the phasor exp(i2πfB t)
in the water–fat signal model (2.41) is also subject to phase wrapping and consequently its
value φ = 2πfB t is also only ambiguously defined up to modulo 2π. The wrapped phase
value φwr underlies the principal (unwrapped phase) value φunwr carrying an unknown
multiple of 2π:
φwr = φunwr + n2π,

φwr ∈ (−π, π],

n∈Z

There are several proposed algorithms for phase unwrapping [54], which try to find the
correct multiple 2πn and subtract it from the wrapped phase to obtain an unwrapped
phase map without unphysical discontinuities. A common fast algorithm to unwrap the
field map term φwr = 2πfB t is based on the following identity [55]
 2 iφwr 
∇ e
∇2 φunwr = Im
= cos φwr ∇2 sin φwr − sin φwr ∇2 cos φwr .
eiφwr
The Laplacian unwrapping method [56] inverts the Laplacian operator and computes


φunwr = ∇−2 cos φwr ∇2 sin φwr − sin φwr ∇2 cos φwr .

The unwrapped field map is finally given by

fB = φunwr /2πt,
as it was computed in the journal publication [57] in Section 3.4. The field map fB is
then input for the subsequent QSM step removing background field contributions.
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Background Field Removal
The measured magnetic field fB in a certain ROI is a combination of different contributions from susceptibility sources inside the ROI and long-ranged field perturbation from
sources outside the ROI, since the whole imaging object is magnetized through the main
magnetic field and the susceptibility-induced magnetic fields generally extend through
the whole imaging FOV. A large contribution from outside the FOV is often created by
the large susceptibility difference (≈ 9 ppm) between soft tissue and air. In typical MRI
scans with limited FOVs not covering the whole object inside the MRI scanner, these air–
tissue boundaries lie outside the FOV, but have field map contributions ranging inside
the ROI. Typical susceptibility differences inside the imaging object are in the sub-ppm
range and their magnetic fields are therefore much smaller than the background field,
which can practically complicate the unique separation of the background field from the
measured total magnetic field B = [0, 0, 2πfB /γ–]| [58]. Background field removal techniques aim at the removal of field map contributions from susceptibility sources outside
the ROI. From first principles of magnetostatics [14], the magnetic fields in the absence
of macroscopic current ssatisfy the following equations
B = µH
∇·B =0
∇ × H = 0,
where the total magnetic field B is related to the external magnetic field H via the
permeability µ = 1 + χ. Assuming a linear medium with scalar susceptibility χ << 1, as
it is valid for human tissue [3], from (2.50) it follows that
∇×

B
1
1
= ∇ × B − B∇ ×
µ
µ
µ
1
1
= ∇ × B + 2 B × µ = 0.
µ
µ

(2.51a)
(2.51b)

Employing the vector identities
∇ × (f A) = f (∇ × A) − A × (∇f )
∇ × (A × B) = (B · ∇)A − (A · ∇)B + A(∇ · B) − B(∇ · A),

(2.52a)
(2.52b)

and substituting 1/µ with χ << 1 leads to
∇2 B = ∇ × (B × ∇χ)
2

= B∇ χ − (B · ∇)∇χ.

(2.53a)
(2.53b)

With the standard approximation of the dominating external main magnetic B = Bẑ,
one can neglect the transverse components and the single z-component of the total field
B writes


∂2χ
∇2 B = B ∇2 χ − 2 .
∂z
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In theory the total magnetic field B can be uniquely separated into the local (BL ) and
the background field (Bbg ) contributions
B = BL + Bbg = d ∗ (χL + χbg ) .

(2.54)

For a defined ROI Ω in the imaging volume, by definition the local and the background
field have a zero source distribution outside and inside of Ω, respectively, and therefore,
they obey the cases
(
0
∀r∈Ω

2χ
∇2 Bbg =
(2.55a)
∂
B ∇2 χbg − ∂z 2bg
∀ r 6∈ Ω

( 
2 χ − ∂ 2 χL
B
∇
∀r∈Ω
L
2
∂z
∇2 BL =
(2.55b)
0
∀ r 6∈ Ω.
For the BFR step the important observation is that the background field inside the ROI
Ω solves the Laplace equation
∇2 Bbg = 0,

r ∈ Ω,

(2.56)

which governs the mathematical properties of the background field on which many BFR
algorithms are based on [59]. By adhering to the Laplace equation (2.56), it follows that
the background field is spherically harmonic and as such has the mean value property
B(r) = (ρ ∗ B)(r),
for any spherical convolution kernel ρ(r). A class of BFR algorithms [60] is based on the
identity
B − ρ ∗ B = (δ − ρ) ∗ B

(2.57a)

= BL + Bbg − ρ ∗ BL − ρ ∗ Bbg

(2.57b)

= BL + Bbg − ρ ∗ BL − Bbg

(2.57c)

= (δ − ρ) ∗ BL ,

(2.57d)

where δ is the convolution unit element, the Dirac distribution. Such deconvolution algorithms differ in the choice of suitable spherical kernels ρ and compute the deconvolution
(∗−1 )
BL = (δ − ρ) ∗−1 [(δ − ρ) ∗ B],
which involves the inherent assumption that there are no sources of the background field
close to the boundary of the ROI Ω as those would contribute to the convolution values
at distances closer than half of the kernel width of ρ to the boundary ∂Ω. Hence, the
disadvantage of deconvolution algorithms can be the appearance of artifacts appearing
close to the boundary ∂Ω, where the assumption might not be valid. In extension to the
original deconvolution method (Sophisticated Harmonic Artifact Reduction for Phase
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data (SHARP) [59]), methods trying to mitigate those artifacts have been proposed
which include varying radii of the deconvolution kernel (Variable-kernel Sophisticated
Harmonic Artifact Reduction for Phase data (vSHARP) [61]) or additional regularization (Regularization-Enabled Sophisticated Harmonic Artifact Reduction for Phase data
(RESHARP) [60]). The initial assumption of absent background field sources close to ∂Ω
still poses challenges to the application of BFR algorithms in body QSM with common
reduced FOVs cropping the imaging object.
Besides the deconvolution algorithms, there is also the method of Projection onto
Dipole Fields (PDF) [62], which is based on the different assumption o of orthogonality
of the local and background field, motivated by the Hilbert Projection Theorem [63].
Since B = d ∗ χ (see Equation (2.38)), any field B can be represented as an element in a
Hilbert space spanned by the dipole moments d(r). According to (2.55), the local field
BL is spanned by dipoles inside the ROI, {d(r)|r ∈ Ω}, whereas the background field is
created by outside dipoles, {d(r)|r ∈ Ω̄}. The assumption is that DL ⊥ Dbg , where DL =
span{d(r)|r ∈ Ω} and Dbg = span{d(r)|r ∈ Ω̄}. The Projection Theorem then ensures
that arg minB ∗ ∈Dbg kB − B ∗ k2 has a unique value, which is the true background field
Bbg . The local field, orthogonal to Dbg , is determined by B − Bbg . With the separability
(2.54) of the total field, the PDF method computes a susceptibility distribution outside
the ROI Ω by solving the minimization problem
B − d ∗ χ0bg

χbg = arg min
χ0bg (r),r∈Ω̄

2

,

(2.58)

and forward simulating the local field as
B L = B − d ∗ χbg .
The algorithmic formulation of PDF is already close to field-to-susceptibility DI methods,
but restricted to the outside of a defined ROI by spatial masking. PDF has been show
to give accurate and robust results in brain QSM and was also extensively used in the
studies for this thesis. However, the PDF method can also lead to significant artifacts
close to the edges of the ROI, where the orthogonality assumption can be violated and
the unregularized minimization (2.58) can result in over-fitting of field contributions from
local sources. Hence PDF can be challenging, again especially in body QSM, when the
imaging objects is cropped by the FOV and/or ROI.
A last method, which was primarily employed in this work, is the Laplacian Boundary
Value (LBV) method [64]. LBV directly solves the Laplace equations (2.56) under the
assumptive boundary condition that the measured total magnetic field at the boundary
of the ROI is solely composed of the background field Bbg . The local field BL at the
border ∂Ω is then assumed to vanish. The LBV problem for BFR is therefore
∇2 Bbg = 0,

Bbg (∂Ω) ≈ B,

which is typically solved by an iterative multi-grid method [65]. LBV shows a fast
convergence towards a BFR result with significant less artifacts at ROI boundaries and
could successfully be used in the body QSM study [57].
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There are several more BFR techniques proposed in literature—often variations or extensions to the algorithms presented above. A comprehensive overview and comparisons
can be found in [58].
Field-to-Susceptibility Dipole Inversion
The next step after BFR and the last in a QSM processing pipeline is the field-tosusceptibility DI. Given the local tissue field BL (2.54), presumably created only by
susceptibility sources inside the ROI Ω, dipole inversion aims to recover the underlying
susceptibility distribution according to the convolution equation (2.38) describing a scalar
tissue susceptibility model:
BL (r) = (d ∗ χ)(r),

(2.59)

with d as the dipole kernel in the image domain (2.37). The forward dipole model (2.59) is
typically transformed to the Fourier domain where the convolution becomes a point-wise
multiplication
B̃L (k) = (D · X)(k),
where B̃L = F{BL }, X = F{χ} and the transformed dipole kernel
D(k) = F{d(r)} =

1
kz
−
.
3 |k|2

After their magnetization many different susceptibility distributions can theoretically
result in the same created magnetic field. Thus, it is clear that the relation of χ to BL is
not a one-to-one, but a many-to-one mapping resulting in an ill-posed inverse problem to
recover X(k) from the measured B̃L . Furthermore, the field-to-susceptibility inversion
is ill-conditioned, as the dipole kernel in Fourier space, D(k), goes to zero at the cone
surface where kz2 = |k|2 /3. The naive approach to discard this zero cone surface from a
possible susceptibility reconstruction like
χ(x) = F -1 {X(k)},
(
0 , where kz2 = |k|2 /3
X(k) =
D−1 (k) · B̃L , otherwise ,

(2.60a)
(2.60b)

is therefore not successful, because the noise present in all practical measurements of B̃L
will be amplified close to the zero cone surface, where the values of the dipole kernel D
are small. Such noise amplification features of the ill-conditioned field-to-susceptibility
inversion in QSM lead to the infamous streaking artifacts—patterns in image-space with
crossings at the magic angle of 54.7 deg of largely erroneous susceptibility values [2].
To prevent such streaking and select a possible susceptibility distribution according to
additional a priori information, one needs to regularize the inverse field-to-susceptibility
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problem. Such a regularization can be written in the form of the minimization problem
to find X(k) via

 2
X(k) = arg min B̃L − D F{χ0 }
+ λR[χ0 ],
(2.61)
2

χ0

where the regularization term R[χ] on the right added to the data fidelity term on the left
incorporates prior information to the field-to-susceptibility inversion. In QSM literature
the minimization (2.61) has been solved for many different regularizers R[χ] and with
different numerical algorithms. We briefly show two different methods, both examples of
two possible classifications of QSM algorithms, a direct method and an iterative method,
which where both used for the journal publication from Section 3.4.
A possibility to directly find a closed form solution to the inversion (2.61) is given for
the regularizer
Rpc [χ; λ] = λ F{k∇χ(k)k22 } = λk−ikX(k)k22 ,

(2.62)

where λ is a hyperparameter balancing the data fidelity and the regularization term and
that needs to be optimally fixed for each measured local field map B̃L . As the gradient
in image-space of the spatial susceptibility distribution adds to the cost function that is
minimized in (2.61), the regularizer using the Euclidian norm promotes a susceptibility
that is piecewise constant in space. The fact that for this regularizer, the regularization
term and the data fidelity use the same Euclidian norm, simplifies the minimization
problem, which can concesequently be cast into the linear algebraic equation
(D† D + λk 2 )X = D† B̃L ,
solvable by simple inversion of the diagonal matrix (D† D + λk 2 ) to obtain the susceptibility
χ = F -1 {(D† D + λk 2 )−1 D† B̃L }.

(2.63)

Besides the obvious quick reconstruction time due to only the point-wise multiplication
in-between a forward and an inverse Fourier transforms—on the order of a few second or
even faster on modern personal computers—the closed-form solution has several drawbacks:
The regularizer (2.62) with the gradient operator does not take into account any prior
information from the image-base domain, often leading to over-smoothed susceptibility
distributions. Natural edges between different tissue types, where one would also expect different susceptibilities, are discarded in QSM inversion (2.63), which leads to a
damping of the dynamic range of susceptibility values and blurred edges in the QSM
reconstruction. Furthermore, the closed-form solution purely computed in k-space is not
directly able to incorporate noise-weighting based on SNR information in image-space.
To overcome such limitations a number of different combinations of better suited data
fidelity and regularization terms have been proposed. Here, we introduce one prominent
example of an iterative field-to-susceptibility inversion, the Morphology-Enabled Dipole
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Inversion (MEDI) technique [66, 67, 2]. The main idea of MEDI, is to incorporate prior
information from the image domain into the QSM inversion by choosing a more complex
regularizer, a different data fidelity term and additional, possibly dynamic, weights, all
in the image domain in order to tightly control the noise amplification property of the
inverse problem. As the name suggests, the prior in MEDI is based on the morphology
of the imaging object that is determined from the complex raw input images from before
the field mapping step. The MEDI regularizer is given by
RMEDI [χ; λ] = λkWg (r)∇χ(r)k1 ,

(2.64)

where the gradient-weighting Wg is a morphological edge-mask given by
(
0 for L|I|(r) < τ
Wg (r) =
1 otherwise ,
where L is an edge-detecting operator from standard image processing such as the Canny
or Sobel operator [68] acting on an input image |I| with its result heuristically thresholded by the parameter τ . In the brain the threshold τ is typically chosen such that
the ratio of edges voxels to other voxels inside the GRE magnitude image of the masked
brain is around 30 %. The `1 norm in the MEDI regularizer (2.64) ensures the promotion
of sparse susceptibility distributions in the gradient domain, which reinforces the prior
assumption of piecewise constant susceptibility distributions. The weighting Wg practically switching off any regularization on morphological edges in the susceptibility map
together with the `1 norm in (2.64) leads to a better streaking artifact reduction compared to the regularizer (2.62). In addition to the improved regularization term, MEDI
type QSM algorithms also often use a different nonlinear formulation of the data fidelity
term to more closely follow the noise distribution of the complex raw input images, where
the susceptibility distribution enters the forward convolution model in the argument of
a complex exponential [69, 70]. The corresponding full cost function to be optimized in
MEDI then writes
0

X(k) = arg min Wd (eiBL − eid∗χ )
χ0

2
2

+ λkM∇χ(k)k1 ,

(2.65)

where the data fidelity term is also given in the image domain with the added dataweighting Wd , which is practically determined by the SNR in the input images and
possibly refined in iterative solvers. The nonlinear formulation of the data fidelity term
ensures that the noise distribution in the measured field map BL is Gaussian as this
assumption is in line with the Bayesian interpretation of the QSM minimization [71].
The MEDI optimization (2.65) can be solved via several different algorithms. Popular
methods in literature are the Split-Bregman or ADMM method [70] or Gauss-Seidel-like
algorithms [2]. MEDI can be viewed as the starting point and basis of reference for
most state-of-the-art iterative QSM algorithms and is often adapted to specific clinical
research questions and applications by combination of linear or nonlinear data fidelity
terms with different regularizers such as total variation or total generalized variation,
zero-norm, Tikhonov, and more.
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In our journal publication 3.4, we compared different MEDI type regularizer and a
direct closed form QSM algorithm for the body QSM application of trabecular bone
density mapping. For comparisons of several more different regularizers and single-step
approaches in brain applications we refer to [72].
Besides the direct and iterative QSM inversion algorithms, there are other classes
that we can only briefly mention here, namely single-step methods, Total Field Inversion (TFI), Deep-Learning-based QSM employing neural networks, and multi-orientation
QSM methods. While single-step methods combine the BFR and the DI step into one
formulation of a joint cost function [73], TFI does not perform any BFR, but inverts
the total measured magnetic field after field mapping [74]. For Deep-Learning-based
QSM, neural networks need to be trained using input training data and labeling QSM
reconstructions from a different QSM method (supervised learning) in order to inherently
represent a QSM forward model, which is then employed in the reconstruction (prediction) step for new input of unseen data [75]. Multi-orientation QSM methods use a more
realistic tensor susceptibility model, whose parameter estimation needs scans of the same
imaging object but with different orientations with respect to the main magnetic field
H 0 [76, 77] and are therefore much more difficult to introduce into clinical practice. In
a recent QSM reconstruction challenge, it became evident that under all state-of-theart methods, iterative methods currently perform best for a controlled numerical brain
phantom [78].
This concludes our treatment of background theory from basic concepts of MRI experiments to obtained parameter estimates in the form of quantitative anatomical maps
of tissue properties. In the next chapters we summarize and discuss our applications of
the above methods in the field of WFI and body QSM.
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3 Comprising Journal Publications
This thesis comprises three original first-authored journal publications that cover a novel
method for field map initialization in WFI (Section 3.2), a generalized framework for
multi-parameter estimation from multi-echo signals (Section 3.3), and a proof-of-concept
of body QSM measuring trabecular bone density (Section 3.4).

3.1 Compliance with Ethical Standards
All investigations performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance
with the ethical standards of the institutional and/or national research committee and
with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards. Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants included in the
studies.

3.2 Journal Publication I: Improving Chemical Shift
Encoding-Based Water–Fat Separation based on a
Detailed Consideration of Magnetic Field Contributions
The publication entitled Improving Chemical Shift Encoding-Based Water–Fat Separation based on a Detailed Consideration of Magnetic Field Contributions was published
in Magnetic Resonance in Medicine (ISSN: 1522-2594) on 9 February 2018 under the
Creative Commons License (c b n). [79]. The article also appeared in MRI of Obesity and Metabolic Disorders https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/toc/10.1002/
(ISSN)1522-2594.MRI-obesity-metabolic-disorders. Results from this work were
also presented in a previous conference submission [80], which was awarded the International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine (ISMRM) Magna Cum Laude Merit
Award and was invited for oral presentation at the ISMRM annual meeting 2016. Figure
5 of this journal publication was chosen for the cover of Volume 80 Issue 3 of Magnetic
Resonance in Medicine (ISSN: 1522-2594) September 2018 [81].

3.2.1 Abstract
Purpose
To improve the robustness of existing chemical shift encoding-based water–fat separation methods by incorporating a priori information of the magnetic field distortions in
complex-based water–fat separation.
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Methods
Four major field contributions are considered: inhomogeneities of the scanner magnet,
the shim field, an object-based field map estimate and a residual field. The former two
are completely determined by spherical harmonic expansion coefficients directly available
from the MR scanner. The object-based field map is forward simulated from air–tissue
interfaces inside the FOV. The missing residual field originates from the object outside
the FOV and is investigated by magnetic field simulations on a numerical whole body
phantom. In vivo the spatially linear first order component of the residual field is estimated by measuring echo misalignments after demodulation of other field contributions
resulting in a linear residual field. Gradient echo datasets of the cervical and the ankle
region without and with shimming were acquired, where all four contributions were incorporated in the water–fat separation with two algorithms from the ISMRM water–fat
toolbox and compared to water–fat separation with less incorporated field contributions.
Results
Incorporating all four field contributions as demodulation steps resulted in reduced temporal and spatial phase wraps leading to almost swap-free water–fat separation results
in all datasets.
Conclusion
Demodulating estimates of major field contributions reduces the phase evolution to be
driven by only small differences in local tissue susceptibility, which supports the field
smoothness assumption of existing water–fat separation techniques.

3.2.2 Author Contribution
The first author developed the methodology, performed the necessary adaptations to
the online pulse sequence computations and the parameter export on the MR scanner
(Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands), and implemented the offline software
for post-processing and numerical simulations in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). After
the study design for validation and reproducible testing in close collaboration with coauthors, the first author performed all experiments, analyzed and interpreted the data,
and wrote the manuscript.

3.2.3 Original Article
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Purpose: To improve the robustness of existing chemical shift encoding-based
water–fat separation methods by incorporating a priori information of the magnetic
field distortions in complex-based water–fat separation.
Methods: Four major field contributions are considered: inhomogeneities of the
scanner magnet, the shim field, an object-based field map estimate, and a residual
field. The former two are completely determined by spherical harmonic expansion
coefficients directly available from the magnetic resonance (MR) scanner. The
object-based field map is forward simulated from air–tissue interfaces inside the field
of view (FOV). The missing residual field originates from the object outside the FOV
and is investigated by magnetic field simulations on a numerical whole body phantom. In vivo the spatially linear first-order component of the residual field is
estimated by measuring echo misalignments after demodulation of other field contributions resulting in a linear residual field. Gradient echo datasets of the cervical and
the ankle region without and with shimming were acquired, where all four contributions were incorporated in the water–fat separation with two algorithms from the
ISMRM water–fat toolbox and compared to water–fat separation with less incorporated field contributions.
Results: Incorporating all four field contributions as demodulation steps resulted in
reduced temporal and spatial phase wraps leading to almost swap-free water–fat separation results in all datasets.
Conclusion: Demodulating estimates of major field contributions reduces the phase
evolution to be driven by only small differences in local tissue susceptibility, which
supports the field smoothness assumption of existing water–fat separation techniques.
KEYWORDS
B0 field estimation, chemical shift encoding-based water–fat separation, Dixon imaging, object-based field
map estimation, water–fat imaging, water–fat separation

1 | INTRODUCTION
Chemical shift encoding-based water–fat imaging (WFI) has
a wide range of clinical applications including fat suppression1,2 and fat quantification.3,4 In WFI, magnetic field

distortions are modeled as a nonlinear “field map” parameter
in a complex water–fat signal model.5 If the field map term
is known, the linear water and fat parameters can be determined unambiguously. However, if the field map is
unknown and there is no reasonable a priori estimate of the
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field map, solving the water–fat separation problem can
result in ambiguous solutions often appearing as the infamous water–fat swaps—regions in the WFI output images,
where the water and fat signal seem to be interchanged.1,6
To resolve water–fat swaps in WFI, there are many algorithms available that rely on the assumption that the field map
term resembling the magnetic field in the MR scanner during
a scan is a spatially smooth function.7–14 Given good
enough field map estimates in the neighborhood of a voxel
(seeds), the assumption of an only mildly varying field
map term over voxels allows to limit the range of possible
field map values in that voxel, which can mitigate the
ambiguity problem of the water–fat separation.1 However,
in cases where the assumption of field map smoothness
over the voxel range is not met or reliable seed voxels are
not available, water–fat separation remains challenging.
A recent work proposed the use of object-based information of the magnetic field to obtain a valuable field map initialization for standard WFI algorithms.15 In this work, field
distortions due to the object in the scanner are simulated starting from a rough estimate of the susceptibility map of the
object in the scanner, which is a binary tissue–air mask of the
FOV assigned corresponding susceptibilities. A demodulation
of the so-called object-based fast field map estimate
(OBFFME) from the complex source images served the role
of the initialization of several standard water–fat separation
algorithms from the ISMRM water–fat toolbox16 and was
shown to resolve many water–fat swaps in challenging anatomies in which air–tissue interfaces create field map terms fast
varying in space. However, the air–tissue susceptibility map
obtained in the OBFFME method by thresholding only holds
information of the object inside the FOV, which results in a
missing residual field after the demodulation of the OBFFME.
Furthermore, results were shown primarily at 1.5 T and without considering the effect of other field map contributions.17,18
The purpose of the present work is to develop a field map
demodulation method for WFI considering—in addition to
the previously proposed OBFFME15—the magnetic field
contribution from the missing residual field, inhomogeneities
of the scanner magnet and the shimming gradients, all at 3 T.

2 | THEORY
Assuming the widely used single-R2 multi-fat-peak water–fat
voxel signal model


^s n 5ðW1cn F Þeði2pfB 2R2 Þtn ;
cn 5

P
X
ap ei2pDfp tn ;
p51

with

P
X
ap 51;

(1)

p51

the complex signal at the n-th echo ^s n  ^s ðtn Þ; n51; . . . ; N is
composed of the complex signal of water W and fat F that

ET AL.

share a common transverse relaxation rate R2 . The fat signal
is modeled by an a priori known spectrum with P spectral
peaks of corresponding relative amplitudes ap and chemical
shifts Dfp .19 The spatially dependent field map, fB  fB ðrÞ,
accounts for the averaged magnetic field changes in a voxel
affecting the effective precession frequency of each spectral
peak and as such has a strong nonlinear effect on the phase
of the signal ^s n . We model four different field map
contributions:
fB 5

g
ðDB0 1Bshim 1B^
v 1Br Þ;
2p

(2)

the scanner magnet inhomogeneities DB0 , the shim field
v and a residual
Bshim , the object-based field map estimate B^
field Br. g is the proton’s gyromagnetic ratio.

2.1 | Contribution of scanner magnet
inhomogeneities
The volume inside a MR scanner, where the main magnetic
field itself is relatively constant, is limited to a region around
the iso-center. In scans with large FOV or at large offcenter
locations the main magnetic field is not constant in the whole
imaging volume. Based on the magnet design of the scanner,
the inhomogeneities of the main magnetic field can be
described by a spherical harmonic expansion:
DB0 ðrÞ5

L X
L
X
‘51 m52L

DB0
C‘m
Y‘m ðr; /; uÞ;

(3)

with the spherical harmonic functions Y‘m of order ‘ and
DB0
up to a maxidegree m with corresponding coefficients C‘m
mum order L. These coefficients typically do not change
from scan to scan and are determined by the hardware and
its calibration.

2.2 | Contribution of shim field
When an object is placed in the main magnetic field,
depending on its susceptibility the object gets magnetized
and becomes itself a source of magnetic field.20 To counter
the magnetic field distortions due to the susceptibilityinduced object-based field Bv , shimming is routinely used
in clinical MR scans. After a 1D or 2D sequence module
for measuring the object-based magnetic field Bv prior to
the actual scan, electrical currents through special shim
coils are computed to best possibly compensate for Bv .
These coils are designed to create certain spherical harmonic magnetic fields and are therefore also typically
described by a spherical harmonic expansion like Equation
shim
. While clinical systems
3 with different coefficients C‘;m
up to 3 T often only have coils that can produce shim fields
up to order L 5 2, high-field systems have shim coils producing fields up to order L 5 3 or higher. Since the
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Flowchart of the proposed method: four three-dimensional field map contributions (second row) are estimated from the coefficients C‘;m
of spherical harmonic expansions and the complex source images (magnitude and phase): magnet inhomogeneities DB0 , shim field Bshim , and object-based
field map B^
v (computed through an object-based fast field map estimation15) and a residual linear field Br (computed through a linear field estimation).
Each field map contribution is demodulated (dashed arrows) from the phase before the input into a chemical shift encoding-based water–fat imaging (WFI)
algorithm to separate water and fat images

FIGURE 1

magnetic field in the scanner changes from scan to scan,
shim
can be newly calculated and set
the coefficients C‘m
before each scan. Spherical harmonics in Cartesian form
are typically used for shimming (see Appendix).

based field map estimate B^
v and a residual field Br created
by the object’s susceptibility distribution outside the FOV24:

2.3 | Contribution of object-based field map

3 | METHODS

The magnetic field distortions that the shim field tries to
compensate for are mainly created by the object in the scanner. Given a susceptibility map v of the whole object and
assuming B0 5B0 ez , the resulting susceptibility-induced field
map distortions Bv can be approximated in the forward
model

In four separate steps, the theoretical contributions to the
field map (2) are estimated and demodulated from the complex source data prior to standard WFI algorithms. Figure 1
gives a flowchart overview of the proposed method, where
each step is described in detail in the following sections.

Bv ðrÞ5B0 ðd  vÞðrÞ;

(4)

with the dipole kernel
8
for r50
>
< 0;
dðrÞ5 3cos 2 u21
;
>
; for r 6¼ 0
:
3
4pjrj
which at the origin r50 is set to a “DC offset” of 0.21–23 A
susceptibility map of the whole object is typically not available and information about it can normally only be obtained
from a scan with a FOV smaller than the object itself.
According to Equation 4, the object’s total susceptibilityinduced field is, therefore, separated in the so-called object-

Bv 5B^
v 1Br :

3.1 | Scanner magnet inhomogeneities term
The information about the inhomogeneities of the scanner
magnet was directly available in the scanner software as the
DB0
coefficients C‘;m
of the spherical harmonic expansion in
Equation 3 in the scanner x–y–z system. To be able to
demodulate DB0 , it was then transformed to matrix size,
voxel size, and orientation of the complex source images.

3.2 | Shim field term
The shim coefficients up to order L 5 2 were calculated by
the scanner and available through the scanner software
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DB0
similar to the coefficients C‘;m
, but given in Cartesian scanner coordinates equal to the conventions in Ref. 25 given in
the Appendix. The same transformation as for DB0 needed to
be applied before demodulation.

3.3 | Object-based field map term
An object-based field map estimate was obtained by the
method described in Ref. 15. A maximum intensity projection across echoes was thresholded at 5% of its maximum
value. The resulting binary tissue mask was assigned a susceptibility value of vðtissueÞ528:42 ppm, the average of
the reported susceptibilities of water, vðwaterÞ529:05 ppm,
and fat, vðfatÞ527:79 ppm, inside the tissue region and
vðairÞ5 0.34 ppm for the outside air region.26,27 From the
obtained crude two-component susceptibility map, the
OBFFME was forward simulated with Equation 4 by zeropadding the susceptibility by a factor of 2 in all dimensions,
solving the convolution in Fourier-space and removing the
padding again. Lastly, the object-based field map was centered around its mean value inside the tissue region to not
alter the center resonance frequency of the scan data once
the object-based field map was demodulated.15

3.4 | Residual field term
The yielded OBFFME is able to detect strong field changes
near air–tissue interfaces inside the FOV. Background fields
 outside the FOV cannot
from tissue susceptibility sources v
be incorporated in the OBFFME and are therefore still
encoded in the phase evolution of the demodulated signal s0n .
Through computer simulations it has recently been shown
that forward simulations of the object-based field map with a
FOV smaller than the object tend to result in a linear residual
field.28 We therefore model the resulting residual field as a
spatially linear field contribution
 ÞðrÞ52par;
Br ðrÞ5B0 ðd  v

(5)

with slope 2pa and location r. Due to the Fourier shifting
theorem, this linear field corresponds to a constant shift in
the Fourier domain of the n-th echo source image,
Sn ðkÞ5FFTfsn ðrÞg. After the demodulation of the other
field contributions the source images were bilaterally zeropadded in the direction where the FOV clips the object
before applying a 3D fast Fourier transformation. Figure 4
gives an overviewing flowchart of the linear field estimation step. The distance of the maximum of the k-space magnitude with respect to the volumetric center of k-space
corresponds to a shift Dkn for each echo n. With the
assumption of a linear residual field as the origin of that linear k-space shift, the measured Dk should then be linear
across echo times tn

Dkn 52atn :

ET AL.

(6)

Due to experimental inaccuracies in the estimation of
Dkn , possibly due to phase errors in the signal sn, it is important to stabilize the estimated linear phase contribution gBr tn
52pkn r across echo times instead of directly demodulating
the measured 2pkn r. Anything but a perfect linear time
dependence of Dkn would interfere with the assumed signal
model (1). Therefore, we linearly fitted the measured Dkn
against the echo times tn as Dkn 52atn 1b, which directly
holds the slope a in Equation 5. According to Equation 6 the
intercept b should be zero. Generally, we observed that Dkn
was well described by a linear time dependence, however possible phase errors especially in the first echo, which is more
prone to those errors,29 can lead to worse fittings with a considerably nonzero intercept b. This was countered by replacing
the first echo point by the origin in the Dk-t plane and fitting
only Dki 52ati 1b with i50; 2; 3; . . . ; N and Dk0 5t0 50,
which yields fit parameters closer to the assumption (6). The
possible content of the intercept b is discussed below.
To investigate the validity of the residual field being linear in the case of the present in vivo scans, a numerical simulation based on the Duke phantom was performed similar to
Ref. 30. The whole body mesh data were converted into a
three-dimensional volume corresponding to a susceptibility
map of 1.5 mm isotropic resolution. Three tissue regions
together with the air region were assigned magnetic susceptibility values of 211.31 ppm for bone,26 29.04 ppm for soft
tissue/water,31 0.40 ppm for air,31 and 4.32 ppm for lung.32
The above susceptibility values were referenced to air, so the
outside region had 0 ppm susceptibility. The object’s susceptibility map is shown in the first column of Figure 2. The corresponding field map in the cervical region was forward
simulated as described above via Equation 4 with four different model sizes in the head–feet direction (HF0–HF3). Line
profiles in head–feet direction through the middle of the center slice for each cropped model size (HF1–HF3) were compared to the same profile of the whole body field map (HF0)
and their differences were linearly fitted in the head–feet
region. The same simulation was repeated for the right leg of
the Duke phantom (see Figure 3).

3.5 | In vivo measurements
To test the proposed method in an anatomy difficult for WFI
due to concave geometries and many air–tissue interfaces,
we scanned the cervical region of 10 healthy volunteers (6
female, 4 male, average age [27:762:8 years]) in a 3 T scanner (Ingenia, Philips, Release 5.1.8, Best, The Netherlands);
Informed written consent by all volunteers and approval by
the institutional review board (Klinikum rechts der Isar,
Technical University of Munich, Munich, Germany) was
granted beforehand. All scans used a multi-echo gradient
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F I G U R E 2 Object-based fast field map estimates of a numerical whole body susceptibility phantom based on Duke30: Starting from a susceptibility
map v (Column 1) with values stated at the end of Section 3, four object-based field maps Bv (Column 2, 3) are forward simulated via Equation 4, each
with a different head–feet coverage (HF0–HF3). Visual comparisons inside a FOV equal in size to HF1 shows different results based on the head–feet coverage of the initial susceptibility map. Line plots show that the difference (blue) between the field map of the whole body simulation (yellow) and the
cropped coverage (red) can be approximated by a linear function, indicated by a linear fit (black) in the FOV HF1

echo sequence with flyback gradients (monopolar) acquiring
three echoes with one shot in a single TR, with TEmin 5 1.06
ms, DTE 5 1.6 ms, flip angle 5 38, orientation 5 coronal,
readout direction 5 feet–head, FOV 5 45034503224 mm3,
acquisition voxel size 5 23234 mm3, bandwidth/
pixel 5 1924.2 Hz, scan time 5 1:08.7 minutes. Each cervical region per subject was scanned twice—once without any
shim gradients and once with the default shim option
switched on, where the shim volume was covering the whole
FOV. This resulted in a total of 20 datasets to test the reproducibility of the proposed method across subjects.
Spherical harmonic expansion coefficients of the scanner
magnet inhomogeneities and the shim field were automatically
written to the raw data by modifications of the Gyrotools
Recon Frame scanner patch33 and later extracted from the raw
data with the MRecon software,33 which was also used to
reconstruct the raw data and transform the field contributions
to the same coordinate system.
To estimate the effect of concomitant gradients and kspace misalignments due to gradient delays, we performed
one coronal scan of the cervical region with the same
sequence as described above, but with the implemented

scanner option to calculate the concomitant gradients online as
well as an additional measurement of first order echo misalignments. The echo misalignments were measured by enabling
the repetition of the monopolar gradient readout through the kspace center with opposite polarity and without any phase
encoding gradients similar to the method described in Ref. 34.
The same scan was repeated axially to cover the case where
the readout dimension is anterior–posterior, different from the
body axis along which the FOV clips the imaging object. For
comparison the axial dataset and all estimated field map contributions where reformatted to the coronal perspective.
The proposed method was also tested in a different anatomy also typically challenging for WFI. The left ankle of
one volunteer was scanned with the same sequence, also
with two different frequency encoding directions, along the
feet–head axis and the anterior–posterior axis.

3.6 | Demodulation of field map terms
Demodulation of all field map contributions is done by
s0n 5sn e2igðDB0 1Bshim 1B^v 1Br Þtn ;
which results in a complex signal modeled as
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F I G U R E 3 Similar to Figure 2: Simulation of the object-based fast field map estimation in the ankle with the numerical whole body susceptibility
phantom based on Duke.30 The object-based fast field map estimate is computed for three different head–feet coverages (HF1–HF3) of only the right leg
and related to the whole body simulation. Line plots show that the difference (blue) between the field map of the whole body simulation (yellow) and the
cropped coverage (red). The residual linear field slope is indicated by a linear fit (black) in the FOV HF1. Note how the slope of the linear fit of the residual
field decreases for larger head–feet coverages


s0n 5ðW1cn F Þeði2pw2R2 Þtn ;
where the term w is now small compared to fB in Equation 1,
so that the smoothness assumption of the WFI algorithm is
supported.

3.7 | Water–fat separation
Water–fat separation was performed with two previously
published methods with MATLAB implementations available in the ISMRM water–fat toolbox16: a hierarchical
IDEAL11 and a graph cut algorithm.6 The default settings of
most algorithmic parameters as provided in the toolbox were
kept. Only the range of field map values was adapted for the
graph cut algorithm to allow values between [21000 Hz,
1000 Hz] in steps of 4 Hz. For the assumed fat spectrum, a
10-peaks fat model was used as previously measured in
bone-marrow.35
Three different post-processing schemes were performed:
(1) standard water–fat separation with the raw source signal
as direct input to the WFI algorithms without any demodulations, (2) the previously published method15 with demodulation of the object-based field map estimate as the only

preprocessing step, and (3) the proposed method with all
four demodulation steps.
Based on the water and fat images of the WFI results of
all volunteer scans in the cervical region, datasets were visually rated and categorized in datasets with and without
water–fat swaps, where regions in the heart and only a few
voxels close to the object boundaries were not regarded. The
overall counts of datasets with and without residual water–fat
swaps served as a more global metric on how the proposed
method performed in a challenging anatomy across all 20
datasets.

4 | RESULTS
4.1 | Numerical simulation results
Columns 2 and 3 of Figure 2 show the results of the Duke
phantom simulation. The line profiles in Column 4 show that
the difference in the field maps (red) of a whole body simulation (HF0, yellow) to a smaller size simulation (HF1–HF3,
light blue) are for the most part linear in the head–feet direction, which is also confirmed by the linear fit of the difference (black) inside the FOV (HF1 in Column 4). As more
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F I G U R E 4 Flow chart illustrating proposed residual linear field estimation. After the demodulation of all other field map contributions, the complex
multi-echo source data is first zero-padded in the dimension where the FOV crops the imaging object. Second, each echo is Fourier-transformed and the
offset of the voxel of maximum k-space energy and the k-space center is measured. The fitted slope of measured offsets versus echo time yields the a in
Equation 6

coverage in head–feet direction is used for the simulation,
the slope of the linear fit vanishes, which indicates that the
residual field is created by the cropped objects regions outside the FOV. The same effect can be seen from the results
of the numerical simulation of Duke’s leg shown in Figure 3.

4.2 | In vivo WFI results
The phase of all echoes after stepwise demodulation of each
estimated field map contribution gradually becomes more

homogeneous with less phase wraps, which improves the
intermediate WFI results until swap-free water–fat separation
is achieved, as shown in Figure 5. The demodulation of the
scanner magnet inhomogeneities removes the characteristic
“ripple” phase wraps near the edge of the FOV (red arrows).
More phase wraps are clearly removed by demodulating the
shim field (blue arrow). In the concave neck regions it is easily observable how the demodulation of the object-based
field map spatially flattens the phase (orange arrows). After
the OBFFME demodulation step, the number of phase wraps
almost perpendicular to the head–feet direction increases
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F I G U R E 5 Example of stepwise demodulation of field map contributions. First row shows scanner magnet inhomogeneities DB0 , shim field Bshim ,
object-based field map B^
v , residual linear field Br. Row 2 shows phase images of the third echo at TE3 . Row 3 shows fat images of intermediate hIDEAL11
results. Each column shows the phase and fat images after the additional demodulation of the field map contribution in row 1. Arrows indicate specific features of field map contributions that are removed from the phase images by the demodulation step. Extended version, Supporting Information Figure S1

with echo time (green arrow). This indicates the residual linear background field contribution, which is removed from
the phase evolution by the linear field demodulation step,
resulting in homogeneous phase images in space and time,
which furthermore allows for swap-free water–fat separation.
To determine the performance of the proposed method
over a larger number of acquired volunteer scans, Table 1
sums up the cervical datasets that show water–fat swaps
somewhere in the imaging volume disregarding the heart and
the very edge voxels of the object. Numbers in parenthesis
do not count the characteristic ripples at the edge of the FOV
due to the scanner magnet inhomogeneities. None of the
WFI algorithms were able to reconstruct swap-free results on
their own. While the previous method15 is able to reduce
only few swaps if no shimming is used, the proposed method
leads to a 100% reduction of water–fat swaps for the
hIDEAL algorithm and a significant reduction from 20 to 5
datasets suffering swaps for the graph cut algorithm. In these
nonresolved graph cut datasets, fat suppression was still
good; remaining swaps would not reduce clinical evaluation
as only a few slices showed a few swapped voxels on a thin
fringe line, which might be resolvable by further optimizing
the parameters of the water–fat separation algorithm.
Figure 6 shows the water images of two example datasets
with shim off (left) and shim on (right), where only the proposed method was able to successfully resolve all water–fat
swaps. Arrows point to regions, where the additional field

map contributions could remove characteristic swaps.
Although some datasets reconstructed by both algorithms
without (“std. WFI”) and with (“previous”) the OBFFME
demodulation showed good water–fat separation, all datasets
suffered from high frequency water–fat swaps at the same
location where the scanner magnet inhomogeneities cause
ripple phase wraps. These ripple like water–fat swaps were
resolved in all cases by the demodulation of the scanner
magnet inhomogeneities.
Figures 7 and 8 show the effect of two remaining field
map contributions—concomitant gradients and gradient
delay echo misalignments. In the same scheme as Figure 5,
the evolving phase images and the intermediate hIDEAL
WFI results are shown columnwise after demodulation of
each field map contribution. To compare the order of magnitude of the effect of each field contribution on the phase, the
two terms Ugraddelay ðtÞ5agraddelay rt=x0 and Uconcom ðtÞ5g
Bconcom t=x0 are displayed, where agraddelay is the measured kspace shift due to gradient delays, Bconcom is the concomitant
gradient field, and x0 is the center frequency. Column 1
starts with the phase images after demodulation of the scanner magnet inhomogeneities, the shim field and the
OBFFME. While Figure 7 shows the coronal scan with the
frequency–phase–slice encoding coordinates indicated in the
upper left, Figure 8 shows the coronal reformatting of the
dataset from the same volunteer which was scanned axially
and therefore has a different frequency–phase–slice encoding
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T A BL E 1 Number of cervical datasets showing water–fat swaps
(numbers in parenthesis do not count the characteristic ripples at the
edge of the FOV due to the scanner magnet inhomogeneities)
hIDEAL
Total

Graph cut

Shim off Shim on Total

Shim off Shim on

std. WFI 20 (16) 10 (6)

10 (10)

20 (10) 10 (7)

10 (3)

previous

10 (10)

20 (11) 10 (5)

10 (6)

0

5

3

20 (14) 10 (4)

proposed 0

0

2

Compared are the results of two algorithms—hIDEAL11 and graph cut6—in
two scans with and without shimming, where three different processing
schemes were performed: Standard water–fat imaging (std. WFI) without any
demodulation steps, the previously investigated method15 with one demodulation steps (previous), and the proposed method with four incorporated demodulation steps (proposed).

coordinate system. While in the former case (Figure 7) the
frequency-encoding direction is parallel to the body axis on
which the object is clipped by the FOV, in the latter case
(Figure 8) the two directions are perpendicular. By comparing Figures 7 and 8, one can see that the residual field that
was assumed to be linear along the axis of the object region
outside the FOV is not only much larger than the concomitant gradients and gradient delay contributions but also separable when the clip axis and the frequency-encoding axis is
not the same.

FIGURE 6

|

9

Figure 9 similarly shows the stepwise results of the proposed method for the shim-off ankle scan with alternating
frequency- and phase-encoding directions. Due to the smaller
FOV and the geometry of the anatomy, the magnet inhomogeneities are smaller and ripple-creating field variation are
only present in air regions inside the FOV, which is why the
magnet inhomogeneity column is not displayed. In this scenario without shimming, the WFI algorithms cannot resolve
the swap in the leg as illustrated by the graph cut results in
rows 4 and 5. The presence of phase wraps along the body
axis indicates a linear residual field contribution after the
demodulation of the object-based field map estimate. After
the proposed demodulation of the estimated residual linear
field, the graph cut algorithm yields swap-free water–fat
images. This is true in both subplots of Figure 9, where the
frequency and phase encoding directions are switched, which
shows that the residual linear field remains varying along the
head–feet axis and is independent of encoding directions.

5 | DISCUSSION
The focus of the present study was to develop a method to
improve WFI in challenging anatomical regions by reducing
water–fat swaps via a better field map initialization of existing algorithms. Compared to the previous work,15 three

Comparison of the proposed method to previous methods without (“std. WFI”) and with (“previous”) a single demodulation step of the
object-based field map estimate before two WFI methods.6,11 Water images of the WFI results, shown for one case with shim off (left two columns) and
one case with shim on (right two columns). Only the proposed method solved the water–fat separation correctly resulting in swap-free water–fat separation
in the shown datasets. WFI results for the two algorithms can be subject to different scaling as the images are direct output of the implementations
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F I G U R E 7 Example of stepwise demodulation of two additional field map contributions—concomitant gradients and gradient delays—in coronal
scans of the cervical region. Row 1 displays the field map contributions. Columns display phase at the latest echo TE3 and fat images from intermediate
hIDEAL11 results after demodulating scanner magnet inhomogeneities DB0 , shim field Bshim , object-based field map B^
v (Column 1) and after additionally
demodulating concomitant gradients (Column 2), gradient delays (Column 3), and residual linear field Br (Column 4). Note that the residual linear field Br
is an order of magnitude greater than the phase term Ugraddelay ðTE3 Þ5agraddelay rTE3 =x0 resulting from the measured k-space shift agraddelay due to gradient
delays. x0 is the center frequency. Here, the dimension in which the FOV crops the object coincides with the frequency dimension. The phase term
Ugraddelay ðTE3 Þ5gBconcom TE3 =x0 is two orders of magnitude smaller than the estimated residual linear field. Extended version, Supporting Information
Figure S2

additional contributions to the field map were taken into
account: inhomogeneities of the scanner magnet, the shim
field, and a susceptibility-induced field from object field
sources outside the FOV.
As clinical scanners only have shim coils that can produce spherical harmonic fields up to a certain order, the shim
field will never totally compensate for the object-based field.
In Ref. 15, it was therefore recommended to not perform
shimming and only rely on the demodulation of the objectbased field map estimate. In the presented in vivo measurements without shimming, WFI with solely demodulating the
OBFFME could only resolve swaps in 2 out of 10 datasets
compared to WFI without any demodulation.
The characteristic ripples at the edge of the large-FOV
phase images come from high orders in the spherical harmonic
expansion of the scanner magnet inhomogeneities, which have
very high field map values compared to the other contributions
(Figure 5, top row). Such strong scanner magnet inhomogeneities can lead to increased intra-voxel dephasing and consequently signal loss, which was observed in some datasets at the
top of the skull. Having the shim options on and later

demodulating it, proved successful in avoiding some of such
intravoxel dephasing-induced signal losses (not shown).
The coarse two-component object-based field map estimate is targeted to simulate the large field map variations
originating from the air–tissue interfaces inside the FOV and
faces three main challenges. First, the OBFFME is only
applicable in 3D-tomography and not in 2D imaging techniques where there are a limited number of slices. Second, the
thresholding process in the OBFFME to obtain the initial
crude two-component susceptibility map falsely assigns signal voids due to short T2/T2 bone regions to also have the
susceptibility of air. This leads to only very few incorrectly
estimated voxels in the brain and did not significantly diminish the quality of the water–fat separation. In anatomies
where no air is located inside the tissue, for example, in the
extremities, it is easy to assign the susceptibility of bone to
any signal voids inside the object and simulate the OBFFME
starting with a three-component susceptibility map (air, tissue, bone). Third, neglecting susceptibility sources outside
the FOV proved to be of much higher importance than the
mis-assignment of susceptibility in air/bone regions.
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F I G U R E 8 Similar to Figure 7: Stepwise demodulation of field contributions in the dataset from the same volunteer scan with different frequency–
phase–slice encoding coordinate system. The two additional field map contributions—concomitant gradients and gradient delays—remain much smaller
than the estimated residual linear field Br. Here the frequency encoding dimension is perpendicular to the dimension of the cropped object indicating that
the residual field Br cannot be explained by timing errors in the readout. Extended version, Supporting Information Figure S3

The phase images after the third demodulation step
showed a missing linear field map contribution and kspace shifts increasing with the echo time. The forward
simulation based on the Duke four-component susceptibility map showed the presence of a residual field term
originating from object regions that lie outside of the
FOV. The relation of the extent of the clipped object
regions to the object region inside the FOV influences the
nonlinearity (and monotony) of the residual field term
along the axis where the FOV clips the objects, most
often the body axis. This heuristic result was also
obtained in a previous work.28 Here, we approximated the
residual field by only its first order, which allowed to estimate its presence by a shift in k-space, which linearly
depends on echo time.
Instead of demodulating the OBFFME and then measuring a residual linear field, one could also try to interpolate
the susceptibility map from the thresholding step in the
OBFFME method beyond the FOV, for example, by using a
replicative padding of the edge voxels instead of zeropadding in the forward simulation step. While this can work
in scenarios where the object regions outside the FOV are
fairly cylindrically shaped, in general mismatch between true
and interpolated geometry lead to the introduction of more
artificial field contributions.

Once the k-space shifts are measured, a robust fit (6) of
the Dkn -tn slope a needs to be performed. We found that
neglecting the shift of the first echo and instead using the
point t0 50 where the shift should be zero resulted in the best
performance of the currently tested WFI algorithms. Neglecting the first echo shift improves the fit as the phase image of
the first echo is known to be more prone to phase errors.29
With the assumption of a linear background field one can
also subsequently deduce that at the interpolated zero echo
time, no shift in k-space should be present. In our gradient
echo sequence with flyback gradients, there are also other
possible origins of linear phase shifts, such as gradient delays
in the hardware or eddy currents, which can lead to the nonzero intercept b of the linear Dkn –tn fit.34,36 Therefore, if the
frequency-encoding direction is parallel to the axis on
which the FOV clips the object, demodulation of linear field
2pðatn 1bÞr might also remove contributions from other possible origins of linear phase shifts. The cervical and ankle
scans with switched frequency–phase–slice encoding axis
(Figures 7–9) show that the linear phase rolls due to concomitant gradients and gradient delays are present and separable
from the estimated residual linear field from object regions
outside the FOV. The residual linear field varies along the
axis on which the FOV clips the objects and the orientations
of concomitant gradients and linear field ramps due to
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F I G U R E 9 Stepwise demodulation in the ankle dataset with shim off for alternated frequency and phase encoding direction. Left: frequency encoding
direction along feet–head. Right: frequency encoding direction along anterior–posterior. Due to the smaller FOV the magnet inhomogeneities are negligible in
the tissue regions (not shown). Demodulation of the object-based fast field map estimate leaves a linear residual field component. After demodulation of the estimated linear field, the graph cut algorithm is able to resolve all swaps as shown in row 3. Extended version, Supporting Information Figure S4

gradient delays depend on the frequency-encoding direction.
However, in scans in which both axes coincide (Figures 7
and 9) the concomitant gradient and the gradient delay contributions were at least an order of magnitude smaller than
the others. This was also confirmed by one dominant component in the measured a in Equation 6, precisely the one corresponding to the axis where the object is clipped.
The additional demodulation of the concomitant gradients and artificial field map variations due to echo misalignments caused by gradient delays showed how the
proposed method is easily extensible to also include more
field map contributions. In scans that aim at measuring quantitative parameters in the water–fat signal model with more
echoes often in several interleaves, echo-wise concomitant
gradients as well as echo misalignments are more important
than in the here demonstrated qualitative WFI application.34,37
While the present study shows the benefit of incorporating the described field map contributions as a priori knowledge to the water–fat separation problem, it has several
limitations. First, the results shown here focused on the WFI
performance with respect to fat suppression and used a three
echo sequence to scan the cervical anatomy in a limited number of volunteers. However, the cervical region is one of the
most challenging areas and the double scanning of each volunteer with two shim options gave 20 datasets that can be
regarded as worst case scenarios of a priori unknown field
distortions, in which, due to the large FOV, WFI was tested
in a high number of slices. The successful applicability of
the proposed method could also be shown in a total of four

ankle scans—in combinations of coronal and axial scans
with and without shim.
Second, only two algorithms from the ISMRM water–fat
toolbox were used to compare the different demodulation/
initialization schemes. Both represent different classes of
algorithms. The hIDEAL algorithm solves the water–fat
problem voxel-wise at multiple scales, whereas the graph cut
algorithm searches an optimal cut through a graph consisting
of all voxels as the graph’s nodes. The available implementations gave reasonable computation times to perform the different schemes for all acquired datasets. The graph cut
needed approximately up to 30 minutes per data set, the
hIDEAL algorithm only around 30 seconds per data set without significant time dependence on the demodulated field
contributions. Other available implementations of different
algorithms in the toolbox were not studied in the context of
this work, either because they do not assume strictly the
same signal model (1), they try to separate water and fat in
the Fourier domain or they were much slower to be practical
in comparisons of many datasets.
In experimental scenarios where phase information is of
interest, for example, in susceptibility-weighted imaging or
quantitative susceptibility mapping, one is interested in small
phase changes originating from differences in tissue susceptibilities much smaller than between air and tissue. Our proposed method of demodulating most of the largest field
contributions might be viewed as a way of separating those
large phase contributions from the fine “local” phase differences, resulting in a local tissue field map after a WFI
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algorithm with a nonsmoothed quantitative field map output.
Total field inversion38 on such a field map might also prove
interesting as the presently proposed demodulation step also
resembles a possible preconditioning.
As the proposed method starts from complex source data
and scanner output information independent of the MR pulse
sequence, the technique can therefore also easily be translated to different sequences such as, for example, bipolar
multi-gradient echo or single- or multi-shot pulse sequences,
whose treatment is outside of the scope of this work. Furthermore, the information about the field map contribution estimated here is potentially valuable in MR application that use
field map estimates for correction purposes such as, for
example, k-space WFI methods, echo planar imaging or
deblurring in nonCartesian imaging.
Example MATLAB code to estimate and demodulate the
considered magnetic field contributions is freely available
for download at https://github.com/maxdiefenbach/MRI_field_
contributions.git (SHA-1 5 11d95a993fc5c70bc20ebf2b2107
dbe3a3886534). Extended versions of Figures 5–8, and 9 are
available online as supplementary material (Supporting Information Figures S1–S4).

6 | CONCLUSION
We proposed a methodological framework for good field
map initialization for WFI through modeling and demodulating four major field map contributions, inhomogeneities
of the scanner magnet, the shim field, an object-based field
estimate and a residual field, from the complex multi-echo
signal prior to standard algorithms. The proposed method
resulted in almost swap-free WFI results and performed significantly better than the stand-alone algorithms with and
without demodulation of only the object-based field map
estimate. The complex signal after all four demodulations
contains interesting phase information possibly valuable for
quantitative parameter estimation methods.
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S UP PO RT IN G I N FO RM A TI O N
Additional Supporting Information may be found online in
the supporting information tab for this article.
Figure S1 Example of stepwise demodulation of field map
contributions. First row shows scanner magnet inhomogev,
neities DB0 , shim field Bshim , object-based field map B^
residual linear field Br. Rows 2–4 show phase images of
TE1 –TE3 . Rows 5 and 6 show intermediate hIDEAL result
water and fat images, respectively. Each column shows the
phase and water–fat images after the additional demodulation of the field map contribution in row 1.
Figure S2 Example of stepwise demodulation of two additional field map contributions—concomitant gradients and gradient delays—in coronal scans of the cervical region. Each
column shows the phase and water–fat images after the additional demodulation of the field map contribution in row 1.
Rows 2–4 show phase images of TE1 –TE3 after demodulating
scanner magnet inhomogeneities DB0 , shim field Bshim , objectbased field map B^
v (Column 1) and demodulating concomitant gradients (Column 2), gradient delays (Column 3), and
residual linear field Br (Column 4). Rows 5 and 6 show intermediate hIDEAL result water and fat images, respectively.
Figure S3 Stepwise demodulation of field contributions in
the dataset from the same volunteer scan as in Figure 11 but
with different frequency–phase–slice encoding coordinate system. The two additional field map contributions—concomitant
gradients and gradient delays—remain much smaller than the
estimated residual linear field Br. Here the frequency encoding
dimension is perpendicular to the dimension of the cropped
object indicating that the residual field Br cannot be explained
by timing errors in the readout.
Figure S4 Stepwise demodulation in the ankle dataset with
shim off for alternated frequency and phase encoding direction. Left: frequency encoding direction along feet–head.
Right: frequency encoding direction along anterior–posterior.
Due to the smaller FOV the magnet inhomogeneities are negligible in the tissue regions (not shown). Demodulation of the
object-based fast field map estimate leaves a linear residual
field component. After demodulation of the estimated linear
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field, the graph cut algorithm is able to resolve all swaps as
shown in row 5 and 6.
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the expansion in Cartesian spherical harmonics Z, X, Y, Z2,
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3.3 Journal Publication II: Generalized Parameter
Estimation in Multi-Echo Gradient-Echo-Based
Chemical Species Separation
The publication entitled Generalized Parameter Estimation in Multi-Echo GradientEcho-Based Chemical Species Separation was submitted to Quantitative Imaging in
Medicine and Surgery (QIMS, ISSN 2223-4292) on 22 July 2019 and accepted for publication on 13 December 2019. The article [38] will be published for open access in the QIMS
February issue of 2020. The work also resulted in two previous conference submissions
[82] and [83].

3.3.1 Abstract
Purpose
To develop a generalized formulation for multi-echo gradient-echo-based chemical species
separation for all MR signal models described by a weighted sum of complex exponentials
with phases linear in the echo time.
Methods
Constraints between estimation parameters in the signal model were abstracted into a
matrix formulation of a generic parameter gradient. The signal model gradient was used
in a parameter estimation algorithm and the Fisher information matrix. The general
formulation was tested in numerical simulations and against literature and in vivo results.
Results
The proposed gradient-based parameter estimation and experimental design framework is
universally applicable over the whole class of signal models using the matrix abstraction
of the signal model-specific parameter constraints as input. Several previous results in
magnetic-field mapping and water–fat imaging with different models could successfully
be replicated with the same framework and only different input matrices.
Conclusion
A framework for generalized parameter estimation in multi-echo gradient-echo MR signal
models of multiple chemical species was developed and validated and its software version
is freely available online.

3.3.2 Author Contribution
The first author developed the mathematical formalism and its software implementation in the Python programming language (Anacoda distribution of Python 3.6, https:
//www.anaconda.com). He performed the data acquisition, reconstruction and postprocessing of the test datasets, created all numerical simulations and wrote the manuscript.
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Abstract
•

Purpose: To develop a generalized formulation for multi-echo gradient-echo-based
chemical species separation for all MR signal models described by a weighted sum of
complex exponentials with phases linear in the echo time.

•

Methods: Constraints between estimation parameters in the signal model were
abstracted into a matrix formulation of a generic parameter gradient. The signal model
gradient was used in a parameter estimation algorithm and the Fisher information
matrix. The general formulation was tested in numerical simulations and against
literature and in vivo results.

•

Results: The proposed gradient-based parameter estimation and experimental design
framework is universally applicable over the whole class of signal models using the
matrix abstraction of the signal model-specific parameter constraints as input. Several
previous results in magnetic-field mapping and water–fat imaging with different
models could successfully be replicated with the same framework and only different
input matrices.

•

Conclusion: A framework for generalized parameter estimation in multi-echo
gradient-echo MR signal models of multiple chemical species was developed and
validated and its software version is freely available online.

Keywords
parameter estimation, VARPRO, noise analysis, Cramér-Rao lower bound, water–fat
imaging, fatty acid composition

Introduction
Multi-echo gradient echo imaging is a powerful imaging method in the range of quantitative
MRI paradigms. Techniques like chemical shift encoding-based water–fat separation (1),
fatty acid composition mapping (2), myelin water imaging (3), chemical shift encodingbased separation of metabolites (4), and quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) (5)
have been based on multi-echo gradient-echo imaging to quantify spatially-resolved maps
of the proton density fat fraction, the fat unsaturation, the myelin water fraction, the
metabolite concentrations and the mean tissue magnetic susceptibility, respectively.
The analysis of multi-echo gradient-echo imaging measurements is typically based on the
complex MR data. Specifically, the excitation pulse of most multi-echo gradient-echo
sequences has a finite bandwidth and thus not only protons at the center frequency are
excited but also other chemical species, molecules with different chemical shifts, contribute
to the MR signal formation. By sampling the MR signal at multiple echo times after the
excitation pulse in a multi-echo gradient-echo imaging experiment, the presence of the
different chemical species is encoded in the total MR signal. After the reconstruction of the
single echo images, an assumed signal model is typically fit to the complex signal evolution
measured at each image voxel. There is a plethora of different signal models that has been
used in the literature (2,6–10). It is typically necessary to select the sampled echo times
based on the noise properties of the assumed signal model (11) and to derive a parameter
estimation scheme, often involving analytical computation of the derivatives with respect to
the parameters of interest (1). Most existing works provide experimental design and
parameter estimation strategies tailored to the details of the assumed signal model.
Therefore, comparison of signal models requires reproduction of the methods from
different sources, like previously attempted for the chemical shift encoding-based water–fat
separation within the ISMRM fat–water toolbox (12).
The purpose of the present work is to develop a generalized formulation of multi-echo
gradient-echo-based chemical species separation for all MR signal models described by a
weighted sum of complex exponentials with phases linear in echo time and to provide
parameter estimation for such signal models using an open source software framework
based on the conventions of the ISMRM fat–water toolbox.

Methods
Generally, the complex MR signal in one voxel 𝑠" ≡ 𝑠(𝑡" ), sampled at echo times 𝑡" , 𝑛 =
1, . . . , 𝑁, behaves according to

where the contribution to the signal from every chemical species 𝑚 = 1, . . . , 𝑀 is
characterized by its magnitude 𝜚0 , phase after the RF-excitation (at 𝑡 = 0) 𝜙0 , resonance
frequency 𝜔0 and transverse relaxation rate 𝑅0 .

Since estimating the whole set of model parameters {𝜚0 , 𝜙0 , 𝜔0 , 𝑅0 }, 𝑚 = 1, . . . , 𝑀 would
require an impractical amount of observations 𝑠" , it is necessary to reduce the number of
parameters on the right hand side of [1]. Model parameters can be fixed by a priori values
or constraints based on physically meaningful assumptions. Relations between different
parameters can be incorporated by inserting indicator functions in the partial derivatives of
[1]:

where the indicator functions

can be scaled with constant factors 𝑐 to fix certain relational parameter assumptions.
Notationally we distinguish free model parameters to be estimated with a hat and refer to
their whole set as 𝛃 = {𝛠 , 𝛟 , 𝛚 , 𝐑}. An example for a possible model-specific parameter
relation is given by the indicator function

where compared to [3] the following substitutions were made: 𝑎 = 𝑅> , 𝑏 = 𝑅0 , 𝑐 = 1. The
indicator function [4] states that in such a signal model, there is only one free relaxation
variable 𝑅> to be estimated and all relaxation rates of the other chemical species 𝑅0 , 𝑚 =
2, . . . , 𝑀 behave according to the same partial derivative [2d]. As shown in the next section,
the indicator functions can be combined to so-called constraint matrices that capture all
parameter relations of one parameter type (𝜌, 𝜙, 𝜔, 𝑅) across all chemical species 𝑚 =
1, . . . , 𝑀.

Matrix formulation
Starting from the general signal Equation [1], we can write the voxel signal model in a
multi-observation matrix formulation as

where we defined

with omitted matrix entries being zero. In the matrix notation [5], the parameter relations
described by the indicator functions [3] can be defined as constraint matrices
𝐂C , 𝑥 ∈ {𝜚, 𝜙, 𝜔, 𝑟} , in the same way as the Kronecka symbol δij corresponds to the entries
of an identity matrix. For the example of indicator functions [4] —for signal models in
which all relaxation rates are constrained by 𝑅0H> = 𝑅> —the corresponding constraint
matrix is given by

In general, the constraint matrices corresponding to the indicator functions [3] are square
with the same row number as the number M of present chemical species. The upper
triangular part in each constraint matrix holds only zeros. Non-zero elements on the
diagonal represent the parameters of interest that are solved for in the parameter
estimation (the first entry of the example 𝐶J [7] corresponding to the free variable 𝑅> ).
Non-zero elements on the lower triangular part of the matrices describe constrained
parameters based on the specific relations of the chosen model (corresponding to 𝑅0HK in
[4]). As columns of all zeros in the constraint matrices do not hold any information about
parameter relations, they are removed, which reduces the matrix sizes and avoids rankdeficiencies. Consequently, nonzero elements of corresponding parameter of interest might
not be on the diagonal of the resulting rectangular matrices any more, but the number of
model unknowns is represented by the column number of all constraint matrices after the
removal of the zero-columns. In the above Example [7], the constraint matrix is
consequently reduced to rectangular size 𝑀×1,

Further examples for sets of constraint matrices for common signal models in literature are
given in the Results section. Thereby, we show the full square constraint matrices
visualizing the full indicator functions of each parameter constraint before the removal of
zero-columns. The constraint matrices with zero-columns removed are summarized in
Table 1.
With all indicator functions in [3] combined to constraint matrices, the Jacobian for signal
models of the form [1] can be written as

where 𝐓 = diag(𝑡> , . . . , 𝑡R ) and 𝐃 = diag(𝐏𝝔). With the generalized Jacobian [9] one can
formulate parameter estimation as well as an optimal echo time selection algorithms for all
models of the class [1]. As shown in the next sections, the model-specific constraint
matrices then become input parameters for the algorithms.

Parameter estimation
The generalized formulation of the Jacobian in Equation [9] allows to develop a parameter
estimation algorithm that is independent of an a priori choice of the signal model: The
concrete specification of the constraint matrices can be treated as final input to the
algorithm, which is written down in terms of unspecified constraint matrices. With the
multi-observation formulation [6], the parameter estimation problem can be cast as the
following minimizing of the norm of the residual vector 𝐞,
EQ [10]

The above optimization problem can be iteratively solved via alternating Gauss-Newton
updates of the linear (𝛃WXY = 𝛠) and nonlinear parameters (𝛃YZYWXY = {𝛟 , 𝛚 , 𝐑}) in [1] in a
variable projection method (VARPRO) (13).

where 𝐁 \ refers to the Moore–Penrose pseudo inverse, 𝐁 \ = (𝐀^ 𝐀)_> 𝐏 ^ 𝐀^ , 𝐀^ is the
Hermitian conjugate of 𝐀, and similarly for 𝐉 \ . Note that the pseudo-code, hereafter
Algorithm [1], largely resembles previously developed algorithms in water–fat imaging like
the “Iterative Decomposition of water and fat with Echo Asymmetry and Least-squares
estimation” (IDEAL) (14) or the VARPRO variant (15), but is not specific to the voxel signal
model thanks to the use of the generalized Jacobian 𝐉.
a
The initialization 𝛃YZYWXY
needs to be close enough to the global minimum of the residual
norm to ensure convergence to the true parameter values, which is typically achieved by an
initialization of the nonlinear parameters 𝛚 by global methods incorporating voxel
neighborhood information (16–19). The iteration is stopped after 𝑁bcd steps.

Noise performance analysis
Based on the noise properties of the assumed signal model—fixed by the choice of
constraint matrices—the MR experiments can be optimally designed e.g. in terms of the
selection of echo times. The typically employed Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) on the
minimal noise variance is based on the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) defined as the
expectation value (𝔼[… ]) of the second derivative of the log-likelihood lnℒ,

where the likelihood

and the definitions from [6] apply. In the case of additive white Gaussian noise with
variance 𝜎 K , it can be shown (20) that the FIM is given by

with the Jacobian 𝐉 from Equation [9]. Therefore, the Fisher Information Matrix can be
generally written as

The Cramér-Rao lower bounds on the parameter variances are given by CRLB = 𝐈 _> ≤
var𝛃, yielding the theoretically minimal variances (and covariances) of the parameter
estimates (20). Minimizing the CRLB over model parameters of interest and/or different
echo samplings can be used for optimal experimental design (11).

Experimental validation
To demonstrate the validity and generality of the proposed generalized formulation, we
selected well-established parameter estimation results from literature on chemical shift
encoding-based water–fat separation assuming signal models of increasing complexity.

No/Single/Double-𝑹∗𝟐 water–fat signal models
The treatment of different water–fat signal models is analogous and in the following we
show the usage of generalized formulation and the setup of specific constraint matrices for
the widely used single-𝑅K∗ water–fat signal model: The signal evolution across echo times 𝑡"
is given by

where 𝑊, 𝐹 ∈ ℂ are the complex signals of the water and fat components. According to
[15b] fat itself consists of several chemical species, but with a priori known relative

amplitudes and chemical shifts. The specified single-𝑅K∗ water–fat signal model [15] is of the
general form [1], which is made evident by the following correspondences (and
constraints): We can assign 𝑊 = 𝜌> exp(𝑖 𝜙> ), 𝐹𝛼> = 𝜌K exp(𝑖 𝜙K ), 𝜔 = 𝜔> , and 𝑅K∗ = 𝑅> ,
where the consequent constraints on the a priori known fat parameters are then given by
𝜌0 exp(𝑖𝜙0 ) = 𝐹𝛼€•0_> , 𝜔0 = 𝜔 − 𝛥𝜔€•0_> , and 𝑅0 = 𝑅K∗ for all 𝑚 ∈ {2, . . . , 𝑀}. Note that
the parameter 𝜔 in [15a], often called the field map, can be regarded as the resonance
frequency of the water species, here 𝑚 = 1, and the resonance frequencies of all other fat
species are just the field map shifted by the known chemical shifts 𝛥𝜔€•0_> . Similarly, the
relaxation rates of each chemical species in the fat molecule is constrained to be the same as
𝑅K∗ as for the water species. The number of parameters in [15] is therefore reduced to six
real unknowns, namely the magnitude and phase of 𝑊, 𝐹, respectively, 𝜔, and 𝑅K∗ . As the
measurements are complex, at least three observations (complex MR signal at three echo
times) are needed to solve system of equations [10].
The relational assumptions for the parameter constraints that reduce the parameter space
from [1] to only the six variables in [15] can be formulated in the following constraint
matrices:

For the parameter estimation algorithm, the initialization of resonance frequencies is set to
(a)

(a)

(a)

𝜔 = [𝜔 + 𝛥𝜔> , . . . , 𝜔 + 𝛥𝜔… ]⊺ . The two very similar water–fat signal models, the
signal model without any 𝑅K∗ decay,
EQ [17]

∗
∗
and the double-𝑅K∗ model with separate relaxation constants for water 𝑅‡,K
and fat 𝑅ˆ,K
,

EQ [18]

are translated into the same set of constraint matrices as for the single-𝑅K∗ model [16],
whereas only 𝑪J is set to the zero-matrix in case of no 𝑅K∗ or the first subcolumn below the
diagonal in 𝑪J is shifted by one column for the double-𝑅K∗ model, respectively:

For the three water–fat signal models above we performed exemplary in vivo parameter
mapping and a Cramér-Rao noise performance analysis.
•

Parameter mapping: For all three models, without 𝑅K∗ [19a], with single- [16] and
double-𝑅K∗ [19b] signal model, we computed quantitative parameter maps using the
Algorithm [1] in vivo at in a spine dataset from a 62 year old female osteoporosis
patient, where the details of the time-interleaved multi-gradient-echo (TIMGRE, (21))
MR scan with monopolar (flyback gradient) readout included: six echoes in two
interleaves, TR/TEmin/TE = (9.9/1.33/1.1) ms, bandwidth = 1504.4 Hz/pix, FOV = (220
x 220 x 80) mm3, voxel size = (1.8 mm)3, flip angle = 3°, scan time = 4:30 min.

•

Cramér-Rao analysis: Assuming the single-𝑅K∗ signal model, we computed the FIM and
the CRLBs for varying proton-density fat fraction, PDFF ∈ [0, 100] in a simulated sixecho multi-fat-peak signals in human liver tissue (22) at with fixed parameters
including first echo time TE1 = 1 ms, echo spacing DTE = 1 ms, 𝑅K∗ = 5 s-1, field map
w/2p = 10 Hz. To compare the result to the previous study (11), we employed a noise
measure of comparable number of signal averages (NSA), which is computed by
dividing the inverse single diagonal elements of the FIM to the CRLBs times the
number of echoes 𝑁Š‹ as

To compare this theoretical noise measure to the parameter estimation by the
Algorithm [1], we performed a Monte-Carlo analysis for each experimental point by
simulation of 105 independent noise realizations with a signal-to-noise-ratio of SNR =
100. In the same spine dataset as above, we computed anatomical maps of the NSA for
all tissue parameters resulting from the in vivo parameter mapping.

Water–fat signal model for fatty acid composition
When there are more echoes sampled in the MR acquisition, it is possible to fit a model with
more parameters to each voxel signal evolution [1]. A prominent example in metabolic
research is the model-based mapping of fatty acid unsaturation and chain length
parameters (2,10,23). The employed model can be described by

The factors 𝑎ˆŽ , 𝑖 = 1,2,3,4 obey the following relations

which are the concentration (and phase) constraints between different protons in a fat
molecule. Each phasor 𝑎0 ≡ 𝑎0 (𝑡) = 𝑒 ’“”• – describes resonant proton spins
corresponding to a different fat peak in the MR spectrum at peak location 𝛥𝜔0 (labeling
𝑚 ∈ {𝐴, . . . , 𝐽} (2)). The constraints between fat peaks, Equations [22], can immediately be
translated into the constraint matrices

Note that all omitted values in 𝐂™ and 𝐂š [23] are zero and 𝐂› and 𝐂J are equal to the single𝑅K∗ constraints [16] with correspondingly increased number of rows.

The tissue parameters describing fatty acid composition, the saturation fraction SF,
unsaturation fraction UF, poly-unsaturation fraction PUF, and mono-unsaturation MUF
fraction are determined as:

We applied the proposed formulation for fatty acid composition parameter mapping in vivo
in the gluteal region of a healthy volunteer, who was scanned at with a time-interleaved
multi-gradient echo sequence (two interleaves à ten echoes) with monopolar gradients
(21), TR = 24 ms, number of echoes NTE=20, TE1= 1.5 m, DTE = 1.0 ms, flip angle = 5°,
bandwidth = 961.5 Hz/pixel, FOV = 400 x 300 x 140 mm3, 2.0 mm isotropic resolution,
SENSE factor = 2.5 and scan time = 3 min 8 sec (24).

Results
In this section, we demonstrate how the developed generalized formulation for parameter
estimation and optimal experimental design in terms of noise performance for model
parameters can be applied in the chosen subset of common quantitative MRI scenarios.
Table 1, as the main result of this work, gives a non-exhaustive overview of several
complex gradient-echo-based multi-species signal models from literature and their
representation as constraint matrices in the proposed generalized formulation.
Figure 1 compares the parameter mappings in the spine dataset for the water–fat signal
models with no, single- and double-𝑅K∗ , all generated with the same Algorithm [1] but with
different corresponding constraint matrices. The PDFF was computed using the magnitude
discrimination approach (25). It is apparent how the estimation of an increasing number of
parameters at constant number of echoes results in a lower noise performance.
Figure 2 gives the result of the performed Cramér-Rao analysis and extends the result from
(11) from a three-echo signal of a single-peak fat model without 𝑅K∗ -relaxation to the
common case of a six-echo sampling of a multi-peak fat model with common 𝑅K∗ . The MonteCarlo noise estimates for the NSA of all estimated parameters closely follow the theoretical
CRLBs demonstrating consistency between the parameter estimation scheme and the FIM
optimal design formalism, demonstrating consistency between estimation algorithm,
Cramér-Rao simulation and literature.
Figure 3 displays anatomical maps for uncertainty quantification of the parameter maps in
the spine dataset from Figure 1. Assuming the estimated parameter maps as the true tissue
parameters, the noise estimates are computed in each voxel for all models via Equation
[20]. The same noise behavior than in the theoretical assessment in Figure 2 can be
observed: parameters containing fat magnitude and phase information are best estimated
in lower fat fraction regions (compare to Figure 1), while in regions with high fat fraction,
water parameters show higher NSA. The field map and relaxation rate estimates are not
largely affected by different underlying fat fraction.

Figure 4 shows the capability of the generalized formulation to generate parameter maps
for more complex models, like the fatty acid composition model, by only changing the
constraint matrices as input for the implemented parameter estimation functions. While in
the top row of subplots in Figure 4 the quantitative parameters common for the standard
single-𝑅K∗ and the fatty acid composition model are compared, the lower row shows the
derived additional quantitative parameter maps [24], with complementary information
about fatty acid composition.
In the Supplementary Materials we also gave an example for optimal echo time selection in
terms of signal-to-noise ratios in the estimates shown in Figure S1.

Discussion
In this work, we developed a generalized formulation for the processing of multi-echo
gradient-echo MR signals of multiple chemical species. We demonstrated how the
developed signal analysis framework allows parameter estimation and noise performance
analysis over a broad range of signal models that have the form of a weighted sum over
complex exponentials, whose phase terms depend linearly on the echo time. The main
result of the present study is the demonstration of the abundance of parameter estimation
techniques that can be derived from the developed framework by changing simple input
matrices. Therefore, the value and novelty of the presented work lie within the generality of
the method across multiple different signal models rather than re-implementation of each
specific signal model.

Generalized Formulation
The main advantage of the proposed framework is the abstraction of model-specific
relations between estimation parameters into a matrix formulation. The constraint
matrices select the derivatives of the general signal model and describe how the model
varies with each property of the present chemical species. The model Jacobian, the
combined model derivatives, allows to not only derive general mathematical results like the
generalized FIM [11], but also to develop programming code reusable for parameter
estimation in the whole signal model class of summed complex exponentials. These two,
computational and mathematical, abstraction benefits to handle a large class of signal
models for parameter estimation or optimal experimental design are demonstrated in
Figure 1 and the noise performance analysis in Figure 2.
Given a signal model of interest, one can follow three steps to apply the presented
parameter estimation and noise performance analysis analogously to the example for the
single-𝑅K∗ model [15]: 1) Reformulate the signal model to the general form of a weighted
sum of complex exponentials with time-linear arguments, Equation [1]. 2) Identify the
variable mappings between original formulation and the general one together with the
parameter constraints in the form of indicator functions for each parameter type. 3)
Translate the indicator functions to 𝑀×𝑀 matrices and remove any zero-columns.

As a consistency check one can compare the number of columns of all resulting rectilinear
constraint matrices being equal the number of unknowns in the model. The constraint
matrices are then input to the presented generalized methods.

Formulation validation and testing
To show the validity and generality of the proposed methods, we followed two motives.
First, the intrinsic consistency between the FIM-based noise analysis and the parameter
estimation was tested in numerical simulations and Monte-Carlo and in vivo parameter
estimations. Figure 2 demonstrates how the proposed formulation can reproduce
established results from water–fat imaging literature. When no parameter relations are
incorporated, the noise analysis is identical to previous results in MR spectroscopy
literature (26,27). Similar to previous studies in water–fat separation, like for example by
Pineda et al. (11), the comparison between the theoretical NSAs, here computed with the
generalized FIM, and the implemented estimation algorithm in independently generated
noisy signals shows the consistency between the noise analysis and the parameter
estimation in the generalized formulation, exemplary for a six-echo sampling and a multifat-peak single-𝑅K∗ model.
Second, we showed reproducibility of established results with the generalized formulation
in a subset of signal models previously studied in literature, primarily in water–fat imaging.
Besides signal models with lower number of parameters, the more complex water–fat
signal model to compute fatty acid composition parameters can similarly be represented as
a set of constraint matrices. Figure 4 demonstrates how the proposed generalized
formulation allows flexible formulation of the parameter estimation algorithm by choosing
the corresponding constraint matrix inputs. The resulting fatty acid composition
parameters are in close agreement with previous studies (2,10,23).

Limitations
The validity and versatility of the proposed generalized formulation could be demonstrated
in this work, however, the formulation and the present study has some limitations.
First, the utilized constraint matrices are only able to encode linear parameter relations.
While scalings between parameters, as e.g. the fat peak amplitudes in the magnitude
constraint matrix, are direct elements in the constraint matrices, constant offsets between
different parameters, as e.g. for a priori chemical shifts between fat peak resonance
frequencies, are described by initial values in the parameter estimation algorithm. Higher
order relations between different model parameters are not part of the generalized
formulation.
Second, the generalized formulation is only suitable for the complex signal models in the
class of summed exponentials up to now. The exponential arguments are only linear in the
echo times and higher orders were not considered.
Third, it is often desirable to be able to constrain the phases 𝛟 of multiple chemical species
to be equal. While the formulation naturally allows for these phase constraints, the
Algorithm 1 in its current form does not lead to fully phase constraint results as the update

of the linear magnitude parameters 𝛠 does not enforce their realness, only the phase
updates are constrained. While this feature was not used in this study, the realnessenforcing algorithmic update of the linear parameters can be implemented according to the
update step in (28).
Fourth, in practice the phase of the measured signal may sometimes be discarded due to
possible phase errors of various sources. The resulting magnitude-based signal models are
not described by the developed generalized formulations in this work, however the same
concept of capturing parameter relations in matrix form are applicable considering the
different noise distribution in the signal magnitude.

Free software / reproducibility research
The computer programs to implement the algorithms described above were developed in
the Python programming language (Anacoda distribution of Python 3.6,
https://www.anaconda.com). We made extensive use of the numpy, scipy, and numba
module, which allowed for machine compiled and parallelized code execution ready for
practical MRI applications with large (3D) multi-echo datasets. The developed computer
programs used the data-structure of the ISMRM fat–water toolbox and are fully compatible
with other routines within the ISMRM fat–water toolbox. Therefore, the presently
developed software routines can be considered as an extension of the ISMRM toolbox
allowing the adoption of signal models not included in the original ISMRM fat–water
toolbox (12). To adhere to the idea of reproducible research, all code is freely available at
the URL https://github.com/maxdiefenbach/MR_CSS/ together with the scripts to generate
all Figures from this publication.

Conclusion
We developed a formulation for multi-echo gradient-echo-based chemical species
separation which allows to generalize gradient-based optimization algorithm development
for the class of signal models described by a weighted sum of complex exponentials with
phase terms linear in the echo time.
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Table 1: Common complex-based MR signal models and their representations as sets
of constraint matrices in the proposed generalized formulation for chemical species
separation
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Figure 1: Quantitative parameter maps estimated with the same VARPRO Algorithm 1
employing three different sets of constraint matrices for the no-𝑅K∗ - (left column), the
single-𝑅K∗ (middle column), and the double-𝑅K∗ (right column) water–fat model as
algorithmic input. For reference the maximum intensity projection across echo times
(MIPŠ‹ ) is shown in the lower left corner.

•

Figure 2: Cramér-Rao lower bounds with Monte-Carlo estimates of parameter noise in
a single-𝑅K∗ water–fat model. Experimental setting is defined by: number of echoes
𝑁Š‹ = 6, first echo time TE1 = 1 ms, echo spacing DTE = 1 ms, B0 = 3 T, 𝑅K∗ = 5 s-1, field
map w/2p = 10 Hz. The Monte-Carlo simulation was performed with 105 independent
noise realizations with signal-to-noise-ratio, SNR = 100. The result is an extension of
(11) from a single-fat-peak model without 𝑅K∗ -decay to a multi-peak fat model (22)
with a single 𝑅K∗ . The agreement of the Monte-Carlo simulation with the theoretical
number of signal averages (NSA) validates the consistency of the parameter estimation
Algorithm 1 and the general Fisher information from Equation [11].

•

Figure 3: Anatomical maps showing estimated parameter uncertainty calculated as the
Cramér-Rao lower bounds on the NSA noise measure for the estimated parameters
from Figure 1, which are assumed to be the true underlying tissue parameters.
Comparison of tissues with different proton density fat fraction (PDFF) is in agreement
with theoretical results from Figure 2. For reference the maximum intensity projection
across echo times (MIPŠ‹ ) is shown in the lower left corner.

•

Figure 4: Quantitative parameter maps estimated with a more complex water–fat
model describing additional fatty acid composition parameters. Experimental setting is
defined by a monopolar time-interleaved multi-gradient-echo sequence with
parameters: TR = 24 ms, number of echoes NTE=20 in two interleaves, TE1= 1.5 m, DTE
= 1.0 ms, flip angle = 5°, bandwidth = 961.5 Hz/pixel, FOV = 400 x 300 x 140 mm3, 2.0
mm isotropic resolution, SENSE factor = 2.5 and scan time = 3 min 8 sec . The dataset of
20 acquired echoes in the gluteal fat region allows to solve for a set of constraints
matrices that include 12 independent parameters. Top row: maximum intensity
projection over echo times, proton-density fat fraction, field map and common 𝑅K∗ .
Bottom row: parameter maps for additional tissue fat properties in the gluteal region.
Values are in close agreement with previous studies (2,10,23).
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Constraint matrices, input for generalized formulation

Table 1: Common complex-based MR signal models and their representations as sets of constraint matrices in
the proposed generalized formulation for chemical species separation

Figure 1: Quantitative parameter maps estimated with the same VARPRO Algorithm 1
employing three different sets of constraint matrices for the no-𝑅K∗ - (left column), the single-𝑅K∗
(middle column), and the double-𝑅K∗ (right column) water–fat model as algorithmic input. For
reference the maximum intensity projection across echo times (𝑀𝐼𝑃¢£ ) is shown in the lower
left corner.

Figure 2: Cramér-Rao lower bounds with Monte-Carlo estimates of parameter noise in a
single-𝑅K∗ water–fat model. Experimental setting is defined by: number of echoes 𝑁¢£ = 6, first
echo time TE1 = 1 ms, echo spacing DTE = 1 ms, B0 = 3 T, 𝑅K∗ = 5 s-1, field map w/2p = 10 Hz.
The Monte-Carlo simulation was performed with 105 independent noise realizations with
signal-to-noise-ratio, SNR = 100. The result is an extension of (11) from a single-fat-peak
model without 𝑅K∗ -decay to a multi-peak fat model (22) with a single 𝑅K∗ . The agreement of the
Monte-Carlo simulation with the theoretical number of signal averages (NSA) validates the
consistency of the parameter estimation Algorithm 1 and the general Fisher information from
Equation [11].

Figure 3: Anatomical maps showing estimated parameter uncertainty calculated as the
Cramér-Rao lower bounds on the NSA noise measure for the estimated parameters from
Figure 1, which are assumed to be the true underlying tissue parameters. Comparison of
tissues with different proton density fat fraction (PDFF) is in agreement with theoretical
results from Figure 2. For reference the maximum intensity projection across echo times
(𝑀𝐼𝑃¢£ ) is shown in the lower left corner.

Figure 4: Quantitative parameter maps estimated with a more complex water–fat model
describing additional fatty acid composition parameters. Experimental setting is defined by
a monopolar time-interleaved multi-gradient-echo sequence with parameters: TR = 24 ms,
number of echoes NTE=20 in two interleaves, TE1= 1.5 m, DTE = 1.0 ms, flip angle = 5°,
bandwidth = 961.5 Hz/pixel, FOV = 400 x 300 x 140 mm3, 2.0 mm isotropic resolution,
SENSE factor = 2.5 and scan time = 3 min 8 sec . The dataset of 20 acquired echoes in the
gluteal fat region allows to solve for a set of constraints matrices that include 12
independent parameters. Top row: maximum intensity projection over echo times, protondensity fat fraction, field map and common 𝑅K∗ . Bottom row: parameter maps for additional
tissue fat properties in the gluteal region. Values are in close agreement with previous
studies (2,10,23).
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3.4 Journal Publication III: On the Sensitivity of
Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping for Measuring
Trabecular Bone Density
The publication entitled On the sensitivity of QSM for measuring trabecular bone density
was published in Magnetic Resonance in Medicine (ISSN: 1522-2594) on 28 September
2018 under the Creative Commons License (c b n) [57]. The work also resulted in two
previous conference submissions [84] and [85], which were both awarded the ISMRM
Magna Cum Laude Merit Award and invited for oral presentation at the ISMRM annual
meetings 2016 and 2018, respectively.

3.4.1 Abstract
Purpose
To develop a methodological framework to simultaneously measure R2∗ and magnetic
susceptibility in trabecularized yellow bone marrow and to investigate the sensitivity
of QSM for measuring trabecular bone density using a non-UTE multi-gradient echo
sequence.
Methods
The ankle of 16 healthy volunteers and two patients was scanned using a Time-Interleaved
Multi-Gradient-Echo (TIMGRE) sequence. After field mapping based on water–fat separation methods and background field removal based on the Laplacian boundary value
method, three different QSM dipole inversion schemes were implemented. Mean susceptibility values in regions of different trabecular bone density in the calcaneus were
compared to the corresponding values in the R2∗ maps, BV/TV estimated from high
resolution imaging (in 14 subjects), and CT attenuation (in two subjects). In addition,
numerical simulations were performed in a simplified trabecular bone model of randomly
positioned spherical bone inclusions to verify and compare the scaling of R2∗ and susceptibility with BV/TV.
Results
Differences in calcaneus trabecularization were well depicted in susceptibility maps, in
good agreement with high-resolution MR and CT images. Simulations and in vivo scans
showed a linear relationship of measured susceptibility with BV/TV and R2∗ . The ankle
in vivo results showed a strong linear correlation between susceptibility and R2∗ (R2 =
0.88, p < 0.001) with a slope and intercept of −0.004 s · ppm and 0.2 ppm, respectively.
Conclusion
A method for multi-parametric mapping including R2∗ -mapping and QSM was developed
for measuring trabecularized yellow bone marrow, showing good sensitivity of QSM for
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measuring trabecular bone density.

3.4.2 Author Contribution
Together with the co-authors the first author designed the study and set up the MR
pulse sequence protocol (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands). He developed the complete post-processing pipeline using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA)
and the proprietary ReconFrame software (GyroTools, Zurich, Switzerland) and the
validating numerical simulations using Python (Anacoda distribution of Python 3.6,
https://www.anaconda.com). He performed all in vivo and in silicio experiments, analyzed and interpreted the data, and wrote the paper.
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Purpose: To develop a methodological framework to simultaneously measure R∗2
and magnetic susceptibility in trabecularized yellow bone marrow and to investigate
the sensitivity of Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping (QSM) for measuring trabecular bone density using a non‐UTE multi‐gradient echo sequence.
Methods: The ankle of 16 healthy volunteers and two patients was scanned using a
time‐interleaved multi‐gradient‐echo (TIMGRE) sequence. After field mapping based
on water–fat separation methods and background field removal based on the Laplacian
boundary value method, three different QSM dipole inversion schemes were implemented. Mean susceptibility values in regions of different trabecular bone density in
the calcaneus were compared to the corresponding values in the R∗2 maps, bone volume
to total volume ratios (BV/TV) estimated from high resolution imaging (in 14 subjects), and CT attenuation (in two subjects). In addition, numerical simulations were
performed in a simplified trabecular bone model of randomly positioned spherical
bone inclusions to verify and compare the scaling of R∗2 and susceptibility with BV/TV.
Results: Differences in calcaneus trabecularization were well depicted in susceptibility
maps, in good agreement with high‐resolution MR and CT images. Simulations and in
vivo scans showed a linear relationship of measured susceptibility with BV/TV and R∗2.
The ankle in vivo results showed a strong linear correlation between susceptibility and R∗2
(R2 = 0.88, p < 0.001) with a slope and intercept of −0.004 and 0.2 ppm, respectively.
Conclusions: A method for multi‐paramteric mapping, including R∗2‐mapping and
QSM was developed for measuring trabecularized yellow bone marrow, showing
good sensitivity of QSM for measuring trabecular bone density.
KEYWORDS
susceptibility mapping, trabecular bone density
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I N T RO D U C T I O N

Osteoporosis remains the main clinical driver for trabecular bone MRI. It is defined as the medical condition of low

bone mineral mass and density. Fractures due to osteoporotic bone loss greatly reduce individual quality‐of‐life and
have an increasing prevalence in all demographic groups.
In the United States and also in Europe, up to one in three
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post‐menopausal women is estimated to experience bone
fractures due to decreased bone densities.1,2 Osteoporosis can
be treated successfully if diagnosed at an early stage: bone
mineral density (BMD) measurements based on dual energy
X ray absorptiometry (DEXA) are currently the gold standard for osteoporosis screening.3 However, BMD of healthy
and osteoporotic patients overlap and have low accuracy in
predicting fracture risk. Quantitative Computed Tomography
(QCT) measurements allow the simultaneous assessment of
BMD and bone microstructure, improving the ability to predict biomechanical bone strength and eventually fracture risk.
However, QCT is associated with increased radiation dose4
compared to DEXA. MRI has been previously proposed and
is highly desirable for osteoporosis screening, thanks to its
non‐invasiveness. However, high‐resolution MR trabecular
bone imaging remains limited to distal skeletal sites and is
not feasible due to its low sensitivity in major osteoporosis
sites like the spine.5
The acquisition of multiple echoes in lower resolution
gradient echo MRI enables the measurements of bone marrow effective properties as an alternative way to indirectly
assess trabecular bone network health. Previously, gradient
echo‐based R∗2‐mapping has been proposed as an indirect
measure of trabecular density.6-8 The susceptibility difference between the bony trabeculae—showing no MR signal
in normal gradient echo MRI sequences—and the MR signal
generating bone marrow in the intra‐trabecular space, causes
large inhomogeneities of the induced magnetic field.6 Such
field inhomogeneities on the scale of the trabecular network
lead to the dephasing of proton spins in bone marrow and
consequently result in an accelerated relaxation due to intra‐
voxel dephasing on a voxel scale not resolving trabeculae
directly. However, the mechanism of trabecular bone growing predominantly in the direction of the greatest force load9
and the formation of connected rod‐like and plate‐like structures10,11 give trabecular networks an inherently complex
topology. Both,6 numerical simulations as well as the theoretical analyses predict that in the static dephasing regime6at
time scales on which diffusion effects become negligible as
the dephasing field inhomogeneities are much stronger than
the signal decay due to diffusive motion—the intra‐voxel dephasing can be effectively described by a mono‐exponential
decay with decay rate R′2. In addition, theoretical analysis
also indicates a strong dependence of the intra‐voxel dephasing on the orientation of trabecular bone with respect to the
magnetic field, the main field strength, the voxel size and the
intra‐voxel distribution of bone inclusions; all effects which
were also experimentally observed in previous phantom studies.7,12,13 The dependence of R∗2 on all above parameters has
reduced the robustness of R∗2‐mapping measuring trabecular
bone density in clinical applications.
Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) has been
emerging as a technique to measure, a fundamental tissue
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property, the average magnetic susceptibility per voxel, independent of field‐strength.14 In the past QSM has been
extensively studied in the brain, resulting in numerous neurological applications, such as for example, identification of
multiple sclerosis lesions,15,16 the discrimination of cerebral
micro‐bleeds and intracranial calcifications17 or monitoring
of iron deposition.18 This success motivated applications of
QSM outside the brain and already encouraged QSM for
breast imaging,19 measuring liver iron content,20 and imaging
of cortical bone.21 Similar to cortical bone, trabecular bone
is diamagnetic and has a lower susceptibility than water, and
therefore, most soft‐tissues. As the apparent transverse relaxation rate in cortical bone is very large, R∗2 ∼ 2500 s−1,22 ultra‐
short echo time MRI needs to be performed to obtain phase
information inside voxels of cortical bone for reliable QSM.21
Voxels containing trabecular bone show MR signal due to the
surrounding bone marrow and in theory, their averaged scalar
magnetic susceptibility scales linearly with the ratio of bone
volume to total volume (BV/TV). Following Wiedeman’s additivity law, a mixture of different components constitutes a
bulk magnetic susceptibility, which is the sum of the proportionate susceptibilities of each component in the mixture.23
Therefore, QSM is a natural candidate to indirectly measure
trabecular bone density non‐invasively.
QSM reconstructs tissue magnetic susceptibility from the
phase information of MRI gradient‐echo data,24 which involves
three main conceptual steps14: (i) estimation of the magnetic
field inside the scanner, (ii) removal of field contributions not
originating from susceptibility sources inside a defined region
of interest (ROI), and (iii) solving the field‐to‐susceptibility inverse problem. All three steps face technical challenges
when applying QSM in the body. First, the total magnetic field
needs to be estimated. In brain QSM, where typically a tight
brain mask is defined as ROI, scaling of unwrapped single
echo phase images,25 dual echo phase subtraction26 or voxel‐
wise nonlinear fitting of a single frequency component to the
phase evolution over multiple echoes27 is used to obtain a field
map. In body QSM, however, the presence of fat needs to be
accounted for as the chemical shifts of its spectral resonances
cause a complex multi‐exponential phase evolution in voxels
with non‐zero fat fraction.28 The parameter estimation problem
for the field mapping step in body QSM is therefore the same as
for complex‐based water–fat separation methods.29 However,
as the field map is the primary parameter of interest it cannot
be treated as a mere nuance parameter, which is often subject to
(multi‐scale) smoothing in some current water–fat separation
algorithms.30,31 For the second background field removal step
there are several techniques available that can be loosely categorized into two approaches: kernel‐convolution‐based methods such as the Laplacian Boundary Value method (LBV)32
or Sophisticated Harmonic Artifact Reduction for Phase data
(SHARP)33 and minimum‐norm methods, such as Projection
onto Dipole Fields (PDF).34 However, all these techniques have
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not been thoroughly studied in body applications. The third
field‐to‐susceptibility step poses an ill‐posed, ill‐conditioned
inverse problem and can be solved by means of regularization.35 In its Bayesian interpretation, the employment of different regularizations corresponds to the introduction of different
prior knowledge about the underlying susceptibility distribution.36 The most common regularizer used in QSM is total variation (TV),37,38 in combinations with or without morphlogical
edges weightings39 and evaluated with the ℓ1 or ℓ2 norm.40,41
TV promotes piece‐wise constant susceptibility distributions in
the QSM reconstructions, whereas the recently proposed total
generalized variation (TGV) allows also for more linear susceptibility variations.42,43 The question of which regularization
scheme is best for the MRI application and clinical question at
hand is still subject of ongoing research44 across body regions
and applications. The purpose of the present study is to develop a methodology for simultaneous R∗2‐mapping and QSM
of trabecularized bone marrow and to assess the sensitivity of
QSM for measuring trabecular bone density using both numerical simulations and in vivo measurements. Some results of this
work have been preliminarily reported in.45-47

2

|

METHODS

The feasibility of QSM for trabecular bone density mapping
and its performance compared to relaxometry was evaluated
in in vivo scans of the ankle region and in numerical simulations of a simplified trabecular bone model.

2.1

|

In vivo measurements

Fourteen volunteers ((35 ± 16)years) were scanned in a 3 T
scanner (Ingenia, Philips, Release 5.1.8, Best, The Netherlands)
after informed written consent by each volunteer and approval
by the institutional review board (Klinikum rechts der Isar,
Technical University of Munich, Munich, Germany).

2.1.1

|

MR sequence parameters

A time‐interleaved multi‐gradient‐echo sequence (TIMGRE)
was used to acquire complex source images of the ankle with
a total of nine echoes in three acquisitions employing flyback
gradients (monopolar read‐out).48 Using an eight‐channel foot
coil, scan parameters included TR = 13 ms, TEmin = 1.25 ms,
ΔTE = 0.7 ms, no partial Fourier encoding, flip angle = 5∘,
orientation = sagittal, readout direction = feet–head, field
of view (FOV) = 220 × 220 × 102 mm3, acquisition voxel
size = (1.5 mm)3, bandwith/pixel = 1431.4 Hz, scan time =
7 minutes 30.1 s, SENSE reduction factor = 1.
Additionally, all volunteer scans included a balanced
steady‐state free precession sequence (bSSFP) with two
phase cycles, TR = 8.5 ms, TE = 3.4 ms, no partial Fourier

|
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encoding, scan time = 7 minutes 29.1 s and a voxel size of
0.3 × 0.3 × 0.9 mm3 at a slice coverage of only the calcaneus
(FOV = 220 × 220 × 60 mm3) that was used to obtain an apparent measure of trabecular bone density.

2.1.2

|

Post‐processing

The TIMGRE images were subject to the QSM postprocessing pipeline outlined in Figure 1.
First, raw k‐space data was reconstructed with MRecon.49
Sensitivity maps acquired in pre‐scans were used in the
SENSE algorithm to combine separate coil images50 without
any parallel imaging reduction.
To estimate the total magnetic field, a complex‐based
water–fat separation algorithm assuming a known seven‐peak
fat‐spectrum28 with a single‐R∗2 ‐correction was initialized
with a multi‐seed region growing scheme from.51 Further details connected to the voxel signal model equation are given
in the Supporting Information S1. The water–fat separation
employed for magnetic field mapping yielded, besides the
total magnetic field, a quantitative proton‐density fat fraction
map available from the complex water W and fat F results as
|F|/|W + F| and a R∗2 map.
To estimate and extract the local field from the total field
map, the Laplacian boundary value method (LBV)32 from the
MEDI toolbox52 was used.
To estimate a susceptibility map by performing dipole‐inversion, the following MEDI cost function39 regularized by
Total Variation (TV) was optimized:

𝜒 = argmin ||Wd (γB0 F † DF𝜒 � − fL )||2 + λ||Wg ∇𝜒 � ||𝓁p , (1)
𝜒�

where Wd was the data weighting, F Fourier transformation, D the dipole kernel in k‐space defined by
D(|k| ≠ 0) = 1∕3 − kz2 ∕|k|2 and D(|k| = 0) = 0, fL the local
field,14 and Wg the gradient weighting. Note that we assumed
the main magnetic field as pointing along the z‐axis, B0 = B0 ẑ ,
γ is the proton’s gyromagnetic ratio.
Three different dipole‐inversion schemes were implemented: (i) a closed form ℓ2‐regularized solution of (1) with
Wd = Wg = 1,40 (ii) an optimization of the ℓ2‐regularized
MEDI costfunc38 solved by the conjugate gradients method,
and (iii) an optimization of the TV‐MEDI cost function39
solved by Nesterov’s algorithm.53 For the two MEDI optimizations, the gradient weighting Wg was obtained by thresholding the absolute value of the forward gradient on the
water–fat opposed phase image |W−F| such that 40% of the
voxels in the tissue region belong to edges and are weighted
by a value of 0.01, whereas all other voxels in Wg were set to
1. For the data weighting mask Wd the maximum intensity
projection across echo times (MIPTE) was scaled to the dynamic range [0, 1]. The regularization parameter λ was chosen by visually comparing the quality of susceptibility maps
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FIGURE 1
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Flowchart overview of the post‐processing pipeline for quantitative susceptibility mapping for trabecular bone density mapping

from the first volunteer dataset reconstructed with a range
of λ’s from 0.0001 to 1 varied on a log‐scale. This selection
of λ was also guided by plotting an L‐curve heuristic as the
discrepancy ||(F † DF𝜒 − fL )||22 after the reconstruction versus
λ, which is shown in Supporting Information Figure S2.
The susceptibility maps were not subject to any referencing, the absolute range of values was unchanged for all subject datasets and the DC offset of the dipole kernel was zero.
To access the measurement of trabecular bone density in
the quantitative susceptibility maps across all subjects, two
ROIs inside the calcaneus were drawn in the lower‐resolution
TIMGRE magnitude images of each subject where the calcaneus is known to have different BV/TV ratios, the subtalar and
the tuber calcanei, both depicted in the top right of Figure 4.7
The third distinct region in the calcaneus with much less BV/
TV, the cavuum calcanei, was not included in the ROI analysis
as increased vascularization in this region complicates QSM
measurements. The ROI label masks created in 3D Slicer
(Version 4.7,54) were used to extract label statistics in the
quantitative maps derived from the TIMGRE source images.
After linear registration of the bSSFP to the TIMGRE images using SimpleITK55 and resampling the label masks to
the bSSFP orientation, a measure of apparent BV/TV was determined in each ROI by the histogram‐based double‐thresholding method described in.56
Measures of central tendency inside the defined ROIs were
extracted for all quantitative parameters. Correlations between the mean values were investigated by linear regression.

|

2.1.3

Computer tomography patient scans

The post‐processing of the TIMGRE scan described above
was also applied for two patients (one male age 70, one female age 76) that were equally informed and asked to participate in the study as the healthy volunteers. As part of their
clinical care, low‐dose whole body CT images were taken
and approved to be evaluated for this work.
The calcaneus in the TIMGRE and the CT images were
manually registered until complete line‐up. Besides visual
comparison of CT images in Hounsfield units and the estimated parameter maps, ten ROIs were drawn in the subtalar
and the tuber calcanei, respectively, for each patient dataset.
Again linear regression was performed to correlate R∗2 and
susceptibility with CT attenuation.

2.2

|

Numerical simulations

Similar to previous work simulating magnetic fields in trabecular bone,57,58 we forward simulated magnetic field distortions created by a simple trabecular bone model. In a cubic
box of 128 × 128 × 128 voxels, spherical inclusions resembling the trabecular bone volume inside a ROI were randomly
positioned in space with the possibility to overlap. The cubic
ROI was centered in an empty three dimensional cube with an
edge length three times as large. According to the same forward model as in Equation (1), fB = γB0F†DFχ, the field map
fB was simulated with one fixed B0‐direction with varying
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F I G U R E 2 Visual comparison of different dipole inversion methods for quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) in the calcaneus. Column
1: maximum intensity projection over echo times in MR scan used for QSM. Column 2: high‐resolution image from a balanced steady state free‐
precession (bSSFP) sequence. Column 3–5: QSM result from a ℓ2‐total variation regularized closed form susceptibility solution,40 an ℓ2‐total
variation (TV) regularized morphology‐enabeled dipole inversion (MEDI),38 and a TV‐MEDI, respectively66

susceptibility difference of the trabecular bone inclusions to
the surrounding, Δχ = (−0.5, −1.0, −1.5, −2.0) ppm, varying number of spherical inclusions, N=100,150,...,300, and
varying radii, r = (5, 10, 15, 20) voxel units. All inclusions
were simulated to have the same radius and susceptibility.
Each combination of the parameters Δχ, N and r was explored
by a Monte‐Carlo program in 100 different spatial configurations of the inclusions. The program was implemented in
the Python programming language (Python version 3.5.4)
making use of the default random number generator from the
numpy module (numpy version 1.14.2).
The spectral density function, an auto‐binned histogram
of all field values outside the spherical bone inclusions, was
subject to a Lorentzian fit. The full‐width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the fitted Lorentzian curve was employed as a
measure of the reversible relaxation rate R′2. To re‐invert the
noise‐free field maps to susceptibility, the simple closed‐
form Tikhonov‐TV regularized solution40 was used and the
mean susceptibility value inside the cubic trabecular bone
ROI was taken for comparison. The simulation resulted in
two effective parameters resembling R∗2 and susceptibility χ
for the whole ROI for all configurations of spherical inclusions (of varying BV/TV) inside the box.

3
3.1

|

R E S U LTS

|

In vivo measurements

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the three different dipole
inversions next to the maximum intensity projection over
echo times (MIPTE) and the co‐registered bSSFP scan in

one exemplary subject. Due to its short R∗2, trabecular bone
shows no MR signal in non‐UTE sequences and is only visible indirectly as the bone marrow in the intra‐trabecular space
exhibits strong MR signal. As visible in the bSSFP scan in
Figure 2, bottom row, second column, high trabecular density is indicated by denser black signal drop out regions like
in the subtalar. In regions with less trabeculae, bone marrow
fills more volume and consequently MR signal is brighter as
observed in the tuber calcanei. For all dipole inversions, the
susceptibility map closely follows the trabecular bone density
in the calcaneus and depicts regions of varying BV/TV in the
same dynamic range but with different textures. Edges in the
ℓ2‐regularized closed form solution (third column) show up
smooth and transitions between regions of higher and lower
BV/TV appear continuous. In contrast the ℓ2‐MEDI result
(fourth column) shows a lot more finer variations and subtalar and tuber calcanei areas seem to show more susceptibility variance compared to the closed form solution. The fifth
column shows the TV‐regularized MEDI result in which the
edges of the calcaneus are depicted more clearly compared
to the closed form solution, while the variance of susceptibility in subtalar and tuber calcanei regions appears lower
compared to l2‐MEDI. The same difference were observed in
visual comparison of the three implemented dipole inversions
in all acquired datasets; In all cases the TV‐regularized MEDI
showed visually the best results in terms of homogeneous susceptibility in regions with different BV/TV, defined edges in
susceptibility following the magnitude images and suppressed
streaking in all orientations. TV‐MEDI also showed the highest correlations with apparent BV/TV and R∗2 than the other dipole inversions in regression analysis of ROI statistics below.
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F I G U R E 3 Quantitative parameter maps in an examplary ankle dataset (left) and corresponding line profiles in the distal tibia. With constant
proton density fat fraction (PDFF), the transverse relaxation rate R∗2 increases and the susceptibility χ—estimated with an ℓ1‐total variation (TV)
regularized morphology‐enabeled dipole inversion—decreases toward the end of the tibia, where trabecularization increases

The degree of smoothing and the streaking reduction is
not only dependent on the chosen regularizer in Equation
(1), but also on the regularization parameter λ. For each of
the three different regularizers, the optimal regularization
parameter was determined by comparing the visual appearance of resulting susceptibility maps while changing λ on
a log ‐scale. The computed L‐curves, showing the discrepancy ||(F † DF𝜒est (λ) − fL )||22 versus λ, were computed for one
subject and are shown in Supporting Information Figure S2.
While these curves showed a local minimum in the range
of λ’s for all implemented dipole inversions, based on visual considerations about the greater reduction of streaking
artifacts, the chosen λ’s were in the vicinity of the L‐curve
minimum but about one order of magnitude larger. The λ’s
obtained in the above way in one subjects were set in the reconstructions for all other datasets and had the following values: λ(ℓ2 cl. form) = 0.2, λ(ℓ2‐MEDI) = 0.1, λ(TV‐MEDI)
= 0.03. The voxel size and FOV, which would also effect the
choice of an optimal regularization parameter, were kept the

same in all acquired datasets and consequently did not alter
the optimality of the chosen λ’s.
In Figure 3 one can observe the high proton‐density fat
fraction close to 100% in the ankle bone marrow of another
exemplary healthy volunteer dataset. Line plots in the annotated regions of linearly increasing trabecularization in the
distal tibia from superior to inferior is traceable in both quantitative MR parameter maps, showing the sensitivity of QSM
on trabecular bone density.
To be able to assess the ability of QSM to map trabecularized bone marrow regions of different BV/TV quantitatively, the mean values of apparent BV/TV from the bSSFP
scan and the reconstructed R∗2 and susceptibility from the
TIMGRE inside two defined ROIs—subtalar and the tuber
calcanei—scan were correlated. Figure 4 shows pair plots
with all regression results. Mean ROI values of all parameters are clearly separated for both subtalar (blue) and tuber
calcanei (red). For the two ROIs, averaged quantitative estimates for all subject datasets cluster also distinctively on all
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F I G U R E 4 Results of regression analysis of ROI label statics for 15 ankle datasets. In each datasets two ROI’s of different trabecular
bone density in the calcaneus were defined—the subtalar densly trabecularized and the tuber calcanei showing less trabecularization in the high‐
resolution balanced steady state free‐precession (bSSFP) scan (top right)

parameter axes, even though, no referencing was used before
extraction of ROI statistics. The regression results confirm
the expected trends of the subtalar ROI with higher BV/TV
showing larger apparent BV/TV, larger R∗2 and more diamagnetic (lower) susceptibility and the tuber calcanei with lower
BV/TV showing lower apparent BV/TV, lower R∗2 and less
diamagnetic (larger) susceptibility. All correlations appear
to be highly significant (p < 0.001) but with differences in
the explainable variance. While the regression of parameters
estimated with different sequences, R∗2 or TV‐MEDI susceptibility versus apparent BV/TV, show mild correlations
of R2 (R∗2 vs. app. BV/TV) = 0.53 and R2(χ vs. app. BV/
TV) = 0.56, correlation is strong between parameters from
the TIMGRE sequence as R2 (𝜒 vs.R∗2 ) = 0.88.
In the apparent BV/TV a clear outlier value from subject
dataset 14 can be detected, while the overall spread of BV/TV
values in all subjects is larger than for R∗2 and susceptibility.

The same regression plots with susceptibility values from
different dipole inversions systematically show less strong
correlations between χ and all other parameters and are
shown in the Supporting Information Figure S3.
Figure 5 clearly shows how the subtalar region with higher
bone mineral mass and density exhibits the largest CT attenuation inside the calcaneus. The increased BV/TV in subtalar
region also results in greater intra‐voxel dephasing indicated
by larger R∗2 and more diamagnetic averaged susceptibility.
Due to the lower number of patient datasets compared to the
number of healthy volunteer datasets, ten smaller ROIs were
drawn in the patients’ subtalar and tuber calcanei regions, respectively, to be able to perform a similar regression analysis
as compared to TIMGRE–bSSFP regression in the healthy
volunteers above. Figure 6 shows pair plots of the TIMGRE–
QCT regression results in the two patient datasets. Again, large
ROI values of CT attenuation in more trabecularized regions
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shows a difference in the dynamic range. The difference of
susceptibility in the subtalar and the tuber calcanei appears
larger in patient 1 as in patient 2. In Figure 6 one can also observe this inter‐patient variation as the difference of χ values
of subtalar (red) and cavuum calcanei (blue) in the regression
plots of the bottom row is greater for the patient 1 than for
patient 2 (see labeled points separately).

|

3.2

F I G U R E 5 Quantitative parameter maps estimated from the
MR time‐interleaved multi‐gradient echo scan compared to computed
tomography (CT) available in two patient datasets. The susceptibility
χ—estimated with an ℓ1‐total variation (TV) regularized morphology‐
enabeled dipole inversion—depicts regions of greater trabecular
density (high CT attenuation) with more diamagmetic values. An
extended version of this Figure including all orientations is available
as Supporting Information Figure S4

correlate significantly with larger R∗2 and lower susceptibility (p < 0.0001 for regressions between all parameters).
While here, R∗2 correlates much stronger with CT attenuation
(R2 (R∗2 vs. CT) = 0.81) than R∗2 with apparent BV/TV before,
the correlations of susceptibility versus CT attentuation and
R∗2 are weaker (R2(χ vs. CT) = 0.64 and R2(χ vs. CT) = 0.50).
Again, Figures showing the incorporated QSM results
of the other dipole inversion are available in Supporting
Information Figures S5. Similar to the TIMGRE–bSSFP
comparison, TV‐MEDI performed better in visual rating and
correlation to QCT than the other dipole inversions.
Close observation of the susceptibility maps in the calcaneus of patient 1 (male) and patient 2 (female) in Figure 5

Numerical simulations

In Figure 7, the results summarizing the numerical simulations are shown. In each row two parameters of the simplified trabecular bone model of spherical inclusions are kept
fixed, while the third parameter is varying—either Δχ (top
row, red curves), Ninclusions (middle row, green curves), or radius r (bottom row, blue curves). Column‐wise, from left to
right, BV/TV (disc markers), R′2 (square markers), or mean
susceptibility (triangle markers) are plotted.
When the susceptibility difference Δχ is linearly increased
while Ninclusions = 200 and r = 10, BV/TV stays constant, R′2
and susceptibility increase linearly as expected.
When the number of inclusions Ninclusions is increased for
fixed Δχ = −1 ppm and r = 10, both BV/TV and χest. increase
linearly with slight deviations as the spherical inclusions are
allowed to overlap.
For fixed Δχ = −1 ppm, Ninclusions = 200 and increasing
radii of the spherical inclusions, both BV/TV and χest. follow
an expected r3 volumetric increase, while the apparent measure on R′2 deviates from this trend. Again, deviations from
the r3 curve are observable due to the overlapping of bony
spheres in the model.
Figure 8 plots R′2 (top) and the estimated mean susceptibility χest. (bottom) against the BV/TV over all simulated configurations of bony spheres. χest. clearly obeys a linear relationship
with the exact slope depending on the susceptibility value of
the spherical inclusions with respect to the surrounding, while
the R′2 versus BV/TV does not show a similar linear increase.
Error bars for all numerical results determined by taking the variance over all Monte‐Carlo events are negligible
(smaller than the marker size in both Figures 7 and 8), which
can be easily explained by the translational invariance of
the spherical inclusions inside the ROI, while the occurring
cropping of spheres at the ROI edges is only of minor importance as their radius is small compared to the edge length.
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In this work, we addressed the feasibility of QSM for trabecular bone imaging. The presented results show a clear sensitivity of QSM on trabecular bone volume density. Visually the
in vivo susceptibility maps were able to differentiate regions
of different BV/TV as shown in the distal tibia (Figure 3) and
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F I G U R E 6 Results of regression analysis of ROI label statics in two ankle datasets in two regions of different trabecular bone density in the
calcaneus—the subtalar densly trabecularized and the tuber calcanei showing less trabecularization in the high‐resolution balanced steady state
free‐precession (bSSFP) scan (top right); (10 more ROI’s not visible in the displayed slice)

the calcaneus regions, subtalar and tuber calcanei (Figure 5).
Quantitative regression results of extracted ROI statistics in
the calcaneus regions also confirm a good sensitivity of QSM
for trabecular bone density quantification. (Figures 4 and
6). Numerical simulation of the simplified trabecular bone
model of overlapping randomly distributed spherical bone
inclusions inside a cubic ROI were able to show the same
sensitivity of QSM on BV/TV.
In the ankle region, bone marrow almost exclusively consists of fatty yellow bone even in young healthy volunteers,
visible as the almost 100% proton density fat fraction inside
the bones in Figure 3. Thus, it is valid to assume there are only
two components of constant susceptibility in the trabecularized bone marrow of the calcaneus, bone and fat. While bone
has no MR signal at the echo times used in this study (≥ 1 ms)
due to its fast relaxation, the protons in the fat molecules generate signal, which exhibits a complex phase evolution due

the multiple resonances present in the fat spectrum. Effects of
signal interference between fat resonances on the multi‐gradient‐echo data and therefore on the measured total field map
and R∗2‐map are considered in the present work as the water–fat
separation algorithm takes the spectral complexity of fat into
account. Hence, the contrast in the measured field map and R∗2
is mainly driven by magnetic field inhomogeneities induced
by magnetic surface currents at the trabeculae–bone marrow
interfaces. On a voxel scale the inhomogeneities created by
the susceptibility difference of the trabecular bone network to
inter‐trabecular space leads to an intra‐voxel dephasing. The
consequent increase of the dominant R′2 contribution to the
apparent relaxation R∗2 inside the voxel is primarily observable in the magnitude decay of the bone marrow signal.
The phase changes inside the bone marrow translate to
the measured total field map. As the trabecular size is only
in the range of 100–150 μm and inter‐trabecular spacing is in
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F I G U R E 7 Numerical simulation results in a simplified trabecular bone model consisting of randomly located spherical bone inclusions
inside a cubic ROI, with varying relative susceptibility difference to their surrounding (Δχext., top row, red curves), number (Ninclusions, middle row,
green curves), and radius (r, bottom row, blue curves). Plotted are the ratio of bone volume to total volume (BV/TV, first column), the R′2 decay rate
(FWHM of a Lorentzian fitted to the spectral density function), the dominant and reversible part of transverse relaxation rate R∗2 (second column),
and the mean susceptibility inside the ROI after a ℓ2‐total variation regularized closed form susceptibility solution

the range of 300–600 μm,5 the created field inhomogeneities
are averaged over typical MR voxel sizes around 1 mm3 or
bigger, leaving no or only a little local frequency offset due
to the presence of trabeculae inside a voxel. In cylindrical
trabecular bone models this total absence of a local frequency
offset is theoretically derived in6 and in the presently studied
trabecular bone model of spherical inclusions is only very
small. However, as the susceptibility of bony trabeculae and
bone marrow fat proportionally add up inside a voxel (due to
Wiedemann’s additivity law), a bulk susceptibility effect of
the bone–fat mixture in the voxel is exerted on the surrounding, which scales linearly with the BV/TV inside the voxel.

The averaging out of local frequency shifts from the induced
field inhomogeneities created by the trabeculae‐bone marrow
interfaces takes place in an arbitrarily big ROI’s containing
trabecular structures and the ROI’s bulk susceptibility effect
on the outside depends not only on the mean susceptibility
but also on the shape of the ROI.6 In gradient‐echo MRI data
the susceptibility effect inside the ROI is therefore encoded in
the phase evolution of the ROI’s outside. The global field‐to‐
susceptibility inversion step of QSM, conceptually a deconvolution with a kernel (the dipole kernel) of equal dimension
as the field map, is therefore able to estimate susceptibility
differences from trabecular bone regions of different BV/TV,
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because the information about the bulk susceptibility effect
on the rest of the FOV is present and exploitable even though
theoretically the effect is absent inside of the trabecular bone.
Sensitivity of QSM on trabecular bone density in vivo
was demonstrated in the gradient echo sequence with standard echo times, where bone does not exhibit MR signal. The
present work could showcase the possibility of QSM on visualizing bulk susceptibility effects of trabecularized yellow
bone marrow not only in the calcaneus, but also in the distal
tibia. Along the dia‐, meta‐, and epiphysis, where trabecularization increases the susceptibility profiles show increasingly
diamagnetic values. While differences in trabecular bone density could be detected, cortical bone could not be imaged reliably by the complete QSM post‐processing. In the imaging
volume there is no susceptibility information about thicker
cortical bone structures, if their geometries do not lead to
field distortions in the outside regions of the cortical bone.
The fundamental limitation of QSM to detect MR invisible
susceptibility inclusions that do not create local field contributions outside the inclusion can be seen in Figure 9. In the
dataset shown in Figure 9, exemplary for all ankle datasets,
the os meta tarsi, one of the longer bones in the foot leading to
the toes clearly shows a strong diamagnetic value (dark) in the
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susceptibility map, while the cortical bone of the distal tibia
which typically points along the main magnetic field B0 is not
visible in the susceptibility map due to the lack of MR signal
within the cortical bone tissue and the absence of field distortions on its outside. Consequently, for the focus on cortical
bone, MR phase information in the inside of the bone is necessary to reliably estimate its susceptibility, which manifests the
need for ultra‐short echo time (UTE) imaging to provide MR
signal inside bone as in.21 In the context of traditional osteoporosis screening however, the characterization of bone loss
in the trabecular bone network is of primary interest. QSM for
trabecular bone imaging showed sufficient sensitivity on BV/
TV based on the non‐UTE acquisition employed in this work.
We found that the exact appearance of trabecularized regions in the reconstructed susceptibility maps depends on the
regularization techniques being used in the dipole inversion
step of the QSM pipeline. Many different regularization techniques were proposed.44 In this work, we implemented and
compared three different regularization schemes: a closed
form solution with an ℓ2 total variation (TV) regularization, an ℓ2‐MEDI and a TV‐MEDI. By visual comparison
of the TV‐MEDI approach appeared to have the best compromise between piece‐wise constant regions of averaged

F I G U R E 8 Effective parameters
simulated in a simplified trabecular bone
model consisting of randomly located
spherical bone inclusions inside a cubic
ROI plotted against the bone volume to
total volume (BV/TV). Top: the R′2 decay
rate (FWHM of a Lorentzian fitted to the
spectral density function). Bottom: mean
susceptibility inside the cubic ROI after a
ℓ2‐total variation regularized closed form
susceptibility solution
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F I G U R E 9 Illustration of the inablility of the proposed
quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) pipeline to measure cortical
bone structures whose edges are aligned with the main magnetic
field B0, here pointing in feet–head direction. The cortical bone of
the os metatarsi II in the foot is correctly assigned a diamagmetic
susceptibility, because its perpendicular orientation to B0 leads to
magnetic field distortions in the surrounding. In contrast the cortical
bone of the distal tibia in the leg does not show the same susceptibility
as its parallel orientation with respect to B0 does not lead to field
distortion on its outside, which renders it invisible to QSM. In the
employed MR sequence without aquiring ultra short echo times (non‐
UTE) no phase information is available inside of the cortical bone
regions

voxel susceptibility and sharp features appearing at edges of
tissues with different susceptibility. While the closed form
solution appeared always over‐smoothed compared to TV‐
MEDI, the ℓ2‐MEDI showed a high variance of susceptibility values inside trabecular bone regions, independent of the
regularization parameter (see Supporting Information Figure
S2. Besides this visual comparision, the regression of the
quantitative values in the drawn ROIs in the subtalar and the
tuber calcanei of all volunteers showed the highest correlations with the TV‐MEDI regularization (compare Figure 4
and Supporting Information Figure S2). In the regularization
of the performed MEDI, an important part of the regularizer
is a morphological edge mask derived from magnitude information that ensures that susceptibility is piece‐wise constant and not artificially smoothed over true discontinuities.
Due to magnitude modulations in trabecular bone regions
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it is possible that the used edge detection algorithm identifies edges in these regions where susceptibility varies continuously without large discontinuities. The down‐weighted
regularization in falsely detected edge voxels inside trabecular bone can therefore alter the measured susceptibility. We
found that within an order of magnitude of the regularization
parameter the chosen number of edge voxels inside the whole
imaging volume did not change the resulting susceptibility
reconstructions significantly (not shown). The comparison
of MEDI to the implemented closed‐form solution for dipole inversion, where no edge information is incorporated,
shows that the susceptibility contrast is not diminished by
the heuristic choice of an edge detection threshold. The same
comparison also shows that the chosen data weighting term
Wd in (1) is of less importance as the absence of any data
weighting in the closed‐form solution also leads to comparable susceptibility contrast. As the susceptibility gradient in
trabecularized bone marrow is expected to be smoothly varying, a total generalized variation regularizer could mitigate
possible stair‐case artefacts of linear susceptibility gradients.
However, in this work we limited the class of regularizers
under investigation to the more common total variation.
For the nonlinear TV‐MEDI we used Nesterov’s algorithm (NESTA),53 which results in fast and accurate reconstruction without the need to define any split variables as in
Split‐Bregman algorithm. Despite the high resolution and
the relatively large FOV the algorithm converged in well
under three minutes with a MATLAB implementation on a
currently standard lap top machine (4 GHz processor, 16 GB
RAM), while similar implementation of Gauss‐Newton algorithms can take up to an hour on the same machine.
The numerical simulation in the trabecular bone model of
randomly distributed overlapping spherical susceptibility inclusions inside a cubic box confirm the feasibility of QSM to
measure changes in the trabecular bone density. Independent
of the assumed susceptibility difference between bone inclusions and the outside medium, the susceptibility average over
the box could be recovered from the forward simulated field
map by only a simple direct solution of to field‐to‐susceptibility
inversion not incorporating any morphological edges or signal
weights. Even though inside the ROI the averaged frequency
shift from the bone inclusions is small,6 the bulk effect of the
ROI to the surrounding is sufficient for the global dipole inversion step to be sensitive on the distribution of susceptibility sources. In bone literature focusing on R∗2 ∕R�2‐mapping in
trabecular networks, several other trabecular bone models have
been discussed. While an extended treatment of such models is
beyond the present work, the more simple approach used here
to model a voxel with trabecularized bone marrow was however
successful in confirming the sensitivity of QSM on BV/TV.
A concise comparision of the slopes from the regression
of susceptibility versus apparent BV/TV in vivo and the corresponding simulation results is not possible at this point. The
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direct comparison of the BV/TV‐to‐χ slope from the in vivo
scans (Figure 4) shows that in the calcaneus the measured χ
TV‐MEDI varies about twice as fast with apparent BV/TV
than the steepest simulated BV/TV‐to‐χ slope (Δχ = −2 ppm)
in Figure 8. While this can suggest that the true susceptibility
of trabecular bone might be greater than the values simulated,
other properties differ between the simulation and the in vivo
measurements that render such interpretations uncertain. In
the literature, the range of reported susceptibility values for
bone is fairly broad; While several studies from the 1990’s
based on R′2‐imaging report values around −0.3 ppm for
trabecular bone referenced to water at 0 ppm,58,59 more recent studies also based on QSM have reported much more
diamagnetic values around −2 ppm and lower with respect
to water.5,21 The bone marrow in the calcaneus consist of
100% fat with a reported susceptibility difference to water of
∼0.6 ppm.59,63 Assuming a true trabecular susceptibility at the
higher end of the reported values and taking the fatty susceptibility source of the inter‐trabecular fatty bone marrow into
account, one could argue for a steeper in vivo BV/TV‐to‐χ
slope than in the presented numerical simulation. However,
the different dipole inversion methods, the presence of noise,
the simplified trabecular network topology in the simulated
model and the known over‐estimation of the apparent BV/TV
in the gradient‐echo based measurement together with a low
number of in vivo samples are all factors that do not allow a
detailed interpretation of the presented results with respect to
the true value of trabecular bone susceptibility.
The observed sensitivity of QSM to trabecular bone
density in the calcaneus, is however well explained by the
strongly simplified trabecular bone model. A detailed comparison of QSM to R∗2‐mapping is out of the scope of this
work, but from Figure 8 one can also appreciate two theoretical advantages of QSM over an R∗2. R∗2 is inherently dependent
on the field strength and also on the voxel size, observable
in the upper plot in Figure 8 as the nonlinear increase of
R�2 ∕f0 with BV/TV, whereas QSM algorithms incorporate
both properties as input and measured bulk susceptibility
can therefore be independent on the field strength and voxel
size. While a theoretical investigation complemented with
phantom experiments are necessary in future work to further address possible (dis)advantages of QSM over R∗2, the
study presented here is able to show sensitivity of QSM on
trabecular bone density. Further work is necessary in order
to investigate whether bone marrow QSM can probe in vivo
trabecular density changes induced by pathological bone loss
or osteoporosis.
While all implemented regularizations were able to significantly detect BV/TV differences, the current preliminary
study has several limitations.
A fundamental issue with QSM is its inability to produce absolute susceptibility values. Starting from MR phase
information which is inherently difficult to reference to an
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absolute value—particularly in parallel imaging using multiple coils—the QSM processing also shows this limitation. In
the solution of the ill‐posed dipole inversion deconvolution,
the convolution kernel’s center singularity is re‐normalized
by the Lorentz sphere contribution, which results in a zero
DC offset of the dipole kernel in k‐space.64 Consequently, the
dynamic range of resulting susceptibility maps is centered
around the average k‐space energy of the local field map before dipole inversion, which is highly dependent on object
properties and therefore varying between subjects. Brain
QSM studies therefore introduced a referencing procedure,
where a specific ROI thought to be relatively homogeneous
and of comparable size between subjects is defined and the
susceptibility map are centered around the mean susceptibility value inside the ROI. There is an ongoing debate44 about
which reference tissue is best suited for comparing QSM
values across different brain subjects in a study.65 While cerebrospinal fluid or white matter in the internal capsule of
the brain can serve well as a reference tissue for QSM, in
the body only subcutaneous fat was proposed. In the abdominal region subcutaneous fat is more homogeneous and can
be used to reference susceptibility maps between subjects.
However as can be seen in bSSFP scans (Figure 4) the subcutaneous tissue is highly inhomogenous and susceptibility
is unlikely to be constant over several voxels. Hence, QSM
referencing is difficult in the ankle region.
Another limitation of the current study is the dependence
of susceptibility reconstructions on the regularization parameter λ in (1). This parameter was optimized by visual comparison of reconstructions on a wide range of λ values and
validated by an L‐curve heuristic in only one subjects, shown
in Supporting Information Figure S2. The obtained regularization parameter was then used for the QSM dipole inversion
in all other datasets. While this procedure followed multi‐
subject studies in brain QSM, where the size of the cropped
out brain in relation to the FOV is not largely varying, for
the imaging of the ankle, the ratio of the imaging object to
the FOV can vary significantly as with constant FOV, subjects can have different foot sizes. By inspection of Equation
(1) one can see that the regularization parameter depends not
only on the voxel size (through the gradient operator in the
regularizer), and the edge weighting Wg, but also on precisely
the ratio between tissue voxel to background/air voxels in the
FOV. Therefore, the optimal regularization parameter in one
subject may differ for other subjects with different foot sizes.
A more crucial limitation is the accuracy of the apparent BV/TV measured with the bSSFP sequence. This measurement resembles the high‐resolution imaging approach to
access trabecular bone density. The formed gradient echoes
to image trabeculae are susceptible to chemical shift dispersion and off‐resonance effects near the trabeculae–bone
marrow interface. Both effects lead to blurring and artificially enlarged trabeculae. The actual BV/TV is therefore
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systematically smaller than the apparent BV/TV from the
bSSFP measurement.5 Trabecular bone imaging based on
spin‐echo sequences does not suffer from the artifactually
increased BV/TV, but needs considerably larger repetition
times resulting in longer scan time and less motion robustness. From the complementary highly significant correlations
of QSM with the direct CT attenuation as well as the indirect
measure R∗2 of trabecularization—both known to have high
correlation with actual BV/TV7one can deduce that QSM is
also sensitive to the trabecular bone density.
In support of reproducible research, source code for
the QSM post‐processing, ROI analysis, and figure reproduction scripts are available for download at https://
github.com/maxdiefenbach/trabecular_bone_QSM.git
(SHA‐1=f0df3fbde928da49c04d91e40c1a6b7c60245696).
The git repository also includes an exemplary reconstructed
MRI source datasets used in this work.
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CO NC LUS I O N

In conclusion, the present work developed a methodological framework to simultaneously measure R∗2 and susceptibility in trabecularized yellow bone marrow, addressing the
presence of fat. The presented preliminary results showed a
correlation between measured susceptibility values and CT
attenuation, apparent BV/TV and R∗27 demonstrating the sensitivity of QSM on trabecular bone density.
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4 Discussion
In the original articles presented in Chapter 3, we developed a complete methodology to
estimate trabecular bone density in vivo via QSM in fatty tissues starting from standard
multi-gradient-echo MR images. In the following, we contextualize our work in the
current literature, discuss advantages and limitations of the developed methodology and
give perspectives for future studies.

4.1 Review of Existing Literature
The present work for non-invasive MR-based in vivo measurements of trabecular bone
density combines two established techniques in MRI parameter estimation—WFI and
QSM. First, we give an overview of the state-of-the-art for each field separately and later
briefly summarize methods in osteoporosis imaging.

4.1.1 Water–Fat Imaging
In MRI the diagnostically often more valuable signal of water molecules can be shadowed
by signal originating from lipid molecules inside the human body. Fat suppression techniques like Short-TI Inversion Recovery (STIR) [86] or SPectral Attenuated Inversion
Recovery (SPAIR) [87] therefore aim to null the signal of fat molecules during the MR
signal acquisition by introducing dedicated pulses in the pulse sequence building blocks,
exploiting different physical properties such as the shorter T1 relaxation time (STIR) or
the smaller resonance frequency (SPAIR) of fat protons compared to water protons. Both
methods have significant problems if the fat spectrum is broad or susceptibility-induced
distortions of the main magnetic field are present.
In contrast to fat suppression, chemical shift-encoded water–fat separation techniques,
which form the basis for WFI, do not introduce additional modules to the pulse sequence
but rely on algorithmic fitting of a chosen water–fat signal model to a sampled MR signal
evolution. Compared to STIR and SPAIR, water–fat separation has the advantage that
information of the fat signal is fully estimated and can be used to determine a PDFF of
the imaged region.
The accurate estimation of PDFF has been the primary focus of WFI, which is still
based on the main idea from the seminal work by Dixon [88] using complex multi-echo MR
signals to separate the water and fat signal contribution. To mitigate biases due to model
mismatches, the estimation of a robust PDFF per voxel needs a more realistic water–fat
signal model compared to the single-fat peak model assuming a constant magnetic field
from Dixon’s initial work. A suitable voxel signal model needs to incorporate the spectral
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nature of the fat signal [89], MR relaxation effects [90] and the field map parameter [91],
all described by the common complex single-R2∗ signal model [36].
The field map in particular is the most important nonlinear parameter in this type of
signal models since the parameter estimation problem is non-convex in this dimension
and the nonlinearity of the cost function in the field map parameter can lead to the
presence of several possible local minima [39]. A poor initial estimation for the field map
in the optimization algorithm results to the convergence to such local minima, causing
the infamous water–fat swaps, where the water and the fat signal in a voxel are assigned
the wrong way, which renders the images limited in their diagnostic value [92]. The
initialization of the relaxation parameter, however, does not play an equally important
role, as the minimization problem for water–fat separation is convex in this dimension.
For a given nonlinear parameters, the problem of water–fat separation simplifies to solving
an overdetermined system of linear equations, so the problem effectively reduces to the
estimation of the field map, which is further illustrated by the application of the VARPRO
method [37] to water–fat separation.
The field map estimation has been previously addressed by primarily imposing constraints on the smoothness of the field map over the whole imaging region instead of
separately fitting signal models to the acquired multi-echo data voxelwise. A plethora
of algorithms has been developed over the last decade using different methods based
on either, region-growing [93, 92], message passing [94, 95], cellular automata [96, 97,
98], or global estimation [99, 41, 44, 42, 43] schemes over all voxels simulatenously. A
comprehensive overview of many algorithms can be found in [100] together with their
competitive assessment in test datasets. In the public water–fat separation challenge described therein, global minimization techniques based on graph cuts [101] have shown the
best performance and graph cut water–fat separation algorithms are still further refined
and developed [102, 46].
A fundamentally different approach to sufficiently initialize the field map parameter
for water–fat separation has been demonstrated in [103], where inhomogeneities in the
main magnetic field caused by the magnetization of the imaging object where simulated
separately and incorporated into the initialization. The object-based information was
shown to significantly reduce the occurrence of many water–fat swaps, even in challenging anatomies. The work also illustrated the abundance of information contained in the
phase of the MR signal and consequently the field map parameter, which includes many
sequence-, hardware- and object-dependent physical contributions. Therefore, these contribution to the signal can also confound the water–fat separation through phase errors
during the MR acquisition, which propagate into the parameter estimation.
Based on which type of multi-echo acquisition scheme is used, gradient delays, eddy
currents, and concommittant fields [104, 29, 105] can necessitate additional considerations or correction methods. In cases where the MR signal phase might be unreliable, the
number of echoes is too low or the parameter configuration is unstable, magnitude-based
water–fat separation can be used. In magnitude-based algorithms the modulus of the
signal model is fitted to the magnitude of the single-echo data points, effectively eliminating the field map parameter form the model, but increasing the number of nonlinear
parameters in the cost function [95, 106].
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As the magnitude and phase parameters of the chemical species in the model were of
major interest in WFI literature, the SNR-optimal echo time selection for such parameter
estimation and the noise performance for different parameter constellations was primarily
analyzed for those parameters [52, 107], whereas in order to optimally estimate relaxation
rates or the field map, it is known that different echo spacings are SNR-optimal for the
nonlinear parameters [107]. It has been shown that the PDFF is largely unaffected
by the specific choice of the peak locations and amplitudes in an assumed multi-peak
fat spectrum as long as multiple peaks are present. While this is true for the linear
model parameters—magnitudes and phases or real and imaginary parts of the chemical
species in the model—the relaxation rates can be significantly biased by an inaccurate
choice of the fat model [108]. Such analysis gains importance as in recent years the
active research in WFI expanded its focus from the refinement of PDFF mapping to the
accurate estimation of the other available parameters in the single-R2∗ or more complex
signal models [109].
Clinical questions in osteoporosis and metabolic diseases challenge WFI techniques to
also be adapted to perform reliable quantitative MR relaxometry in the body [110, 111]
or estimate more parameters connected to the composition of adipose tissue [112, 113,
114]. The advancement of QSM further pushed WFI for the purpose of field mapping
outside the brain.

4.1.2 Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping
As the successor of Susceptibility-Weighted Imaging (SWI), QSM has been an emerging
method to quantitatively measure the average magnetic susceptibility per voxel from
continuous three-dimensional field map information [34]. Formally, QSM involves three
steps, which are described in Section 2.3.2 and usually performed in sequence: field
mapping, BFR and DI [115]. For the field mapping step in brain QSM, where typically a
tight brain mask is defined as ROI, simple scaling of unwrapped single echo phase images
[116], dual echo phase subtraction [117] or voxelwise nonlinear fitting of signal models of
only one chemical species to multi-echo data [69] is used to obtain a field map.
In body QSM, the field mapping step needs to account for the presence of fat with its
chemical shifts and is therefore analogous to complex-based water–fat separation methods
[39]. However, with the field map as the primary parameter of interest, WFI algorithms
focusing on mere PDFF mapping that treat the field map as a nuance parameter and
often spatially smooth the resulting field maps [99, 44], can therefore only be employed
for the initializations of more accurate voxelwise algorithms [91, 118].
For the second background field removal step, several kernel-convolution-based methods were developed such as the LBV method [64] or SHARP [59], showing robust performance in the brain. Conceptually different BFR approaches are minimum-norm methods
like the method PDF [62], which also proofed to be reliable in the brain [58]. A comprehensive comparison of BFR techniques outside the brain is however yet to be conducted
and BFR in the body has not been thoroughly studied.
The most research results where obtained in the development of methods and their
evaluation for the last DI step of QSM. The ill-posed, ill-conditioned inverse field-to-
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susceptibility problem (Section 2.3.2) is most widely solved by means of regularization
[66]. In the Bayesian interpretation of such regularization techniques, the specific regularization terms introduced to the formulated DI minimization problems correspond to
different priors about the underlying tissue susceptibility distribution [71]. Many different
combinations of regularization terms [2, 72] and optimization algorithms [70, 119] have
been applied in the literature, but the most common regularizer used in QSM is total variation (TV) [120, 67] evaluated with the `1 or `2 norm [121, 122] and often combined with
morphological edges weightings [123]. Regularizers like TV promote piece-wise constant
susceptibility distributions in the QSM reconstructions, whereas the recently proposed
Total Generalized Variation (TGV) promotes piece-wise smooth susceptibility maps allowing for more linear spatial variations [124, 72]. The question of which regularization
term is best suited for a specific anatomy or QSM application and clinical question is
still subject of ongoing research [125].
Being developed for imaging the brain, QSM has been successfully employed in numerous neurological applications, such as the identification of multiple sclerosis lesions [126,
127], the discrimination of cerebral micro-bleeds and intracranial calcifications [128] or
the monitoring of iron deposition [129] motivating further applications of QSM outside
the brain.
Body QSM has been shown to have applications in breast imaging [130], measuring
liver iron content [73], and imaging of cartilage [131], cortical bone [132] and more recently
trabecularized bone marrow in the spine [133, 134].
Besides further applications of known QSM algorithms, there is much active development of new QSM methods showing advantages in certain applications. The advancements in machine learning also lead to fruitful applications in QSM reconstruction techniques. When a satisfactory traditional QSM algorithm for a specific application of
interest and a significantly large amount of training data is available, deep neural nets of
several different architectures have successfully been trained to perform the DI [135] and
recently, the Deep Learning approach has also been translated to the BFR step in QSM
[136]. The major differences in QSM algorithms using Deep Learning is the training data
and the labeling method. Training data either can be generated from randomly oriented
objects of arbitrary shapes and susceptibility values [137] simulating the QSM forward
model or by acquiring real in vivo data, which is reconstructed by a traditional gold standard QSM technique [138, 75]. Once the network is trained, its use significantly speeds
up reconstructions times of the QSM DI step, however, the need for a large training
dataset and a traditional labeling method poses the questions about further advantages
for Deep-Learning-based QSM other than decreased reconstruction time.
Another major research question in non-machine-learning-based QSM is the development and evaluation of so-called single-step or joint methods. Starting from the estimated (unwrapped) field map, single-step methods perform BFR and DI simulatenously
in one joint algorithmic step, which can show some advantages compared to the sequential approach [73, 72, 139, 124]. Traditional BFR techniques need a mask to define
imaging regions causing the background field, which often relies on arbitrary choices of
ROIs and their manual segmentation. By incorporating the Laplacian operator into the
cost-function of the field-to-susceptibility inverse problem, single-step methods intrinsi-
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cally remove any harmonic background field contributions without the need for such a
background defining mask [140].
A similar QSM approach—also fundamentally changing the treatment of BFR and
starting from the raw (total) field map—is TFI [74]. In TFI the total field map is directly inverted through DI without a separate BFR step by using an iterative algorithm
that iterates much longer than in standard DI. It has been shown that by such long iterations, iterative algorithms can converge to correct local susceptibility maps, remarkably
even without any background field removal. To speed up the convergence of TFI, preconditioning terms can be introduced into the DI formulation by aiding the DI iterations
with initializing major susceptibility differences in the imaging regions (e.g. air–tissue
interfaces with 9 ppm differences). In a recent public QSM reconstruction challenge
(http://www.listsnu.org/qsm-challenge/) with a realistic numerical head phantom
[78], a TFI algorithm showed the best performance in recovering the susceptibility from
a total field map even in the presence of challenging calcifications in the brain.

4.1.3 Magnetic Resonance Imaging in Osteoporosis
The most important osteoporosis site is the spine. For osteoporosis screening and monitoring, the measurement of BMD is important for the assessment of bone quality and
the associated fracture risk in the spine. The current gold standard techniques to measure BMD are based on Dual-Energy Xray Absorptiometry (DEXA) and Quantitative
Computed Tomography (QCT). While with DEXA BMD values can be unreliable and
measurement results of healthy and osteoporotic patients overlap, QCT measurements
are more accurate and allow simultaneous information gain about the bone microstructure, improving the ability to predict fracture risk. However, QCT is associated with
large radiation dose [141]. Early on, the non-invasiveness of MRI made it a candidate
for osteoporosis screening [142, 143, 11]. High-resolution MRI to resolve trabeculae is
however challenging due to motion artifacts and long scan times. Therefore, osteoporosis
imaging using high-resolution MRI is practically limited to the distal skeleton and is not
feasible in major osteoporosis sites. Trabecular bone R2∗ -mapping has been proposed
as an indirect measure of trabecular density but was shown to be too dependent on
trabecular bone microstructure and orientation to the main magnetic field [144]. Trabecular bone R2∗ -mapping is based on multi-gradient-echo MRI, which has independently
gained clinical interest in the spine as it allows for WFI techniques to quantify changes in
bone marrow fat content [145]. Increased bone marrow fat content is highly associated
with the progress of osteoporosis [12] and multi-gradient-echo-based spine MRI therefore qualifies for osteoporosis screening/monitoring in terms of PDFF mapping [146].
Furthermore, novel QSM methods show adequate sensitivity on trabecular bone density
[147] and the direct susceptibility contrast of QSM shows advantages over R2∗ [148]. The
clinical feasibility of spine QSM was already independently demonstrated [134, 133, 140]
with promising potential for QSM applications in the context of osteoporosis.
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4.2 Present work
This work developed new techniques for the application of QSM in the body and as
such, contributed to the field of WFI and QSM. By developing and finally combining
methods from both fields, we were able to construct a complete multi-step approach for
quantitative parameter estimation of clinical relevant biomarkers for MRI of osteoporosis.

4.2.1 Novelty
The field map initialization presented in Section 3.2 demonstrates a way to easily incorporate previously unused information about present magnetic fields to aid the water–fat
separation. In addition to the previously used object-based field map generated through
magnetization of the imaging object, the proposed field map initialization accounted for
the inhomogeneities of the scanner magnet, the shim field, and the susceptibility-induced
field from object field sources outside the FOV. Possible extensions to incorporate concomitant fields and gradient delays were also presented. The removal of the considered
field map contributions was shown to reliably remove water–fat swaps in standard WFI
methods, but also ensures field map results without artificial discontinuities in the imaging region that can be further processed in .
The generalized formulation of the multi-gradient-echo water–fat separation problem
proposed in Section 3.3 enabled the development of a complete multi-species MR signal
analysis framework, which allows parameter estimation and noise performance assessment over a broad range of signal models. The novel generalized formulation describes
different signal models by a corresponding set of so-called constraint matrices introducing model-specific parameter relations. The matrices form an abstraction over the whole
class of signal models and become input parameters to a novel algorithmic reformulation
of mathematical and computational generality. The generalized parameter estimation algorithm is therefore universally applicable for all signal models of the class. With input
matrices describing water–fat signal models the algorithm forms the basis for QSM field
mapping outside the brain.
In Section 3.4 we developed a body QSM methodology on top of the field mapping
framework established by the two previous journal publications. The work showed the
feasibility of the body QSM pipeline in a clinical setting and validated the sensitivity
of QSM on trabecular bone density using the gold standard QCT technique. Numerical
simulation of simplified trabecular bone models were able to further verify the expected
sensitivity of QSM on the trabecular bone volume. Furthermore, the novel implementation of Nesterov’s algorithm for iterative QSM DI was used to compare three different
state-of-the-art regularization terms for QSM in trabecularized yellow bone marrow. The
developed QSM pipeline for the non-invasive assessment for trabecular bone density combines the susceptibility mapping with the mapping of the quantitative parameters from
the WFI-based field mapping step and consequently results in simultaneous R2∗ and PDFF
maps. In vivo results and simulations compared QSM and relaxometry for trabecular
bone measurements and confirmed theoretical advantages of QSM.
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4.2.2 Impact
The field map initialization method presented in Section 3.2 was developed in the context of WFI and showed significant reduction in water–fat swaps compared to previous
methods, but the method also has multiple potential applications in experimental MRI
scenarios where phase information is important. As the proposed field mapping initialization technique starts from complex source data and scanner output information
independent of the MR pulse sequence, it can be translated to many other MRI sequence
types. The needed information for the demodulation of most of the largest field contributions is either always intrinsically present in the acquired data or often available from
the scanner at no cost of development. The gained information about the estimated
field map contributions is potentially valuable in MR applications that use field map
estimates for correction purposes such as for example deblurring in Echo Planar Imaging or non-Cartesian imaging. Furthermore, the subsequent demodulations of the major
field map contributions effectively separate those large phase contributions from the fine
"local" phase differences inside tissues, which results in a local tissue field map with a
non-smoothed quantitative field map output valuable for QSM.
The generalized formulation developed in Section 3.3 has several theoretical advantages. The concise formulation of the whole class of signal models allows to generalize
many previous single model techniques. As shown, one can follow three simple steps
to convert techniques using only one specific signal model of interest to the proposed
general form. This generalization then enables the application of the presented parameter estimation and noise performance analysis for all models described by a weighted
sum of complex exponentials whose arguments are linear in the time dimension. The
developed computer programs for this work are based on the data-structure conventions
of the ISMRM fat–water toolbox and are compatible with other routines therein. The
implemented software can therefore be considered as an extension allowing the adoption of signal models previously not included in the original ISMRM fat–water toolbox.
Thereby, the generalized formulation of the parameter estimation techniques allows for
future work in many directions, like semi-automated model selections or a comprehensive
model comparison both in theoretical and algorithmic implementations.
The work presented in Section 3.4, for the first time, experimentally validated the
sensitivity of body QSM on trabecular bone density and verified in vivo the theoretical advantages of field strength and voxel size independence of QSM over R2∗ in trabecularized yellow bone marrow. As demonstrated, the developed body QSM pipeline
from multi-gradient-echo imaging over fat-corrected field mapping to dipole inversion is
fully clinically feasible and therefore poses a potential candidate for osteoporosis imaging without the use of invasive ionizing radiation used in current routine bone density
measurements. The work lays a foundation for future research in the direction of QSM
for the assessment of bone quality in osteoporosis.
In support of reproducible research, the source code developed for each original journal
publication comprised in this thesis was published and made freely available at https:
//www.bmrr.de/software and https://github.com/maxdiefenbach.
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4.2.3 Limitations
Despite the success of the developed trabecular bone QSM methodology with respect to
the sensitivity on trabecular bone density, there are several limitations of the presented
work and its results.
QSM has an intrinsic inability to produce absolute susceptibility values. The initial
phase of the complex MR data is inherently difficult to reference to an absolute value and
QSM inherits this limitation. The zero DC offset of the dipole kernel due to the Lorentz
sphere correction leaves the absolute mean susceptibility value in the imaging region unchanged. Consequently, the dynamic range of resulting susceptibility maps is centered
around the average k-space energy of the local field map, which is highly dependent on
properties of the imaging object. In vivo, this object dependence of the QSM results
leads to the challenge of inter-subject comparison. Following the standard procedure in
multi-subject studies in brain QSM, the regularization parameter was optimized by visual
comparison of QSM reconstructions in only one subject and employed in all other subject
datasets. However, the regularization parameter depends on the ratio of the size of the
imaging object to the FOV and the imaged anatomy shows a large physical variation
from subject to subject. Consequently, the measured subjectwise correlations between
average voxel susceptibility and bone-volume-to-total-volume ratio showed a broad distribution from subject to subject. Together with the known over-estimation of the apparent
BV/TV in the GRE-based measurements and the low number of in vivo samples, the
study did not allow a detailed interpretation of the true value for the proportionality of
trabecular bone susceptibility to trabeculae density. The slopes of measured susceptibility versus apparent trabecular bone density were however suggestive that susceptibility
values of trabecularized bone marrow might lie on the larger diamagnetic end of reported
values from literature. A more concise comparison of the slopes from the regression of
susceptibility versus apparent BV/TV with more subjects and refined QSM algorithms
was outside the scope of the presented work.
Furthermore, the sensitivity of QSM on trabecular bone density in vivo was demonstrated in a gradient echo sequence with echo times greater than 1 ms, where bone does
not exhibit an MR signal due to its fast R2∗ -relaxation. While differences in trabecular bone density could be detected visually and in quantitative ROI analysis, cortical
bone could not be imaged reliably by the developed QSM post-processing, which shows
another fundamental limitation of QSM. If the geometries of the MR invisible cortical
bone structures do not lead to field distortions in their outside, there is no susceptibility
information of the cortical bone structures present in the MR phase data. Especially
elongated susceptibility inclusions aligned with the main magnetic field do not create
local field contributions outside of the inclusions and therefore remain invisible by the
proposed QSM post-processing. For the reliable recovery of QSM values in cortical bone
regions—often of clinical importance in osteoporosis—MR phase information in the inside
of the bone is necessary. The reliable estimation of cortical bone susceptibility therefore
manifests the need for ultra-short echo time (UTE) imaging [149]. For traditional osteoporosis screening, the characterization of trabecular bone loss is however of primary
interest and the employed non-UTE QSM method for trabecular bone imaging showed
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sufficient sensitivity.
Initial attempts showed that the translation of the developed QSM methodology to
the major osteoporosis sites at the lumbar spine and the hip poses additional challenges
[140]. In non-UTE based QSM in the body, it is an open question on how to best
perform the BFR step when moving from distal locations to the proximal osteoporosis
sites. The thicker cortical bone regions inside the imaging volume lead to larger signal
voids in the initial field maps, which bears the question on whether to include the voids
in the definition of the background in the standard BFR methods. For the application
of trabecular bone measurements, one might not define the signal voids from the cortical
bone regions in close proximity to the trabeculae as background, although they do not
contain information while exerting field distortions inside the trabecularized regions.
In contrast to the extremities where volume RF coils are typically employed acquiring
the MR signal of the entire anatomy within the coil, in the spine and the hip MRI is
typically performed using surface coils (posterior coil elements) that show a strong signal
loss as the distance from the coil increases. The definition of the air–tissue interfaces can
therefore pose additional problems in the BFR background masking. Preliminary results
in QSM of the vertebral column suggest that single-step methods or TFI can however
be a solution to the challenges of BFR for osteoporosis QSM as these methods do not
require the definition of a background mask [140].

4.3 Perspectives
Besides the limitations stated in the last section, the combination of the work presented
in the comprising journal publications allows to confirm the central hypothesis of the
present thesis. The development of a trabecular bone QSM methodology is possible,
clinically feasible and enables the non-invasive assessment of trabecular bone density for
osteoporosis imaging.
The complete QSM methodology developed for this work establishes a framework for
quantitative parameter estimation from multi-gradient MRI data, combines it with a
robust field map initialization technique, and demonstrates its use in QSM for trabecular
bone density mapping, which opens new perspectives for future research.
The automatic comparison of many different multi-species signal models in novel model
selection and machine learning techniques is an interesting approach to make use of the
generalization benefits of the generalized model formulation in the framework (Section
3.3). The fast prototyping capabilities of the developed parameter estimation can also
be employed in exploring entirely new multi-species signal models by changing only few
input parameters at limited cost in software development. An extension of the generalized
formulation from complex-based to magnitude-based parameter estimation schemes to
gain robustness against phase errors also presents a possibly fruitful research direction.
With the adequate MR sequences, the developed methodology allows to estimate several quantitative MR parameters simultaneously. In the context of trabecular bone measurement, the parameter estimation is the basis for the field mapping step in the body,
but also yields quantitative parameter maps of the transverse reversible relaxation rates,
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fat fractions and possible fatty acid compositions. Currently, this information from the
additional quantitative parameter maps is not used in the subsequent QSM steps of
BFR and DI. Future studies aiming to translate QSM of trabecular bone to the major
osteoporosis sites might try to incorporate fat fraction and relaxation into single-step
or TFI QSM methods. The possibility of a detailed uncertainty quantification enabled
by the developed previous parameter estimation framework can thereby help to control
QSM-inherent noise amplification.
The developed quantitative multi-parameter mapping can find applications in further
clinical body MRI research outside of trabecular bone loss in osteoporosis. The methods
can for example help in the development of new MR biomarkers for the investigation of
(MR) properties of brown adipose tissue or the assessment of fatty acid composition in
metabolic diseases.
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